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Chronology of Events: Prehistory to 1949 

______________________________________________________________________ 

                Dates                                           Events______________________________ 

 

Ca. 1600-1500 B.C.---  Period of the Patriarchs.  Abraham entered into covenant with 

God  God promised land of region to Abraham and his descendants.  

 Covenant and promises repeated with Abraham’s son, Isaac and 

 grandson, Jacob, to whom God gave the name of Israel.  Jacob, his 

 sons, their families (i.e., the Children of Israel), and retainers -- about 

 150 persons -- migrated to Egypt. 

Ca. 1250-1210 B.C.----- Jews under Moses left Egypt, wandered in the desert of Sinai, 

during which time, Moses received, The Law, in series of meetings 

with God.  The Ark of the Covenant constructed and, with the stone 

tablets of the Decalogue inside, was henceforth, carried with the 

Twelve Tribes of Israel on their journey. 

Ca. 1220-1190 B.C.----- Under leadership of Joshua, tribes conquered Land of 

Canaan. 

Ca. 1200-1000 B.C.----- Tribal confederation, period of the Judges. 

Ca. 1000 B.C.------------ Saul became king, though functions largely limited to those 

of military commander. 

Ca. 1000-965 B.C.------ David consolidated and expanded kingdoms of Israel and 

Judah (Judea). 

(or to 961B.C.) 

965-928 B.C.------------- Reign of Solomon, first figure for which historical records’ exist 

  outside the Bible.  

(or 961-922 B.C.)------ Temple was built, centering on the Holy of Holies, in which, 

Ark of Covenant was housed, and from which, the Divine 

Presence was believed, never to depart. Temple  

in Jerusalem and The Law became and remain central aspect 

of Judaism. 
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900-722 B.C.------------- Two kingdoms, Judah and Israel, gradually lost power and  

  strength.  Near end of period, the prophesies of the first Isaiah 

  and of other great prophets. 

722-720 B.C.------------- Samaria, in Israel, conquered by Shalmaneser V.  Samaria  

  made a province of Assyrian Empire.  Large number of Jews 

  deported. 

720-597 B.C.------------- Weakening states subjected to series of attacks from powerful 

  neighbors. Ca. 627- 585 B.C., the prophecies of Jeremiah. 

597-586 B.C.------------- Nebuchadnezzar attacked Judah; Jerusalem conquered in 

587; it and Temple destroyed and the Ark of the Covenant lost 

in 586.  Huge number of Jews taken into exile (galut) known 

as the Babylonian Captivity. 

538 B.C.------------------ First group allowed, by Cyrus, to return to Jerusalem from  

  Babylon. 

Ca. 520-515 B.C.-------- Second Temple built. 

Ca. 445 B.C.------------- Ezra, probably the governor of new commonwealth, 

reportedly summoned “the people” to the Temple, where for 

seven days, he and others, read the Torah to the assembly. 

500-200 B.C.------------- Collection, organization, and revision of the literature, 

eventually incorporated into the Bible, continued throughout 

period. 

332 B.C.------------------ Alexander the Great conquered region, including Israel and  

  Judah. Beginning of Hellenistic influence, which continued for 

  centuries. 

301 B.C.------------------ Ptolemy I conquered area. 

301-175 B.C.------------ Series of wars and invasions, in the region, resulted in 

numerous overlords and rulers.  In 198, Seleucids conquered 

Israel; in 175, Antiochus IV seized power. 

167 B.C.------------------ In response to acts of Antiochus IV -- such as outlawing 

Judaism and the desecration of the Temple -- rebellion by 

Jews began. 
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166-160 B.C.------------- Under Judas (Judah) Maccabee, rebels victorious.  In 164, 

Jerusalem liberated and Temple re-dedicated.  In 161, treaty 

of friendship concluded with Rome. 

140 B.C.------------------ Simon the Just, endorsed by an assembly of the people, as 

ruler, high priest, and commander-in-chief.  Hasmonean 

dynasty begun. 

134 B.C.------------------ Renewal of treaty with Rome.  Simon assassinated.  John 

Hyrcanus ruled until 104. 

76-67 B.C.---------------- Reign of Salome Alexandra, only rule by a woman. 

63 B.C.-------------------- Pompey captured Jerusalem for Rome. 

48 B.C.-------------------- Caesar endorsed Jewish religious privileges. 

 

37-4 B.C.----------------- Reign of Herod. 

4 B.C. - A.D. 34--------- Reign of Herod Philip. 

A.D. 37-41--------------- Caligula Caesar’s demand that he be worshipped as a living 

god, rejected by Jews, provoking crisis and insurrection. 

A.D. 70--------------------Revolt against Rome that began in A.D. 66, culminated in Roman 

seizure of Jerusalem and the destruction of the Temple.  Qumran 

and other Essene communities, also destroyed.  Direct Roman rule 

imposed, lasted until 395 . 

A.D. 73--------------------Fall of Masada to Roman forces. 

A.D. 132-135------------Bar Kokhba War. 

A.D. 100-425------------Compilation of Jerusalem Talmud (completed ca. 390 or 425), 

Midrashim (see Glossary), and that section of the Bible, known as 

the Old Testament.  Provided famework for life in Diaspora (see 

Glossary), which began with the various captivities, in sixth 

century B.C., increased during Hellenistic period, and became 

  almost total, in aftermath of the destruction of the Temple 

A.D. 200------------------ Tertullian, Christian spokesman, wrote and issued a virulently anti-

Jewish work, Adversus Judaeos. 

A.D. 395-638------------ Byzantine rule. 
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A.D. 500------------------ Babylonian Talmud completed at about this time, although 

refinements and the final codification were not completed, until 

late in the seventh century. 

A.D. 535-553------------ Emperor Justinian voiced strong anti-Jewish sentiment and 

policy, in Corpus Juris  Civilis. 

A.D. 612------------------ Spanish king instituted policy aimed at forcible conversion of 

Jews. 

A.D. 632------------------ Byzantine Emperor Heraclius promulgated law, calling for forced 

conversion to Christianity of all Jews in empire. 

A.D. 630-1500----------- In 638, Arab Muslims conquered Jerusalem, which they 

identify, as third holiest city of Islam.  Jews in areas, conquered by 

Arab Muslims, generally welcomed them, as liberators. With few 

exceptions, Jews fared much better under Muslim, than Christian 

rule.  Period ca. 900-1141, known as the Golden Age of the 

Diaspora, with centers in Spain, Morocco, and other Mediterranean 

Muslim countries.  Expulsion of Jews and Muslims from Spain, 

1492 marked end of Arab Muslim grandeur and the acceleration of 

Arab decline, which decline and resulting cultural and commercial 

stagnation, which Jews, in those areas shared.  Jews and Arabs, 

also suffered from brutalities and indignities of various Christian 

Crusades, from the eleventh to fourteenth  centuries. 

A.D. 636-1072----------- Palestine ruled by Arabs. 

1072-1099---------------- Seljuq rule of Palestine. 

1096-1099---------------- First Crusade.  Before leaving on Crusade, some soldiers 

massacred Jews, in Rhineland. 

1099-1291---------------- With some interruptions, Palestine ruled by crusaders.  

Members of Second Crusade  again persecuted Jews, in 

Rhineland. 

1182----------------------- Jews expelled from France, property confiscated. 

1290----------------------  After several decades of persecution, including blood libel 

(see Glossary) trials, Jews   expelled from England. 
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1291-1516---------------- Palestine ruled by Mamluks. 

1300-1600---------------- Massacres, forced conversions, and expulsions in most 

countries of Western Europe.  Conditions in Spain, perhaps 

worst, culminating in Spanish Inquisition, in                                       

1480, and expulsion, in 1492.  Jews expelled from Sicily, 

1493; Lithuania, 1495; Porttugal, 1496-97; Brandenberg, 

1510; Naples, 1541; Prague, 1541.  In 1544, Martin                                       

Luther launched attacks on Jews, on charges of deicide.. 

1517-1917---------------- Palestine conquered by Turks and governed as part of 

Ottoman Empire. 

1648-49------------------- Estimated 100,000 Jews killed and 300 communities 

destroyed, in Ukraine. 

1666----------------------- Sabbatai Zevi, of Turkey, proclaimed self as messiah and for 

short time, captured emotional allegiance of world Jewry. 

1670-1789---------------- Expulsions and persecutions, common throughout Europe.  In 

1715, Pope Pius VI issued the Edict Concerning the Jews, which 

alluded to deicide charges and extended restrictions on 

Christian-Jewish relations. 

1789----------------------- French Revolution and Napoleon’s conquests of much of 

Europe, gradually extended measure of civil liberties, to 

European Jews.  This provided impetus to Jewish Emancipation 

or Enlightenment (haskalah) that, launched by Moses 

Mendelssohn (1729-86) and others, provided such nineteenth 

and early twentieth century figures,as Heinrich Heine (1797-

1856); Benjamin Disraeli (1804-81); Karl Marx (1818- 

83); Johannes Brahms (1833-77); Sigmund Freud (1856-1939); 

Marcel Proust (1871-1922); Albert Einstein (1879-1955); J. 

Robert Oppenheimer (1904-67); Saul Bellow (1915- ); and 

Yehudi Menuhin (1916- ). 

1791----------------------- Czarist Russia, established twenty-five provinces -- known as the 

Pale of Settlement (See Glossary) -- in which, Jews permitted to 
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live, but outside of which, they could not permanently reside. 

1800-84------------------- In 1827, compulsory military service of twenty-five years for 

young, male Jews,  begun  in Russia; in 1835, new restrictive 

laws, promulgated by czar.  In 1878, in Germany, founding of 

first political party, based on anti-Semitism; German historian, 

Henrich von Treitschke, joined anti-Semitic campaign, thus 

providing, academicPrestige and sanction. In Russia, pogroms 

resulted in beginning of mass Jewish                                        

emigration, mostly to North America.  (Between 1880 and 1914, 

about 2.6 million East European Jews, fled to North America, 

most to United States). 

1882----------------------- Beginning of First Aliyah (see Glossary); First International Anti-

Jewish Congress, held in Dresden, Germany. 

1882----------------------- Leo Pinsker, Russian Jew, wrote Auto-emancipation, based on 

which, Hibbat Zion, was founded in 1890. 

1894-----------------------   Alfred Dreyfus trial in Paris. 

1896-----------------------   Theodor Herzl, an assimilated Jew -- resident in Vienna -- wrote 

Der Judenstaat (The Jewish State), calling for separate Jewish 

state. 

1897----------------------- First Zionist Congress, held in Basel, Switzerland.  Under Herzl’s 

leadership, Zionist  Organization founded, with stated aim:  

“To create for the Jewish people, a home, in  Palestine, 

secured by Public Law.” 

1899----------------------- Houston Stewart Chamberlain, Englishman resident in 

Germany, published anti-Semitic tract, that later provided, 

ideological framework for National-Socialist party of Adolf  Hitler. 

1903-06------------------- Renewal of pogroms, in southern Russia. 

1903----------------------- Sixth Zionist Congress. Herzl presented British offer, to give 

territory in British East  Africa, for Jewish homeland.  Plan 

became known, as Uganda Scheme. 

1904-----------------------   Beginning of Second Aliyah. 
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1905----------------------- Czarist Russia’s secret police, Okhrana, arranged for printing the 

Protocol of the  Elders  of Zion, concocted by an 

anonymous Parisian:  pamphlet appeared to reveal a  secret 

plan, by Jews, for attainment of world domination.  During 1920’s, 

article was  translated into all major world languages and 

given wide circulation and considerable  credence, 

particularly in Germany and in the United States, where until 1927, 

its publication was subsidized by Henry Ford. 

1911----------------------- Tenth Zionist Congress, adopted what came to be known, as 

“synthetic” trend of   Zionism, expounded by Chaim 

Weizmann. 

November 2, 1917------- Issuance of letter, that became known, as the Balfour 

Declaration, which stated, that British government favored, “the 

establishment, in Palestine, of a National Home for the Jewish 

People.” 

1917-21------------------- Many thousand Jews, killed in Poland and Ukraine; in 1919, 

estimated 3,000 Jews killed, in Hungary. 

1918-48------------------- Palestine ruled by Great Britain. 

1919-23------------------- Third Aliyah. 

1920----------------------- Histadrut (see Glossary) and Haganah (see Glossary), 

founded in Palestine. 

1922----------------------- League of Nations, approved and formalized, British Mandate 

over Palestine, which in fact, had been instituted, by 1920. 

1924-31------------------- Fourth Aliyah. 

1925----------------------- Mein Kampf published. 

1929----------------------- Arabs, in Jerusalem, rioted over acquisition of land, by Jewish 

immigrants. 

1932-39------------------- Fifth Aliyah; marked by refugees from Nazi Germany. 

1935----------------------- Germany issued Nuremberg Laws, which among other things, 

denied Jews German citizenship. 

July, 1937-----------------Royal Commission on Palestine (Peel Commission) issued its 
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report, which described  Arab and Jewish positions, as 

irreconcilable and the Mandate, as unworkable.  Com- 

mission recommended, partition of Palestine into Jewish and 

Arab states, but with British retention of Mandate power over 

Nazareth, Bethlehem, Jerusalem, and a corridor, from Jerusalem 

to  the seacoast. 

August, 1937------------- Twentieth Zionist Congress, agreed in principle to partition 

proposal, but rejected  proposed boundaries. 

November, 1937--------- Woodhead Commission reversed Peel Commission 

recommendations, stated that  partition, impractical. 

March, 1938-------------- British government called a conference, in London, of Jewish and 

Arab representatives, but conference failed, in part, because 

Arabs refused to negotiate directly, with Jewish representatives. 

May 17, 1939------------ British government issued a White Paper, that extended British 

rule, in Palestine, for a ten-year period; placed limits on Jewish 

immigration and their land purchases, in                                    

Palestine; and stated that, a Palestinian government would be 

established, at the end of ten years.  Arabs, generally negative to 

White Paper, and Jews rejected it completely.  In  September, 

1939, David Ben-Gurion stated, “We [the Jews, in Palestine] shall 

fight the war against Hitler, as if there were no White Paper, and 

we shall fight the White Paper, as if there were no war.” 

1939-45------------------- Thousands of Palestinian Jews joined British Army and fought on 

all main fronts,  during World War II, in September, 1944 

separate Jewish Brigade was formed within  British Army. 

Within Palestine, Jewish Agency (see Glossary) -- main Jewish 

organization -- resisted British Mandate attempts, to regulate land 

sales and arranged immigration of many Jewish refugees, from 

Europe. 

May 8, 1945-------------- Germany surrendered, official estimate of the number of victims, 

of what came to be known, as the Holocaust (see Glossary), 
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eventually placed at 5,820,000, roughly 37percent, of world 

Jewish population, in 1939. 

July, 1945---------------- New Labour Government, in London, endorsed 1939 White Paper 

and sought to limit Jewish immigration into Palestine and to block 

land purchases, by Jews, in Palestine. 

May, 1946---------------- Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry report denounced 1939 

White Paper and called for immediate entrance, into Palestine, of 

about 100,000 European Jews, most of whom, were stateless 

survivors of Holocaust.  British rejected this, noting that Palestine 

was an armed camp.  Activities of Irgun (see Glossary) and Stern 

Gang (see Glossary) intensified.   British deported number of 

Jews, to Cyprus. 

July 22, 1946------------- Irgun bombed King David Hotel, killing many British officials and 

over 100 Arab and Jewish employees of hotel. 

December, 1946--------- Twenty-second Zionist Congress designated Ben-Gurion an 

executive chairman and  defense minister of Jewish Agency, 

instituted significant arming and expansion of Haganah. 

1947----------------------- Great Britain turned Palestine issue over to United Nations (UN).  

In May, UN established United Nations Special Committee, on 

Palestine (UNSCOP), which, in August, submitted a report calling 

for partition. In November, 1947, General Assembly adopted 

proposal. 

April 9, 1948------------- Irgun terrorists kill most inhabitants of Dayr (Deir) Yasin, over 250 

people.  In the next few weeks, over 200,000 Arabs, flee from the 

area. 

May 14, 1948------------ Israel issued Declaration of the Establishment of the State of 

Israel. 

June 20, 1948------------ Supply ship, Altalena, loaded with arms and ammunition for 

Irgun, burns near Tel-Aviv during raid by newly created, Israel 

Defense Forces, precipitating the rapid decline of the Irgun. 

May 1948-Jan., 1949--- On May 15, Arab military forces attacked Israel.  By January, 
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1949 Israeli forces held  area that remained in mid-1978, 

the de jure territory of Israel. 

January 25, 1949-------- Country’s first Knesset (parliament) election held. 

February 16, 1949------- Chaim Weizmann elected first president by Knesset. 

March 10, 1949---------- David Ben-Gurion formed first government as country’s first 

prime minister. 

October 15, 1950-------- Ben-Gurion and cabinet resigned on issue of religious 

education. 

November 1, 1950------- Ben-Gurion formed second government, which resigned on 

the same issue a few months later. 

July 30, 1951------------- Election of Knesset members. 

October 8, 1951---------- Ben-Gurion formed third government. 

October 9, 1952---------- Death of Weizmann. 

November, 1952--------- Itzhak Ben-Zvi elected president. 

November 24, 1952----- Knesset passed World Zionist Organization-Jewish Agency 

Status Law. 

December 19, 1952------Ben-Gurion and cabinet resigned for third time, because of 

religious education controversy. 

December 23, 1952------Ben-Gurion formed new government. 

August 12, 1953--------- Knesset passed State Education Law. 

December 6, 1953------- Ben-Gurion resigned for personal reasons. 

January 26, 1954-------- Moshe Sharett formed government as new prime minister. 

June 29, 1955------------ Sharett resigned in dispute with opposition on issue of Nazi 

trials. 

July 26, 1955------------- General election of Third Knesset members. Mapai (see ) 

again, won largest  number of seats, but five below 1951 

level, and short of a majority. 

November 2, 1955-------Ben-Gurion formed new government. 

November 3-8, 1955---- Israeli military invaded Al Auja neutral zone to expel 

Egyptians. Egyptian and Israeli  forces fought briefly, near 

Eilat. 
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December 11-12, 1955--Major Israeli raid, northeast of Sea of Galilee.  UN Security 

Council accepted Israeli contention of continued Syrian provocation, but condemned 

Israel’s retaliation. 

January 2, 1956---------- Ben-Gurion announced, that period of compulsory national 

service, extended from two and one-half to three and one-half 

years.  Claimed 884 Israelis, killed or seriously wounded by 

Arab invaders, in 1951-55 period. 

July 26, 1956------------- Egypt announced nationalization of Suez Canal. 

October 1956------------- Jordan joined Egyptian-Syrian pact; during summer, Egypt’s 

forces, in Sinai Peninsula, significantly increased. 

October 29, 1956-------- Israeli forces invaded Sinai Peninsula. Fifty-one villagers, 

killed by Israeli Border Police, at Kafr Qasim. 

November 3, 1956------- Israeli soldiers panicked, and killed 140 refugees and 135 

local residents, at Khan Yunis in the Gaza Strip. 

November 5, 1956------- British and French forces landed at Port Said. 

November 6, 1956------- Cease-fire went into effect at midnight. 

November 12, 1956----- Israeli soldiers, killed 111 people, at Rafah, in UNRWA (see 

Glossary) camp in the Gaza Strip. 

December 22, 1956------Under strong pressure from the United States, Soviet Union, and 

UN, British and  French forces withdrew. 

March 6-7, 1957--------- Israeli forces withdrew from Sharm ash Shaykh and Gaza Strip. 

October 28, 1957-------- Ben-Zvi elected second five-year term, as president. 

December, 1957--------- Cabinet voted, with one vote majority, to buy arms from West 

Germany.  On December 31, Ben-Gurion resigned as prime 

minister, but asked by President Ben-Zvi, to form new 

government. 

January 6, 1958---------- Ben-Gurion formed new government with membership identical 

to previous cabinet; minority members of coalition agreed to 

principle of collective cabinet responsibility. 

October 15, 1958-------- Knesset established Land Development Authority to assume 

control of land owned by  state and Jewish National Fund, 
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about 90 percent of total land area. 

August 14, 1959--------- Restrictions on Israeli Arabs, in the three areas under military 

government and in other “security zones” relaxed, but not 

removed. 

November 3, 1959------- General election of Fourth Knesset members.  Mapai increased 

number of seats it held, but lacked a majority. 

December 16, 1959------Ben-Gurion formed new government, based on coalition, similar 

to preceding one. 

May 23, 1960------------ Ben-Gurion informed the Knesset, that Adolf Eichmann, one of 

the most infamous of  Hitler’s aides, kidnapped from Argentina.  

After a long trial, Eichmann was declared  guilty and hanged 

on May 31, 1962. 

December 25, 1960------Cabinet committee cleared Pinhas Lavon of charges of          

complicity, in an espionage  operation, in Egypt, that Egyptians 

had discovered. 

January 31, 1961-------- Ben-Gurion had criticized earlier committee findings, but on 

January 22, the cabinet again declared Lavon innocent, of 

wrongdoing.  Ben-Gurion resigned, asking for a judicial inquiry 

into the Lavon affair, but agreed to head caretaker government. 

February 15, 1961------- President requested Ben-Gurion to form new government. 

March 13, 1961---------- Ben-Gurion unable to form government; president requested 

Knesset to make arrangements for general election. 

August 15, 1961--------- Mapai emerged from general election, as largest party, but 

continued to be short of majority. 

November 2, 1961------- Ben-Gurion formed government with a coalition, that included 

the National Religious Party. 

October 30, 1962-------- Ben-Zvi elected to third five-year presidential term. 

April 23, 1963----------- Ben-Zvi died. 

May 21, 1963------------ Zalman Shazar elected president. 

June 16, 1963------------ Ben-Gurion resigned as prime minister, remained in Knesset. 

June 24, 1963------------ Levi Eshkol formed new government and assumed office, as 
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prime minister. 

December 14, 1964----- Eshkol resigned because of bitter conflicts within Mapai over 

the Lavon affair.  Ben-Gurion continued to press for a judicial 

inquiry. 

December 22-27, 1964--Eshkol formed new government, based on same coalition of 

parties, but some new ministers.  On December 27, new cabinet 

voted against a judicial inquiry into the Lavon affair. 

November 2, 1965------- General election for Knesset.  Little change in party alignments. 

January 10, 1966-------- Eshkol finally able to form a new government.  Abba Eban, new 

foreign minister. Golda Mier dropped. 

February-April, 1967--- Steady escalation of clashes, on Israel-Syria and Israel-Egypt 

borders. 

May 16-17, 1967-------- Egypt declared state of emergency; Syria proclaimed full 

military alert. 

May 18, 1967------------ Egypt requested immediate withdrawal of United Nations 

Emergency Force (UNEF) units, from Egypt-Israel border, units 

had been in place since end of 1956 war; UN  Secretary 

General, U Thant said, “request was regrettable, but would be 

met. 

May 23-24, 1967-------- Egypt placed blockade on Strait of Tiran and Gulf of Aqaba, 

which most states,  theretofore had considered, international 

waterways. 

May 28, 1967------------ Egypt warned, that it might close the Suez Canal to some or 

all ships, ordered UNEF  contingent of Canadians, to leave 

Egypt within forty-eight hours. 

June 1, 1967-------------- Moshe Dayan joined government, as defense minister. 

June 4, 1967-------------- Iraq joined Egypt-Jordan Defense Pact, concluded earlier. 

June 5, 1967-------------- Israeli aircraft launched attacks, that within a few hours, 

destroyed over 400 Arab  aircraft, mostly Egyptian and 

mostly on the ground, and thus, assured Israel, victory                                       

in the six-day war. 
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June 8, 1967-------------- Israeli boats and planes, sank U.S.S. Liberty, in international 

waters. 

June 11, 1967------------ Israeli vessel sailed through Strait of Tiran and Gulf of Aqaba.  

UN cease-fire went  into effect at midnight. 

July, 1967-------------------  United States, and other nations, opposed and refused 

torecognize Israel’s annexation  of Old City, part of 

Jerusalem, theretofore under Jordanian suzerainty. 

February 26, 1969------- Eshkol, prime minister since 1962, died. 

March 17, 1969---------- Meir, aged 71, became prime minister. 

April, 1969--------------- Israel paid US, $3,566,477, as reparations for 164 men, injured 

during Israeli attacks  on U.S.S. Liberty, June 8, 1967.  Israel 

had earlier paid US, $3,323,500, as repara- 

tions for thirty-four men, killed in the attacks. 

August 21, 1969--------- Australian’ tourist, a Christian fanatic, subsequently judged 

insane, set fire to Al Aqsa Mosque, in Jerusalem, the third most 

Holy of Islamic Shrines, in the world. Many Islamic countries 

refused to believe, that the fire had not been set by Israeli  

                                       authorities. 

October 28, 1969--------Election held for Seventh Knesset. 

February 15, 1970------- Government announced the opening of 264-kilometer oil 

pipeline, from Eilat to  Ashqelon, on Mediterranean Sea.  

Capacity nearly 20 million tons annually, potential 60 million 

tons. 

August 19, 1970--------- After nearly two years of undeclared war of attrition, Egypt, 

Israel, and Jordan  accepted a United States-proposed, 

ninety-day cease-fire.  Political group, led by  

Menachem Begin, withdrew from cabinet. 

May 17, 1971------------ Knesset enacted new citizenship law, which enabled Jews living 

abroad and intending  to immigrate to Israel, to claim Israeli 

citizenship while still in country of residence. 

September 5-6, 1972----Palestinian terrorists entered living quarters of athletes, at XXth 
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Olympic Games, held  in Munich, killed two Israeli athletes, 

seized nine others as hostages; terrorists                                  

demanded transportation to airport, and flight from country.  At the 

airport, West Germany security forces attacked, killing five of eight 

terrorists, but by that time, nine Israelis, had been executed. 

September 8, 1972------Israel retaliated with air Strikes against Palestine Liberation 

Organization (PLO) bases, in Lebanon and Syria. 

March 6, 1973----------- Labor formed coalition government, with Meir, as prime minister. 

April 10, 1973----------- Knesset elected Ephraim Katchalski, as fourth president.  After 

election, he adopted  last name of Katzir, conforming to policy, 

that Israeli officials should have Hebrew  names. 

October 6-24, 1973------ Egyptian and Syrian forces, launched attacks across 1967 

cease-fire lines.  Using  giant water cannon to demolish sand dune 

barriers on east side of  Suez Canal, Egyptian forces crossed 

canal and drove east into Sinai, breaching Bar-Lev line of                                       

fortifications.  By October 17, Israelis had crushed Syrian attacks 

and driven Syrian forces back to within artillery range of 

Damascus, and Israelis then counter-attacked                                       

Egyptian forces.  By the time cease-fire went into effect, on 

October 24, an Israeli division had cut between two major 

Egyptian armies and crossed the canal, seemingly isolating and 

encircling the Egyptian Third Army. 

November 18, 1973----- Israeli government, established a commission, to study the state 

of military  intelligence and the general state of military 

preparedness, on the eve of the Egyptian  

                                      and Syrian attacks. 

December 1, 1973------- Ben-Gurion died, at age eighty-seven. 

December 31, 1973------Eighth general election of Knesset members.  Labor Party, fifty-

one seats; Likud, under leadership of Begin, thirty-nine. 

January 17, 1974-------- Egyptian-Israeli disengagement agreement concluded. 

April 2, 1974------------- Israeli army chief-of-staff resigned.  Other senior military 
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officers relieved of their  commands. 

April 11, 1974----------- Meir, aged seventy-six, resigned a prime minister.  Yitzhak 

Rabin formed new government, replacing ministers from 

National Religious Party with ministers from                                        

Civil Rights Movement. Rabin first Sabra (see Glossary) and 

first former professional soldier, to serve as chief of 

government. 

May, 1974---------------- Syrians and Israelis concluded disengagement agreement. 

 

October 29, 1974-------- National Religious Party re-joined coalition government.  Civil 

Rights Movement out.   Issue of “Who is a Jew?” -- which 

Orthodox groups wanted answered in narrow,  Orthodox, 

legalistic terms -- referred to a cabinet committee. 

December 2, 1974------- In a speech, President Katzir stated, “It has always been our 

intention, to provide the  potential for nuclear weapons 

development.  We now have, that potential.  We will defend 

this country with all possible means.” 

September 4-5, 1975---- Egypt and Israel signed disengagement agreement and each 

concluded separate agreements with the United States, all 

providing for buffer zones, east of the Suez Canal. 

January 27, 1976-------- Supreme Court ruled that Jews could pray, at Al Aqsa  

  Mosque. 

March 21, 1976---------- Supreme Court reviewed and reversed its January decision, 

re-affirming its 1970 ruling, that prohibited use of Mosque, by 

Jews. 

July 4, 1976-------------- After a seven-day ordeal, Israeli commandos, freed 110 

hostages, held at Entebbe  Airport, in Uganda by terrorists 

allied with the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine 

(PFLP). 

April 8, 1977------------- Rabin withdrew as Labor candidate, as a result of disclosure, 

that he and his wife had  maintained illegal bank accounts 
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abroad. 

May 17, 1977------------ In the ninth general election, Likud group under leadership of 

Begin, emerged as largest party, with forty-three seats.  Begin 

formed a new government in coalition with the  National 

Religious Party and other minor parties. 
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Country Profile 

Country 

 

Formal:  State of Israel. 

Short Form:  Israel. 

 

Term for Citizens:  Israeli (s). 

 

Capital:  The government of Israel is located in the city of Jerusalem, its officially 

designated capital.  In 1978, the United States and several other countries, continued to 

recognize Tel Aviv, as the capital and to maintain their chanceries in that city. 

 

Geography 

 

Size:  About 20,701 square kilometers.  The occupied territories (the Golan Heights, the 

West Bank, the Gaza Strip, and most of the Sinai Peninsula) constitute an additional 

53,560 square kilometers. 

 

Topography:  Four general areas:  the coastal plain -- fertile, humid, and thickly 

populated -- stretches along the Mediterranean; the central hills include the Hills of Galilee 

in the north, with the highest elevation in the country (1,208 meters), and the Negev Hills 

in the south, the Jordan Rift Valley with the lowest point (394 meters below sea level) at 

the Dead Sea; and the Negev Desert, which accounts for about half the country’s area. 

 

Society 

 

Population:  Officially estimated at 3.67 million in May 1978, increasing at about 2.1 

percent per annum, although Arab segment of the population (about 15 percent) believed 

to be increasing at an annual rate of about 3.9 percent. 

 

Education:  High level of education with Jewish literacy rate of approximately 90 percent.  
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State education in either secular or religious schools free and compulsory through age 

fifteen, supplemented by scouting and youth movements and vocational training.  Eight 

institutions of higher learning. 

 

Health:  High level of health and medical care, with highest physician/patient ratio in the 

world.  Average life expectancy of 71.6 for Jewish males, 75.4 for Jewish females, 68.8 

for Arab males, and 72 for Arab females. Steadily declining infant mortality rate.  

Widespread system of public health contributes to eradication and prevention of disease.  

Many voluntary and charitable organizations are involved in health care.  

  

Languages:  Hebrew is the major official language and the one most widely used in daily 

life.  Arabic, the chief language of the Arab minority, is also an official language and may 

be used in the Knesset (parliament) and the courts.  It is widely used by Sephardic Jews.  

English is widely spoken and is taught in the national schools.   

Yiddish is the language used in daily conversation by many Ashkenazim.  Numerous 

other languages and dialects are spoken by smaller segments of the population, reflecting 

their many countries or origin. 

 

Religion:  Judaism is the predominant faith.  Substantial Muslim and Christian 

communities are also present. There is also a small community of Druzes. 

 

Government and Politics 

Government:  A republic and parliamentary democracy, headed by the president, the 

titular head of state.  Executive power is wielded by the prime minister and his cabinet 

ministers representing the dominant political bloc, in the Knesset, to which they are 

collectively responsible.  The 120 members of the unicameral Knesset are elected, at-

large, every four years as a rule by direct secret ballot and under a system of proportional 

representation; voting is for party lists, rather than for individual candidates.  The electoral 

system remains the object of political reform.  The governmental system is based on no 

single written constitution, but several basic laws, enacted by the Knesset.  The judiciary 

is independent and comprises secular, religious, and military courts.  The integrity and 
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performance of the governmental system is checked by an independent and influential 

ombudsman, the Office of the State Comptroller. 

 

Politics:  Multiparty system divided into four main categories:  the left-of-center parties, 

center-right parties, religious parties, and far-left parties.  In the ninth Knesset election, 

held in May, 1977, the center-right alliance of Likud (Union), under Menachem Begin, 

emerged as the single, largest parliamentary group, thereby breaking the continuity of 

dominance by the left-of-center Israel Labor Party, dating back to the 1930’s. 

 

Administrative Divisions:  Divided into six districts, under the jurisdiction of the Ministry 

of Interior.  Occupied territories are administered by the Israel Defense Forces. 

 

Foreign Affairs:  The main issue since the Six-Day War of June 1967, remains the Arab-

Israeli conflict over the occupied territories.  The pre-1977 Israeli policy of territorial 

concession for real peace, has become complicated by Prime Minister Begin’s hard-line 

position.  Historic initiation of an Arab-Israeli dialogue, in November, 1977 remained 

stalled in mid-1978, because of fundamental disagreement over the terms of Arab-Israeli 

reconciliation, including the question of self-determination by Palestinian Arabs. 

 

Economy 

 

Gross National Product (GNP):  US $12 billion (per capita US $3,400) in 1976.  Growth 

rate of real GNP -- 9 percent a year from 1950 to 1976.  Real GNP increased 1 percent 

in 1976 and 1 percent in 1977. 

 

Industry:  Contributed 33 percent of GNP and employed 25 percent of labor force, in 

1976.  Major industries included food processing, textiles, chemicals, metal products, 

electronic equipment, machinery, diamond cutting and polishing, and defense.  Range of 

manufactures, similar to European countries, although Israel had few natural resources. 

 

Agriculture:  Efficient and modern.  Irrigation extensive, but available water resources 
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currently being used.  Main products included cereals, fruits, vegetables, poultry, and 

dairy products.  Specialization in high-value produce, partly for export.  Imports of grains 

and meat.  Agriculture’s share of GNP was 6 percent in 1976. 

 

Imports:  US $4.1 billion, in 1976, excluding US $1.6 billion of direct defense imports.  

Materials for processing, accounted for more than 75 percent of non-defense imports.  

Bulk of imports from industrialized countries.   

 

Exports:  US $2.4 billion, in 1976.  Polished gem diamonds were main export (US $800 

million, in 1976), but only about one-fifth was exchange earnings, after paying for imports 

of rough stones.  Wide range of other industrial exports, including sophisticated military 

equipment and exports of fruits and vegetables.  Main markets in industrialized countries. 

 

Balance of Payments:  Large capital imports (US $3.3 billion, in 1976) needed to finance 

annual import surplus.  Main source was American aid, since 1973.  Balancing of 

international payments was a serious problem. 

 

Transportation and Communications 

 

Roads:  More than 20,000 kilometers, providing a relatively dense network. 

Railroads:  484 kilometers, linking Haifa, Tel Aviv, and Jerusalem and northern Negev 

Desert with port of Ashdod. 

 

Ports:  Haifa most important, handling about 60 percent of foreign trade, excluding bulk 

oil transport.  Ashdod and Eilat (Red Sea) other major cargo ports.  Oil terminals at Eilat 

and near Ashqelon. 

 

Pipelines:  Eilat to near Ashqelon for crude oil for ongoing shipment; branch leads to 

Ashdod and Haifa refineries and to consumption centers, including Eilat for petroleum 

products. 
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Communications:  Modern, developed system with good connections via cable and 

satellite to rest of the world. 

 

National Security 

 

Armed Forces  (December 1977):  Army -- 138,000 (375,000 on mobilization of 

reserves); Navy -- 5,000 (6,000 on mobilization); Air Force -- 21,000 (25,000 on 

mobilization).  Compulsory service for Jewish males and females although liberal 

exemptions granted to religiously observant females.  Total reserves -- 406,000. 

 

Combat Units and Major Equipment (December 1977):  Army -- twenty armored 

brigades, nine mechanized brigades, nine infantry brigades, five paratroop brigades (on 

mobilization); 3,000 medium tanks, 3,600 armored fighting vehicles.  Navy -- seventy-two 

combat ships, including two submarines and eighteen fast patrol boats, with guided 

missiles.  Air Force -- twelve fighter ground attack/interceptor squadrons, six fighter 

ground attack squadrons, one reconnaissance squadron; 549 combat aircraft. 

 

Military Budget:  (Israeli Fiscal Year (FY) 1977-78):   Estimated at 48.2 billion (for value 

of the Israeli pound - see Glossary).  Approximately 32 percent of government 

expenditures; 17 percent of GNP, plus import surplus. 

 

Police Agencies and Paramilitary (December 1976):  Israel Police -- 16,821, including 

4,500 Border Guards.  Civil Guard has over 100,000 civilian volunteers. 
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Historical Setting 

 

 

On May 14, 1948, IN the city of Tel Aviv, thirty-eight people signed and proclaimed the 

Declaration of the Establishment of the State of Israel.  The introductory paragraph 

affirmed that, “Eretz Israel (the Land of Israel), was the birth place of the Jewish people.  

Here, they first attained statehood, created cultural values of national and universal 

significance, and gave to the world, the eternal Book of Books.” 

     The issuance of the proclamation was signaled by the ritual blowing of the shofar (see 

Glossary) and was followed by the recitation of a biblical verse (Lev. 25:10):  “Proclaim 

liberty throughout the land and to all the inhabitants thereof.”  The same verse is inscribed 

on the American Liberty Bell, in Independence Hall. 

     Among the signers were many, who believed that the Book of Books (known by 

Christians, as the Old Testament), contains -- in the most literal sense -- the revealed 

Word of God.  These individuals asserted, that the covenant between the Divine Presence 

and Abraham, was meant to endure to the last days and that, according to that covenant, 

Abraham’s descendants were the chosen people, fully and unequivocally entitled, to the 

Land of Israel, as it was in the times of David and Solomon.  The insistence of many 

Israelis, that the area generally known as the West bank, be referred to as Judea and 

Samaria, affirms that belief.  The several religious groups and political parties -- a decided 

minority -- that in the late 1970’s, continued to claim, the right for Jews to settle and 

occupy any part of the ancient kingdoms, also based on their acts and beliefs on biblical 

texts.  

     Many more signers, however, regarded the biblical stories, as vitally important ethno-

history, but they rejected the notion of the Jews, as a chosen people.  Nevertheless, 

among the signers agnostics, atheists, and true believers alike, shared the conviction of 

prime minister designate, David Ben-Gurion, that the experiences of the Jews were 

unique, and uniquely tragic, in human history, and they were determined to create a 
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Jewish state and a homeland. 

     The secular modernists among the founders of modern Israel, rejected genetic or 

religious claims of superiority of the Jewish people, but they were nonetheless, proud of 

their cultural heritage, which had produced such arresting figures as Moses, Isaiah, 

Jesus, Maimonides, Spinoza, Marx, Freud, and Einstein.  Although Ben-Gurion and most 

of his early associates, were products of East European societies, they were sharply 

aware of the impact of the King James Version of the Bible on the literature of the English-

speaking world.  They manifested an understandable pride in the knowledge, that such 

sections of the Bible as Psalms “are at the head of the world’s lyric poetry,” that 

epigrammatic phrases from Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, permeate the English language, 

and that Thomas Carlyle described the Book of Job, as “one of the grandest things ever 

written with a pen . . . nothing [exists] of equal literary merit.” 

     Legally, the establishment of Israel resulted from a United Nations (UN) resolution, 

that provided for the partitioning of the area, known as Palestine -- from 1920 until 1947, 

a British Mandate territory -- into an Arab state, a Jewish state, and a small region that 

included Jerusalem, that would be under the control of the UN.  For sixty years, the Arab 

inhabitants, of the region, had resisted, sometimes violently, the slow growth of the Jewish 

population.  In 1897, in Switzerland, the First Zionist Congress had launched the Zionist 

movement, which had as its goal, the establishment of a Jewish homeland.  In the 

aftermath of the congress, a small but steadily increasing number of Jews, almost 

exclusively from Europe and mostly from that area of Czarist Russia, known as the Pale 

of Settlement (see Glossary), migrated to Palestine in a series of movements, known as 

aliyot (literally, a going up -- see Glossary).  In the late 1920’s, and again in the late 1930’s, 

the land purchases of the Jewish immigrants and their general prosperity and 

expansionist policies, provoked several Arab riots, in which as few hundred Jews and 

several thousand Arabs, were killed. 

     The attempts by Nazi Germany, before and during World War II, to “solve the Jewish 

problem,” by killing all Jews, increased the flow of Jewish immigrants, to Palestine and 

exacerbated Arab fears of the loss of their homeland to the Jews.  Even those Arab 

governments and spokesmen, who shared the revulsion of most of the world for Hitler’s 

crimes, charged that by creating a home for the Jews on Arab territory, European 
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countries and the United States, were assuaging their feelings of guilt, for failing to rescue 

the Jews. 

     The establishment of Israel caused four Arab-Israeli wars:  the War of Independence-

1948, the 1956 War, also known as the Sinai Campaign, the Six-Day War of June 1967, 

and the October 1973 War, commonly referred to, in Israel, as the Yom Kippur War and 

in the Arab states, as the Ramadan War.  During the War of Independence, the armed 

forces of four states -- Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria -- and small Saudi Arabian and 

Yemeni detachments, attacked on May 15; Transjordanian troops, joined the battle, 

shortly thereafter.  The cease-fire, at the end of the 1948 fighting, resulted in cease-fire 

lines, that became Israel’s boundaries.  The Sinai Campaign, was a war of attrition.  The 

six-day war, brought under Israeli occupation, the Sinai Peninsula, the Gaza Strip, the 

West Bank, and the Golan Heights.  The 1973 war, prompted negotiations between Egypt 

and Israel, by which part of the Sinai, was returned to Egypt, and UN Buffer Zones, were 

established in the Sinai between Egyptian and Israeli forces.  Similar negotiations, with 

Syria, provided for the positioning of UN forces in a neutral zone on the Golan Heights. 

     During the 1948 fighting, hundreds of thousands of Palestinian Arabs, fled to 

surrounding Arab countries and to areas within Palestine, that they thought might provide 

a safe haven.  Thousands more fled from the areas occupied by Israel’s armed forces, 

during the six-day war.  By 1978, there were an estimated 3.5 million Palestinian Arab 

refugees, most of them residing In the countries bordering Israel.  The related problems 

of the refugees and the political-military organization, supported by most of the refugees 

-- the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) -- complicate and imperil Arab-Israeli 

peace negotiations. 

     In 1949, what was described as the ingathering of the exiles -- the raison d`etre of 

Israel -- escalated.  In mid-1948, the Jews, in Israel, numbered about 650,000; thirty years 

later, the figure was slightly over 3 million.  In the early 1950’s, the majority of the 

e`migre`s were from the Arab states of the Near East and North Africa.  These groups of 

Arabic-speaking Jews -- known as Sephardim (see Glossary) or oriental Jews -- were 

culturally and socially distinct from each other, and they differed markedly from the earlier 

settlers from Europe, the Ashkenazim (see Glossary).  The members of the groups were 

united -- and yet, potentially separated -- by their individual notions of Jewishness and by 
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adherence to and reverence for Judaism’s ancient culture and basic traditions and 

experiences. 

     In his book, The Jewish Mind, Raphael Patai identifies six major “encounters” that 

shaped and formed Jewish culture as it exists in the late twentieth century.  According to 

Patai, each of these historic events “brought about a departure into new realms of cultural 

activity and the adoption of a new language or its utilization as a medium for a new mode 

of expression.” 

     The first encounter of lasting significance was the Canaanites, whose language the 

ancient Jews developed into Hebrew and whose religious and social rituals -- including 

male circumcision -- were adopted, adapted, refined and, in some instances, discarded.  

Moreover, the Jews took the Land of Canaan (the promised land), as their own.  This 

period lasted, with interruptions, from the sixteenth through the fifth centuries B.C. 

     The second major event was the impact of Hellenism, which lasted from the late fourth 

century B.C., to the mid-second century A.D.  Although Hebrew remained the “sacred 

language,” the Greek, in part, supplanted the colloquial Aramaic, the language of 

Abraham, which had regained popular use in the aftermath of the Babylonian Captivity, 

in the sixth century.  Many aspects of Hellenistic culture were absorbed to form a new 

Hellenistic-Jewish synthesis, that deeply influenced the traditional Judaic culture and 

even more deeply influenced the development of a new religion, Christianity. 

     The third of Patai’s encounters originated in the seventh century A.D., when an Arab 

merchant, in Mecca, in the Arabian Peninsula, began to preach a third monotheistic 

religion, Islam (meaning submission to God).  This man, Muhammad, identified himself 

as the last in the chain of prophets, that began with Abraham and included Moses and 

Jesus.  Muhammad repudiated any suggestion that he (or Jesus) was in anyway, a divine 

figure, claiming only that he was a messenger who was being used, by God, to correct 

errors that had perverted the message of the earlier prophets.  The stark and rigorous 

monotheism, preached by Muhammad, was for a short time, rejected by his fellow 

tribesmen, but within a few years, the new creed captured the imaginations and emotions 

of the peninsular Arabs.  They readily accepted Muhammad’s assertions, that they were 

descendants of Abraham, through his son, Ismail (Ishmael) and that Abraham and Ismail 

had established the chief spiritual shrine of Islam, the Kaaba, in Mecca. 
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     The energies of the newly converted Arabs took them onto the world stage in a frenzy 

of religious, political, and military expansion.  Most of the world Jewish population still 

lived in the lands conquered by the Arabs, and the Jews shared the experiences of the 

intellectual expansion of the Arabs.  The first known grammar for Hebrew, Kitab al-lumah, 

was written in Cordoba in the early tenth century.  It was written in Arabic, in emulation of 

similar Arabic studies.  Arabic became the language for most Jews -- intellectuals and 

commoners, alike.  The Jews of Muslim Spain -- the progenitors of the Sephardic Jews -

- dominated the religious and intellectual life of world Jewry, which reached its apogee in 

the person of Moses Maimonides.  His codification of Judiac law remains unrivaled, and 

the impact of his personality and works gave rise to the saying that “From Moses to 

Moses, there was only Moses,” meaning from the Moses of the Exodus to Moses 

Mendelssohn -- the main precursor of the Jewish Emancipation or Enlightenment, known 

as haskalah -- there was only Maimonides. 

     The fourth decisive encounter, with a foreign culture, was that experienced by a tiny 

minority of the world’s Jews, in Renaissance Italy.  Beginning in the fourteenth century, 

in Patai’s opinion, Italian-speaking Jewry, was swept along by the effervescence of the 

Renaissance, while retaining its Jewishness.  “This experience provided a precedence, 

for Jews, in northern Europe in the eighteenth century, who wished to partake of the 

challenge of the secular world, in which they lived, and yet, to retain their private personal 

identity as members of the Jewish community and tradition.” 

     The fifth encounter occurred during the eighteenth century, in Eastern Europe -- mostly 

in present-day Poland and the Ukraine region of the Soviet Union, where nearly four-fifths 

of the European Jews lived.  Apparently, in reaction to contacts with messianic, mystical, 

and emotionally charged sectarian movements, among the Christians of the region, an 

equally emotional, mystical, messianic movement developed among the Jews.  Known 

as Hasidism (and its members, as Hasids), the movement represented a distinct 

departure from the halakah (Judaic religious law -- see Glossary) and Talmud-based 

religiosity, dominant in Judaism, since antiquity.  Related to the development of Hasidism, 

was the rapid spread and increase in the use of Yiddish, a language based on medieval 

Rhineland German with numerous Hebrew, Polish, Russian, and other additions.  A vast 

secular, as well as religious literature, in Yiddish, emerged in the nineteenth and early 
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twentieth centuries, first in Eastern Europe and then, among American Jews.  The secular 

founding fathers, of Israel, not only disassociated themselves from the Hasidic movement, 

but also discouraged use of Yiddish and Ladino, the language of Sephardic Jews, 

describing them as foreign tongues.  

     The sixth, and in Patai’s judgment, the last, great encounter involved the “voluntary 

subordination of the [European] Jews in the eighteenth century, to modern Western 

Culture.”  This resulted in the Jewish Enlightenment, known as haskalah, during which, 

Jews adopted the language of their country of residence and entered the mainstream of 

that country’s social, political, economic, and cultural life, becoming not only participants, 

but leaders, particularly in the world of science, arts, and letters.  For a variety of reasons, 

this assimilation of Jews progressed more rapidly, and completely, in Germany and the 

United States, than elsewhere and continues in the United States today.  With total 

assimilation, Jews are absorbed into the national society, and Patai observes, that “From 

the standpoint of Jewish survival, this encounter was more crucial, more transfigurative 

and potentially fraught, with more dangers than any of the preceding five.” 

     By establishing and living in a Jewish homeland, the Jews in Israel, would seem to 

have resolved the issue of assimilation.  The problem of Jewish identity, is not necessarily 

answered, however.  Some observers argue, that another “great encounter” is underway 

in modern Israel between Ashkenazim and Sephardim and between secularists and 

Orthodox, which will affect the basic nature of Judaism and the Jewish state. 

     In the late 1970’s, Ashkenazim and their descendants, continued to dominate all 

secular aspects of the government, the society, and the economy.  In 1977, Begin won 

an unexpected victory, in the national election to the Knesset (parliament) over the 

Ashkenazi-dominated Israel Labor Party coalition.  Although Begin’s victory resulted from 

the support of important segments of the Sephardic community, in mid-1978, Begin, a 

Polish Jew, headed a cabinet that was dominated by Ashkenazim.  Almost without 

exception, such important government organizations as the armed forces and the civil 

service and such key national institutions as the Histadrut (see Glossary) and the Jewish 

Agency (see Glossary), remained under the control and management of Ashkenazim.  In 

the late 1970’s, the social, cultural, and economic cleavages between these two major 

groups, continued to pose a critical and potentially explosive problem.  In the opinion of 
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many observers, the divisiveness of this issue is, in the long run, more threatening to the 

future of the state, than the hostility of the Palestinian Arabs and their supporters. 

     Another, and at times related, divisive issue concerns the separation of Church and 

State.  More specifically, the argument centers on the extent, if any, to which halakah, as 

set forth in the Torah (see Glossary), the Mishnah (see Glossary), and the huge body of 

Talmudic writings, should bow to the laws and powers of the secular government.  The 

members of a small ultra-Orthodox minority, take such a literal view of halakhic 

admonitions and Talmudic and later interpretations, that they reject the very existence of 

the state.  To oversimplify, they believe, that a Jewish state cannot be formed, until the 

arrival of the Messiah. 

     The members of a much larger grouping of Orthodox Jews (although a decided 

minority of the Jews, in Israel), generally accept the state, but insist that the letter of all 

biblical laws be observed.  Members of these Orthodox groups, for example, find 

unacceptable and invalid, the religious observances of Conservative and Reform 

congregations in the United States, Canada, and Great Britain.  This minority has 

imposed its will, not only on such matters as government observances of the Sabbath 

(Shabbot, the day of rest) and kosher food, but also, on such issues as marriage and 

divorce, as they relate to the larger, more emotional issue of “Who is a Jew?” 

     Support for the positions taken by the Orthodox groups, is limited; yet, because they 

possess a frequently decisive swing vote in the Knesset, their political power is 

considerable, and open opposition, is infrequent.  On the one hand, the secularists hope, 

that the Orthodox institutions will “wither away” after a prolonged exposure to modern,, 

secular influences.  On the other hand, they hesitate to challenge the Orthodox leaders, 

because to do so, might create an unbridgeable chasm within the Jewish community -- 

both in Israel and in the Diaspora.  

 

Ancient Israel 

     The ethno-history set forth in the five books of the Torah and the other narrative 

sections of the Old Testament, begins with myths and legends.  The stories of creation, 

the temptation of and sin by the first humans, their expulsion from an idyllic sanctuary, 

the flood, and other folkloric events, are common to Middle Eastern and other early 
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societies.  With the appearance of Abraham, however, the biblical stories introduce a 

new idea -- that of a single, tribal god.  Over the courses of several centuries, this notion 

evolved into mankind’s first complete concept of monotheism.  Abraham looms large, in 

the traditions of the people and the foundations of their religion.  Whether Jews, by birth 

or by conversion, each male Jew, is viewed as “a son of Abraham.” 

      It was with Abraham, that God, known as Yeshua, made his first covenant or treaty.  

In essence, Yeshua, promised to protect Abraham and his descendants, to wage wars, 

in their behalf, and to secure for them, the Land of Canaan, an area roughly 

approximate to modern Israel, plus the occupied West Bank.  The texts make clear, that 

other people also had gods, sometimes several gods, but that Yeshua was the unique 

deity of Abraham and his descendants, and that, Yeshua’s power extended only, to 

them.  Moreover, as Roland de Vaux has observed, in the subsequent wars of conquest 

and defense, “it was Yeshua who fought for Israel, not Israel which fought for Yeshua.  

Yeshua was fighting for the life of His people, and the people associated themselves 

with this action, by an act of faith and by conforming to a definite ritual.” 

     Abraham, his wife Sarah, and their servants and retainers, were Aramean-(Aramaic-) 

speaking people, who migrated to the Land of Canaan from Mesopotamia.  Abraham is 

depicted as a wealthy semi-nomad, who possessed large flocks of sheep, goats, and 

cattle and enough servants or retainers, to mount small military expeditions.  The 

Canaanite chieftains urged Abraham, to settle and join with them.  Abraham did remain 

in the land, but when it came time to select a wife for his and Sarah’s son, Isaac, the wife 

was secured from their relatives, living in Haran, near Urfa, in modern Turkey.  This 

endogamous practice was repeated by Isaac’s son, Jacob, who became known, as Israel, 

because he had wrestled with God (Genesis 32:28). 

     By his two wives, Leah and Rachel, and their two serving maids, Bilhah and Zilpah, 

Israel fathered twelve sons, the progenitors of the twelve tribes of Israel, the “Children of 

Israel.”  These sons married foreign women -- all, but one of them, probably Canaanite 

women -- and it was with the birth of their offspring, that the extended family, began to 

speak the language, now known as Hebrew, but known among the Jews, for many 

centuries, as Sefath Kenaan -- the “lip” (language) of Canaan. 

     The term, Hebrew apparently came from a word common to the Canaanites and many 
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of their neighbors.  The word was habiru (hapiru or apiru), which was used to designate 

a social class of wanderers and semi-nomads, who lived on the margins of and remained 

separate from sedentary settlements.  The term, ibrit (He- 

brew) was first used, by Jews, during the first century A.D.  The term, Jew derives from 

the name of one of the tribes, Judah, which was not only one of the largest and most 

powerful of the tribes, but also, the tribe that produced David, and from which, according 

to biblical prophecy, and post-biblical legend, a messiah will emerge. 

     Sometime late in the sixteenth or early in the fifteenth century, Jacob’s family -- 

numbering about 150 people -- migrated to Egypt to escape the drought and famine, in 

Canaan.  The circumstances surrounding the Egyptian interval are surrounded by 

considerable mystery.  The biblical texts state, that the Jews were in Egypt for four 

generations, yet they also indicate, a period of 400 years, and they present a census of 

600,000 men, at the time of the Exodus.  The Egyptian archives, which contain detailed 

commentaries on a wide range of state and social affairs, contain only fragmentary 

references to the presence of Jews in the land and no mention, at all, of their departure. 

    The Book of Exodus, however, describes, in detail, the condition of slavery of the Jews, 

in Egypt, and their escape from bondage.  A series of miracles are described that made 

possible the escape, and the origins and rituals of the Feast of the Passover set forth. 

     Under the leadership of Moses and his brother, Aaron, the people wandered in the 

desert of the Sinai Peninsula, reportedly for forty years.  During this period, occurred the 

single most important event, in their history: the receipt of Yeshua’s Law.  Most prominent, 

were the Ten Commandments -- which in the first commandment, noted the existence of 

other gods -- and the related, all-encompassing admonition, “Thou shalt love thy neighbor 

as thyself,” (Lev. 19:18).  The five books of the Torah were unquestionably composed 

and redacted centuries later, but the halakah began to take shape during this nomadic 

sojourn in the desert.  The laws -- especially as later explained, interpreted, and 

expounded in the Jerusalem Talmud (completed ca. A.D., 390-A.D. 425) and the more 

influential Babylonian Talmud (completed ca. A.D., 500-A.D. 650) -- encompass every 

detail of life.  In the words of the biblical scholar, Ernest Renan, the halakah forms “the 

tightest garment, into which, life was ever laced.” 

     The conquest of Canaan under the generalship of Joshua took place over several 
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decades.  The biblical accounts depict a primitive, outnumbered confederation of tribes, 

slowly conquering bits and pieces of territory from a sedentary, relatively advanced 

people, who lived in walled cities and towns.  For a long time, the various tribes of Israel 

controlled the higher, less desirable lands, and only with the advent of David, did the 

kingdoms of Israel and Judah come into being with a capital in Jerusalem. 

     David, the son of Jesse from whose root the messiah (mashiah) is to come, remains 

a dominant figure in Jewish lore.  As presented in the texts, he stands forth as one of the 

most dynamic personalities in the world’s literature.  Historian, Will Durant, describes 

David as “the heroic slayer of Goliath, tender lover of Jonathan and many tender maidens, 

half-naked dancer of wild dances, seductive player of the harp, and able king of the Jews, 

for almost forty years . . . an authentic man, bearing within him, all the vestiges of 

barbarism and all the promise of civilization.” 

     Solomon, the son of David and Bathsheba and David’s chosen successor, raised the 

kingdom to its peak, in terms of wealth and influence.  He is the first biblical character, for 

whom, independent historical evidence exists, and that evidence indicates, that the 

biblical record of his reign, is reasonably accurate. 

     Solomon’s overwhelmingly important act, was to construct the Temple.  Built on Mount 

Zion, in Jerusalem, the Temple served as the shrine and home for the Ark of the 

Covenant.  The Ark had been built in the desert on the explicit instructions of Yeshua, as 

the receptible for the stone tablets, on which, Yeshua had inscribed His Law.  During the 

sojourn in the desert and the conquest of the Land of Canaan, the Ark -- housed in a tent 

-- had been the focal point of the community.  The Ark was placed within the Holy of 

Holies inside the Temple, and the belief grew that from that site, the Divine Presence 

never departed. 

     The Book of Isaiah was composed, according to a literal reading of the texts, in or 

about the eighth century.  Biblical scholars believe, however, that there were two authors, 

whose texts were interspersed and that the second author, writing in the sixth or fifth 

centuries, reflected and enunciated the full, philosophical formulation of a single god.  The 

unique and special relationship between the Children of Israel and this Supreme Being, 

remained intact, but the nature and behavior of the Deity, had changed.  Whereas the 

Yeshua, who spoke with Abraham and Moses, had been a warlike, angry, and jealous 
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god, who rained destruction on those who opposed Him or His people, the God described 

in Isaiah, is a gentle and loving God, who will make possible, a time when men, “shall 

beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into pruning hooks; nation shall not lift 

up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war anymore.” 

     The second Isaiah also delivered the prophecy, that from “the root of Jesse,” would 

emerge a messiah or “anointed one,” who would redeem the world, Jews and Gentiles, 

alike.  David had been anointed, as had Saul before him, and David’s son, Solomon, after 

him.  By the second or first century B.C., however, Isaiah’s  

prophecies and the later ones of Daniel, came to be viewed, as something more than 

prophecies, concerning another great king.  The belief grew, that a person of special 

selection, by God, would appear to establish an earthly kingdom of eternal peace; 

Jerusalem, a new and glorious Temple, and the Children of Israel would be at the center 

of this new universe.  The followers of Jesus placed Him in the context of Isaiah’s 

prophecies and created a new faith. 

     In the second century B.C., Simon the Just had proclaimed, that “The [Jewish] world 

stands on three things:  on the Torah, on the [Temple] Service, and on Charity.”  With the 

destruction of the Second Temple, by the Romans in A.D. 70, ritual Temple service was 

no longer possible, and the services in the synagogues, that were established in galut 

(exile) as places of prayer and reading of the Scriptures, were at best, a substitute.  From 

that time, to the present, the Law of Moses and the memory and longing for the Temple -

- the repository of the Law and a dwelling place of the Deity -- have remained the two 

constantly unifying and sustaining forces of Judaism and the Jewish people. 

     But as the centuries passed, these forces were increasingly supported and buttressed 

by a longing and expectation, that a messiah would appear to end the galut, lead the 

Jews back to Jerusalem, and establish a kingdom of eternal glory.  This belief, provided 

great succor for centuries, but posed a serious dilemma in the establishment of the Zionist 

movement, and because many Orthodox Jews refuse to recognize the State of Israel, 

continues to create problems in the society. 

 

Hellenism and the Roman Conquest 

     On his march south, to conquer Egypt in 332 B.C., Alexander the Great, more or less, 
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ignored Judah (Judea) and Samaria, delaying his march, only long enough, to crush some 

opposition in Gaza (the probable locale of the ancient Philistines, whence the name 

Palestine).  On the journey back through the region on the way to Persia, Alexander’s 

forces paused only long enough, to become embroiled in a theological dispute and to 

stipulate that as long as the Jews acknowledged Greek suzerainty, they could “live 

according to their ancestral laws.” 

      After Alexander’s death, his generals divided -- and subsequently fought over -- his 

empire.  In 301 B.C., Ptolemy I, took direct control of the Jewish homeland, but he made 

no serious effort to interfere in its private and religious affairs.  Ptolemy’s successors, 

were in turn, supplanted by the Seleucids, and in 175, Antiochus IV, seized power.  He 

launched a campaign to crush Judaism, and in 167, he sacked the Temple. 

     The desecration of the Temple provoked a Jewish rebellion, which under the 

generalship of Judas (Judah) Maccabee, was successful.  In 140 B.C., the Hasmonean 

dynasty was begun under the leadership of Simon, who served as ruler, high priest, and 

commander-in-chief.  Simon, who was assassinated, a few years later, formalized what 

Maccabee had begun, which in essence, was a theocracy ruled by priests, something not 

provided for, in any of the Biblical texts. 

     Despite the rule by priests, Jewish society became Hellenized in every aspect of life, 

except in its generally staunch adherence to Monotheism.  Rural life, no doubt, remained 

largely unchanged, but cities such as Jerusalem rapidly adopted the language, sponsored 

games and sports, and in many more subtle ways, adopted and absorbed the culture of 

the Hellenes.  Even the high priests, for example, bore such names as Jason and Mene- 

laus.  Biblical scholars identify extensive Greek influence in the drafting of commentaries 

and interpolations of ancient texts, during and after, the Greek period.  The most obvious 

influence of the Hellenistic period, can be discerned in the early literature of the new faith, 

Christianity. 

     Under the Hasmonean dynasty, Judah became comparable, in extent and power, to 

the ancient Davidic dominion.  Internal political and religious discord ran high, however, 

especially between the Pharisees, fundamental interpreters of the Law and tradition, and 

the Sadducee faction, which supported Hellenistic royal policies.  In 64 B.C., dynastic 

contenders, for the throne, appealed for support to Pompey, who was then, establishing 
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Roman power in Asia.  The next year, Roman legions seized Jerusalem, and Pompey 

installed one of the contenders for the throne as high priest, but without the title of king.  

Eighty years of independent Jewish sovereignty, ended, and the period of Roman 

dominion, began. 

     In the subsequent period of Roman wars, Herod was confirmed by the Roman Senate 

as King of Judah, in 37 B.C., and reigned until his death, in 4 B.C.  Nominally independent, 

Judah was actually in bondage to Rome, and the land was formally annexed, in 6 B.C., 

as part of the Province of Syria.  Among the Jews in Jerusalem, two councils, called 

Sanhedrin’s, developed.  The political Sanhedrin, was composed primarily, of the priestly 

Sadducee aristocracy and was charged by the Roman procurator with responsibility for 

civil order, specifically in matters involving imperial directives.  The religious Sanhedrin of 

the Pharisees was concerned with religious law and doctrine, which the Romans 

disregarded, as long as civil order was not threatened.  Foremost among the Pharisee 

leaders of the time, were the noted teachers, Hillel and Shammai. 

     Chafing under foreign rule, a Jewish nationalist movement of the fanatical sect, known 

as the Zealots, challenged Roman control, in A.D. 66.  After a protracted siege begun by 

Vespasian, the Roman commander, in Judah, but completed under his son, Titus, in A.D. 

70, Jerusalem and the Temple were seized and destroyed by the Roman legions.  The 

last Zealot survivors perished in A.D. 73, at the mountain fortress of Masada, some fifty-

six kilometers southwest of Jerusalem, above the west coast of the Dead Sea. 

     During the siege of Jerusalem, Rabbi Yohannam Ben-Zakki received Vespasian’s 

permission to withdraw to the town of Jabneh on the coastal plain, about twenty-four 

kilometers southwest of present day Tel-Aviv.  There, an academic Sanhedrin was set up 

and became the central religious authority; its jurisdiction was recognized by Jews, in 

Palestine and beyond.   Roman Rule, nevertheless, continued.  Emperor Hadrian (A.D. 

117-138), endeavoring to establish cultural uniformity, issued several repressive edicts, 

including one against circumcision. 

     The edicts sparked the Bar Kokhba War of A.D. 132-135, which was crushed by the 

Romans.  Hadrian, then suppressed the Sanhedrin, closed the center at Jabneh, and 

prohibited, both the study of the Torah and the observance of the Jewish pattern of life 

derived from it.  Judah was included in Syria Palestinian, Jerusalem  
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was renamed Aelia Capitolina, and Jews were forbidden to come within sight of the city.  

Once a year, on the anniversary of the destruction of the Temple, controlled entry was 

permitted, allowing Jews to mourn at a remaining fragment on the temple site, the 

Western Wall, which became known, as the Wailing Wall.  The Diaspora, which had 

begun with the Babylonian Captivity in the sixth century, and which had resumed early in 

the Hellenistic period, now involved most Jews, in an exodus from what they continued 

to view, as the land promised to them, as the descendants of Abraham. 

     Emperor Constantine (ca. 280-337), shifted his capital from Rome to Constantinople, 

in 330, and made Christianity, the official religion.  Upon partition of the Roman Empire, 

in 395, Palestine passed to eastern control, and the scholarly Jewish communities, in 

Galilee, continued with varying fortunes under Byzantine rule and dominant Christian 

influence, until the Arab Conquest of A.D. 638.  The period included, however, strong 

Jewish support of the briefly successful Persian invasion of 610-614.  Principal Jewish 

accomplishments, after Hadrian, and during the Byzantine era, were self-preservation 

and development and codification of Jewish law and learning in their far-dispersed 

communities, notably in Mesopotamia, Egypt, and other centers around the 

Mediterranean littoral. 

 

Life Under Islam 

    By the seventh century, few Jews lived in Palestine.  Most of the world’s Jews still lived 

in the Middle East and North Africa, however.  One of the most prominent Jewish 

communities, was in Egypt, where active and vigorous Jewish enclaves prospered, 

despite occasional disturbances, from at least as early as the time of Alexander, until the 

late 1940’s. 

     The Jews in Baghdad and elsewhere in Iraq, also comprised a large and ancient 

community, dating back to the Babylonian Captivity.  By the beginning of the sixth century 

A.D., a group of religious scholars was nearing completion of its work, on what came to 

be known, as the Babylonian Talmud.  For the next several centuries, Jews throughout 

the world, sent many of their more complex theological problems, to this Baghdadi 

enclave for resolution.  The answers and decisions -- known as the responsa -- eventually 

formed another corpus of rabbinical authority.  The role of the priests -- who had 
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performed the ritual sacrifices and had conducted the affairs of the Temple -- ended with 

the destruction of the Second Temple, in A.D. 70.  From that time to the present, the 

rabbis had been the key religious figures. 

     Thus, it was that most Jews lived in the region that the newly energized Arab Muslims 

conquered in the second half of the seventh century, a conquest generally accepted as, 

“the most phenomenal in speed and extent to have occurred in the history of man.”  

Islamic policy offered conquered people three alternatives.  First, conversion to Islam 

provided, at least in theory, and often in practice, complete equality to the conquerors.  

Second, the People of the Book, i.e., Jews and Christians (Zoroastrians were also 

protected), were granted the status of dhimmis, this meant that they were protected from 

harm or persecution, but were subject to a special poll tax, the jizya.  Third, those who 

refused to convert to Islam and who were not People of the Book, could claim no 

protection and technically possessed, neither rights nor privileges, in their 

 dealings with the rulers of the state. 

    By the early 700’s, the Ummayyad Dynasty had extended its suzerainty from the 

eastern reaches of modern Iran through the Near East and North Africa, as far as 

Morocco, and Arab forces were in the process of seizing Spain and attacking France.  

Jewish communities had existed in all of these regions for centuries, but with the waning 

of the intellectual stimulus received from the Hellenes, and perhaps as a result of 

oppression at the hands of Christian Byzantines, the communities had become inward 

looking and devoid of original expression, even in their nearly exclusive subject of study, 

religion.  As a direct result of the Jewish participation in the Arab renaissance, the next 

few centuries were ones of great intellectual endeavor and, with few exceptions, 

economic prosperity, and occasional political power for individual Jews and Jewish 

communities.   

     Hebrew remained the sacred language -- a restriction that was not removed until the 

twentieth century -- but within a few decades Jews, at all levels of society, and throughout 

the Muslim lands had adopted the use of Arabic.  Queries to the Baghdad rabbinical 

center on complex matters of theology, frequently were posed and answered in Arabic.  

Patai notes that, “early in the eighth century, a Jewish physician, Masarjuwayh of Basra 

[Iraq], was translating medical writings from Greek and Syriac into Arabic and also writing 
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original Arabic medical works.” 

     Early in the ninth century, a rabbi from Tabiristan -- known therefore, as Sahl Rabban 

al Tabari -- provided the first known translation into Arabic of Ptolemy’s Almagest, an 

encyclopedia on astronomy.  Sahl’s son converted to Islam and, in addition to a book on 

Islamic theology, made major contributions to various scientific fields, based on his 

studies and translations of Greek and Hindu works.  And, in the ninth century, a Jewish 

scholar, in Khorasan, produced in Arabic, major new works on algebra and astrology. 

     Jews prospered and thrived, almost everywhere, during the first several centuries of 

Arab expansion, the period often described, as the classical centuries of Islam.  The Jews 

assimilated to the host community, the Arabs, to an extent not equaled, until the 

assimilation that occurred in nineteenth century Germany, as part of the haskalah. 

     The Golden Age of the Diaspora represented the height of Jewish intellectual activity, 

political power, and social involvement under Muslim rule.  Jews lived, in Spain for 

centuries and produced a vast literature that touched virtually every aspect of science 

and philosophy; for a variety of reasons, however, practically no work was done on Jewish 

history.  With the exception of poetry, most of which was composed in Hebrew, literature 

was written in Arabic.  Articles were, on rare occasions, translated into Spanish, but 

Spanish was practically never used, for serious composition.  Medieval Castilian Spanish 

did form the base for Ladino, however, which, with Hebrew suffixes and numerous 

“cultural phrases” from Hebrew, became the lingua franca of the Sephardim, after they 

were expelled from Spain.  Like Yiddish, Ladino is written with Hebrew characters. 

     Hebrew and Arabic are closely related languages.  One of the earliest intellectual 

efforts of Muslim scholars was to study, analyze, and standardize their language.  They 

were enamored of its sonority and beauty and, because as the language of the Quran, it 

was a sacred tongue, sought to perfect and protect its use and meaning.  Within a short 

time, Arabic grammars and lexicographical studies were commonplace. 

     In conscious emulation of Arab scholars, Jews began similar studies of their sacred 

language in the late eighth and early ninth centuries.  One of the first students, was 

Yehuda ibn Quraysh, whose work is among the earliest, in what would now be termed, 

comparative linguistics.  Patai notes, that other scholars continued Quraysh’s lead, and 

that in the tenth century, Yehuda ben David Hayyuj “applied to the Hebrew language, the 
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theories developed by Arab linguists and established the basic grammatical law, 

according to which, all Hebrew verbal stems, consist of three consonantal letters.”  In 

common, with his Arab and Jewish contemporaries, Hayyuj wrote in Arabic, but his rules 

“became the lasting foundation of Hebrew, to this day.”  In his work, Jews and Arabs:  

Their Contacts Through the Ages, S.D. Goitein, an Israeli Jew, notes that  “the Hebrew 

language developed its grammar and vocabulary on the model of the Arab language.  The 

revival of Hebrew, in our times, would be entirely unthinkable, without the services 

rendered to it, by Arabic, in various ways, a thousand years ago.”   

     Indicative of the “renaissance men” of Spanish Jewry, was Samuel HaNagid, a student 

of Hayyuj.  HaNagid, also studied rabbinics, and in time, became secretary to the vizier 

to the king of Granada, and eventually, the vizier, commanding the king’s army and 

leading it to numerous victories.  Moreover, he was renowned as a patron of scholars, 

poets, and artists, and enjoyed considerable repute, in his own right, as a scholar and 

poet, producing both, theological and war poems. 

     Among the thousands of Jewish scholars, who first flourished in Spain, the one 

acknowledged by his contemporaries and successors as possessed of unusual genius, 

was Moses ben Maimon (1135-1204), known as Maimonides.  According to Patai, 

“Maimonides is not only considered the greatest Jewish philosopher, but also one of the 

two greatest creative minds of the medieval world, in general, the other being, Averroes” 

(Ibn Rushd, 1126-98).  With the exception of one theological code, written in Hebrew, 

Maimonides produced his works in Arabic, writings that included philosophy, medical 

studies, and comments on moral behavior and the halakah.  His major work, Guide of the 

Perplexed, for centuries, has been studied, not only by Jewish theologians, but by 

Muslims and Christians, as well. 

     Near the end of the Golden Age, in Spain, and at a time when the position of the Jews 

was becoming increasingly precarious, because of the growing zealousness of Spanish 

Christians, a new mystical movement emerged, known as kabbalism.  The earliest known 

kabbalistic writings were by Moses ben Nahman and Abraham ben David.  Both men 

were scrupulously orthodox in their adherence to and interpretation of, the Talmud and 

halakhic injunctions, and their works were accepted as unusual, but not heretical.  But 

their successors, perhaps inspired by such Muslim mystical movements as Sufism, 
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became ever more exotic and esoteric, and the authors and adherents were and are 

accused, of theological deviationism and heresy.  The literature that evolved, over the 

centuries, is voluminous, complex, and in many striking ways, closely related to some 

aspects of Hindu cosmology.  The most startling concept in kabbalist literature is the 

depiction of, among other things, the Divine Couple “locked in an eternal marital 

embrace.”  Although these descriptions of the God-King and his “wife,” the Matronit, 

abound in graphic physical detail, that goes far beyond the sensual scenes, set forth in 

the Song of Solomon, the adherents of kabbalism claim, that the descriptions present 

only the love between God and his chosen people.  Another relationship described in the 

literature, is that between the God-Father and his daughter, whom he also calls, sister 

and mother, and for whom, he has a strong sexual longing, another indication that the 

kabbalists in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century Spain, were familiar with and influenced 

by some of the ancient Hindu writings.  

     By the late 1300’s, the Arabs began to “fade from world history.”  At the same time, 

the importance of Jews, in Muslim lands began to wane, and the focus of world Jewry, 

for the next several hundred years, shifted to Europe.  It was in Europe, that the Jews 

suffered the most systematic persecution, yet it was also, in Europe, that the haskalah 

occurred, leading to the greatest participation, by Jews, in non-religious intellectual 

activities, since the classical age of Islam.  It was also in Europe, that the Zionist 

movement, which had as its goal, the establishment of a homeland for the Jews, began. 

 

Zionism:  The Founding Fathers 

     By the late 1970’s, the Zionist movement was several decades old -- by some 

reckoning over a century in age.  Its role had been the paramount and decisive one in the 

creation and development of the early settlements, In Palestine, and of the social, cultural, 

economic, political, and military institutions, that continue to influence events in the State 

of Israel.  The historical record and literature of the Zionist movement, also provide the 

framework within which most discussions occur, as to the nature and future of Israeli 

society.  One might, thus conclude, that from its inception, Zionism has been centered on 

one universal and unifying body of ideas, that were and are, enthusiastically endorsed 

and supported by world Jewry and the Jews of Israel.  Such a consensus has never 
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existed. 

      The impulse and development of Zionism, were almost exclusively, the works of 

Ashkenazim:  few Sephardim were directly engaged in the movement, in its formative 

years.  (In 1900, about 9.5 million of the world’s 10.5 million Jews, were Ashkenazim and 

about 5.2 million of the Ashkenazim, lived in the Pale of Settlement).  Moreover, despite 

the role of Theodor Herzl, as a catalyst and innovator, the early expressions of what 

became Zionism were, with some prominent exceptions, set forth by East European 

Jews.  In addition, East European immigrants -- particularly those of the early 1900’s -- 

created social, economic, military, and other self-help institutions, in Palestine, that were 

carried over into independent Israel.  Throughout the period, however, most East 

European Jews, who undoubtedly endorsed the millennia old dream, of returning to Eretz 

Israel, reacted to the pogroms in Czarist Russia, by migrating to places other than 

Palestine.  Between 1880 and 1915, well over 2 million East European Jews, made the 

trek to Canada and the United States, and perhaps another 150,000 settled in the United 

Kingdom.  Only a few thousand -- between 55,000 and 70,000 -- journeyed to Palestine, 

and many of those, eventually moved elsewhere. 

     The first writings advancing the notions, that later came to be known, as Zionism, 

appeared in the mid-1800’s.  In 1840, the Jews of Eastern Europe and the Balkans, had 

been agitated by rumors, that the messianic era, was at hand.  Various writers, most 

prominently, Rabbi Judah Alkalai and Rabbi Zevi Hirsch Kalisher, but including many 

others, were impressed by the nationalist fervor of Europe that was creating new nation-

states and by the resurgence of messianic expectations among the Jews.  Kalisher wrote 

that Jewish nationalism was directly akin to the other nationalist movements and was, in 

fact, the logical continuation of Jewish Enlightenment that had begun in France, in 1791, 

when Jews were granted civil liberties.  Alkalai consciously altered his expectations from 

one of a miraculous messianic salvation, to one of a redemption by human efforts, that 

would pave the way for the arrival of the messiah.  Both authors urged the development 

of Jewish national unity, and Kalisher, in particular, foresaw the ingathering, to Palestine, 

of many of the world’s Jews, as part of the process of enlightenment and emancipation. 

     Moses Hess, sometimes called the Red Rabbi, was a German Jew, socialist, and 

philosopher who advocated Jewish nationalism in such terms as nationality, national 
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renaissance, and creative genius of the nation.  In his book, Rome and Jerusalem, he 

wrote “mystically of now transcendent values, which are to issue from a restored Zion.”  

Hess envisaged the new Jewish nation, as the moral custodian of the Near East and as  

partaking in a civilizing (Westernizing) mission to the backward societies of the region.  

Although Hess’s writings were generally ignored by his contemporaries and those who 

read his works, were for the most part, critical, his works were “rediscovered” in the early 

twentieth century and are now included in the canon of Zionist literature. 

     The most prominent predecessor of Herzl, was Leo Pinsker, a Russian physician, who 

in 1882, in his work, Auto-Emancipation, expressed his doubt that the Jews would ever 

be able to identify, with the societies, within which they lived.  Pinsker believed, that anti-

Semitism was too pervasive and deeply entrenched, in these societies, to enable Jews 

to assimilate completely.  According to Pinsker, as summarized by Rabbi Arthur 

Hertzberg, there are three basic and unchanging causes of anti-Semitism:  “The Jews are 

a `ghost people,` unlike any other . . . And therefore, [exist] as a thing apart; they are 

everywhere foreigners and nowhere hosts, in their own national right; and they are in 

economic competition, with every majority within which they live. 

     His writings provided an ideological framework for the members and the activities of 

Hibbat Zion.  The shocking and devastating pogroms, in Russia, in the wake of the 

assassination of Czar Alexander II, in 1881, prompted a huge exodus of Jews and gave 

an impetus to those who advocated a return to the “promised land” of Israel.  Scores of 

societies were established throughout Eastern Europe, with goals and programs similar 

or identical to that of the Hovevei Zion (Lovers of Zion), which advocated migration “to the 

land of our fathers . . . to which we have historical rights.”  Pinsker endorsed and 

supported these small efforts to colonize Eretz Israel, but his major concern was “the 

revival of the spirit.”  Pinsker viewed this revival or renaissance, as possible, only in the 

promised land, but he thought in terms of a small, elite community there, at least in the 

early period. 

     The impetus to the founding of an organization with specific goals, was provided by 

Herzl.  Born in Budapest, on May 2, 1860, Herzl grew to maturity in an environment of 

assimilation.  He was educated in Vienna, as a lawyer, but instead became a journalist 

and playwright.  By the early 1890’s, he had achieved a degree of prestige and 
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recognition, in Vienna, and other major European cities.  Up to that time, his life had only 

peripherally been identified with Jewish culture and politics.  He was unfamiliar with earlier 

Zionist writings, and he noted in his diary, and stated publicly, that he would not have 

written his book had he known the contents of Pinsker’s, Auto-Emancipation. 

     The 1894 trial, in Paris, of Alfred Dreyfus, a French Jew, with the rank of captain in the 

French army, on charges of treason (the sale of military secrets to Germany) altered 

Herzl’s life, in a fundamental and revolutionary way.  Dreyfus was convicted, and although 

he was eventually cleared of the charges, his career and life were ruined.  The trial and 

the later exoneration, sharply divided French society and unleashed wide- 

spread anti-Semitic demonstrations and riots, throughout France.  To Herzel’s shock and 

dismay, many members of the French intellectual, social, and political elites -- that 

element of society, to which, the upwardly mobile emancipated Jews of the Enlightenment 

wished to assimilate -- were most vitriolic in their anti-Semitic writings and activities.  

According to Herzl, he for the first time, became aware of the insecure and precarious 

position, of Jews in Europe.  He realized that their day-to-day existence, depended on the 

good will and sufferance of the host community, and somewhat later, “like a revelation,” 

he set forth his concept of a Jewish homeland in his classic pamphlet, Der Judenstaat, 

which was published, in 1896.  The title is usually translated as, The Jewish State, but 

Herzl preferred, the literal translation, The Jew State, to emphasize his break with the 

assimilationists, who used such terms, as Hebrews or Israelites, rather than Jew. 

     Herzl, in effect, took the arguments of the anti-Semites and used them to support the 

notion of a Jewish homeland.  In an assessment of anti-Semitism and the Jews that was 

very close to Pinsker’s, Herzl argued that, even if Jewish separateness in religion and 

social custom were to disappear, the Jews would continue to be treated as un-respected 

strangers.  Other strangers, Italians residing in London, for example, were regarded as 

individuals with a home and culture.  Until a homeland -- a nation -- for and of Jews had 

been created, Jews in the Diaspora would remain a people apart.  Herzl seemed to 

believe that after the establishment of a Jewish state -- which he envisaged as a new 

Switzerland -- the Jews in the Diaspora would be able to assimilate and would eventually 

disappear as a group. 

     Whereas Pinsker was a pessimist, Herzl was an optimist.  He believed that all men -- 
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including anti-Semites -- are basically rational and will work for goals, that they perceive, 

to be in their best interest.  The anti-Semites, therefore, would assist in the formation of 

a Jewish state to which the Jews would move.  According to Hertzberg, Herzl’s Hegelian 

dialectic, progressed from the thesis, that anti-Semitism creates widespread public 

disorder.  The anti-thesis stated, that the liberal nationalism and egalitarianism of the age, 

could not tolerate such unrest and disorder.  The thesis, therefore, called for all elements 

of society to support Zionism, i.e., the establishment of a Jewish state.  

     Within a year of publication of his pamphlet, Herzl was able to convene the First Zionist 

Congress, in 1897, in Basel, Switzerland.  The word, zion stemmed from the locale of the 

Temple in Jerusalem.  Over the centuries, the word had come to represent Jerusalem, 

the Temple, the Land of Israel, and the glories of the reigns of David and Solomon -- all 

of the memories retained and cherished by the Jews in galut.  One of the first to use the 

word, in its new sense, was Nathan Birnbaum, the editor of the journal entitled, Selbst-

emancipation (Self-emancipation).  In 1893, he added the subtitle, Organ der Zionstein 

(Organ of the Zionists).  In the aftermath of the congress, in August, the word, zionist 

entered the vocabulary of world Jewry. 

     The first congress adopted a program that centered on the goal:  “To create for the 

Jewish people, a home in Palestine, secured by Public Law.” The Zionist organization 

was founded to work toward this goal, and arrangements were made for future 

congresses.  (The name was not officially changed to the World Zionist Organization, until 

a new constitution was adopted, in 1960.  The title, World Zionist Organization, was used 

in legislation enacted by the Knesset, in 1952, however, and some writers refer to the 

World Zionist Organization, at even earlier dates, causing some confusion). 

     The Zionist Organization established a general council, a central executive, and a 

congress held every year or two.  It developed member societies on a worldwide basis, 

continued to encourage the settlements in Palestine, registered a bank in London, and 

established the Jewish National Fund (Keren-Kaymeth) to buy land in Palestine.  Acting 

from the premise, that the state he envisioned could be brought about only by support of 

the European powers, Herzl spent the rest of his life in negotiations with the Turkish 

sultan, the German Kaiser, the Pope, the Russian court, Austria, and Great Britain.  With 

all but Great Britain, his efforts were non-productive.  After an initial discussion of 
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settlement in the Sinai Peninsula, which was opposed by Egypt, Herzl came to the Sixth 

Zionist Congress, in 1903, apparently willing to consider, as a temporary shelter, a British 

proposal for an autonomous Jewish entity in East Africa.  The concept, known as the 

Uganda Scheme, was vehemently rejected by Russian and Eastern European Zionists 

who, as before, insisted on the ancient political identity with Palestine.  Exhausted, Herzl 

died of pneumonia, in 1904, with no signal diplomatic victory.  He had, however, created 

the Zionist Organization and inspired its goals. 

     The goals were sharply criticized by a number of Jews, however.  Many of the 

assimilated and assimilating Jews of Western Europe and North America, tended to view 

Zionism, as a retrograde manifestation of emotionalism, a proposed solution that was out 

of joint with the spirit of the Jewish Enlightenment.  These critics were dismayed by the 

extent, that Herzl had accepted basic anti-Semitic principles, i.e., that the Jews were a 

unique and separate people, who could not and should not live among other peoples.      

     Orthodox Jews -- and especially the Hasidic Jews in Eastern Europe -- rejected the 

notion of a return to the promised land before the appearance of the messiah.  To the 

extent that the members of the thousands of these congregations took notice of Zionism, 

they viewed it as being in violation of the belief, that a messiah would orchestrate, 

arrange, and conduct the return, to Jerusalem, of all observing Jews “at the end of days.” 

     The most effective of Herzl’s critics was Asher Ginsberg (his nom de plume was Ahad 

Ha-Am, meaning one of or one with the people).  Unlike Herzl, and like Pinsker, Ahad Ha-

Am, did not trust the gentile world.  Over the years, he wrote many tracts explaining and 

amplifying his reservations about Herzl’s political Zionism.  In essence, he favored cultural 

Zionism, a refurbishing and rekindling of the Jewish spirit, and the gradual establishment 

of Jewish cultural centers, in Palestine, as examples to the Jews in the Diaspora.  Ahad 

Ha-Am, doubted that a Jewish homeland could be a “normal” state, as envisaged by 

Herzl. 

     Hertzberg sums up Ahad Ha-Am’s central beliefs in the following words:  “There is 

nationalism, in general, that of power, which is a genus, comprising many species and 

individuals -- i.e., all the nations of the world; counterpoised to it, there is the nationalism 

of the spirit, a unique genus, of which, there is only one species, the Jewish.”  Ahad Ha-

Am did not conceal the fact that he was an agnostic, and his assertion of Jewish 
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uniqueness provoked anger and ridicule, by many.  A contemporary, Jacob Klatzkin, 

asked the central question:  “How can one deny God, and yet, affirm choosiness?” 

     Several decades later, David Ben-Gurion, also an agnostic, confronted the same 

dilemma and described his belief in a fashion similar to Ahad Ha-Am:  “I believe in our 

moral and intellectual superiority, in our capacity to serve as a model, for the redemption 

of the human race.  This belief of mine, is based on my knowledge of the Jewish people, 

and not on some mystic faith:”  “the glory of the Divine Presence’ is within us, in our 

hearts, and not outside us.”  The intellectual paradox of Ben-Gurion’s response, satisfied 

his critics, no better than Ahad Ha-Am’s statement, had satisfied his, and both statements 

were offensive to many non-Jews. 

     Herzl’s slogan of “let us be like all the other nations,” nonetheless, remained central to 

the credo of the Zionist Organization.  In the meantime, however, immigrants to the 

promised land from Eastern Europe, were evolving their own philosophies.  The First 

Aliyah, began with a group of fourteen people -- one of whom was a woman -- that landed 

in Jaffa (Yafo), in July, 1882.  During the next twenty years, perhaps as many as 10,000 

Jews, entered the area, generally in groups of fifty or less.  These early immigrants, did 

not get on well with the leaders of the ancient Sephardic community there, and economic 

progress was slow.  Many immigrants departed, a few returning to Russia, and others 

going to the United States. 

     The Second Aliyah, was composed of a young, militant, aggressive group, many of 

them teenagers, who viewed the 2,000 years of the Diaspora, as a period of shame.  Ben-

Gurion, the nation’s first prime minister, and Itzhak Ben-Zvi, the second president, were 

among this group.  These two, formed part of the majority that, in general, subscribed to 

the Socialist-Zionist philosophy of the Poalei Zion (Workers of Zion) movement.  The 

movement’s prominent spokesman, and the originator of many of its ideas, was Ber 

Borochov.  Borochov was a Marxist, committed to historical determinism, who advocated 

the formation of a society, based on a socialist economy. 

     Borochov’s philosophical adversary, was Aharon David Gordon, a disciple of the work 

ethic.  Gordon scoffed at the notion of “historical inevitability” and argued that Zionism 

was “an act of will.”  Hertzberg describes Gordon’s teachings, as being centered on “an 

affirmation of the dignity of physical labor and the rootedness of man in his own soil, of 
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the desperate necessity to create a new Jewish man in the Land of Israel to replace the 

disfigured human being, who had been shaped by his misery and alienation from nature 

in the Diaspora.”  In the early decades of the twentieth century, the Zionists, in Palestine, 

sought to create the socialist economy, advocated by Borochov, while at the same time, 

making a virtue of the necessity of working and living on the land, albeit at the expense 

of the land’s Arab inhabitants. 

 

Events in Palestine:  1908-39 

     In 1908, the Young Turk Nationalist Revolution, in Constantinople, seized control from 

Sultan Abdul Hamid II, and thus, aroused hopes of independence of various nationalities 

throughout the Ottoman Empire.  Zionist leaders sought approval for continued 

immigration and autonomy within the Turkish state.  Politically aware Arabs opposed 

continuation of direct Turkish rule, and this opposition took two forms.  One emerged 

among Arab intellectuals of Beirut and Damascus, who enunciated the ideas of a new 

Arab nationalism, but who first sought autonomy within, rather than secession from, the 

Ottoman Empire.  The second, lay in the turbulent spirit of the more remote desert tribes, 

who were politically inarticulate, but resentful of any outside control. 

     After 1908, however, it quickly became clear to Zionists and Arabs alike, that the 

nationalism of the successors of Abdul Hamid, was Turkish nationalism, bent on 

intensified Turkification of the Ottoman domain, rather than granting local autonomies.  

The Arab intellectuals of Beirut and Damascus were forced into clandestine political 

conspiracy, in the form of secret societies.  The link between them and the tribesmen of 

Arabia was Sharif Husayn ibn Ali, the Arab prince of Mecca and the Hijaz region of 

western Arabia, who was appointed coordinating link, in 1908, by the Turkish government, 

but was closely watched by it.  Amir Abdullah, son of Sharif Husayn, visited Lord Horatio 

H. Kitchener, British Agent and Consul General in Egypt, at Cairo in February, 1914 and 

inquired into the possibility of British support, should his father stage a revolt against 

Turkey.  Turkey and Germany were not yet formally allied, and Germany and the United 

Kingdom, were not yet, at war; Kitchener’s reply was, therefore, non-commital. 

     Shortly after the outbreak of World War I, in 1914, Kitchener was recalled to London, 

as Secretary of State for war and, in changed circumstances, he energetically sought 
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Arab support for the war against Turkey.  In Cairo, Sir Henry McMahon, the first British 

High Commissioner in Egypt, conducted an extensive correspon- 

dence from July, 1915 to January, 1916 with Sharif Husayn, two of whose sons -- 

Abdullah, later King of Jordan, and Faisal, later King of Syria (ejected by the French, in 

1920), and of Iraq (1921-33) -- were to figure prominently, in subsequent events. 

     In a letter to McMahon, enclosed with a letter, dated July 14, 1915, from Abdullah, 

Sharif Husayn specified an area for Arab independence, under the “Sharifian Arab 

Government” consisting of the Arabian Peninsula (except Aden) and the Fertile Crescent 

of Palestine, Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq.  In his letter of October 24, 1915, to Sharif Husayn, 

McMahon, on behalf of the British government, declared British support for post-war Arab 

independence, subject to certain reservations and exclusions of territory, not entirely 

Arab, or concerning which Great Britain was not free, “to act without detriment to the 

interests of her ally, France.”  As with the later Balfour Declaration, the exact meaning 

was not clear, although Arab spokesmen, since then, have usually maintained, that 

Palestine was within the pledged area of independence.  In any event, on June 5, 1916, 

Sharif Husayn launched the Arab Revolt against Turkey and in October, declared himself, 

“King of the Arabs.” 

    Meanwhile, on May 16, 1916, the British and French governments, concluded the 

secret Sykes-Picot Agreement.  Although allowing for a post-war Arab state on the 

Arabian Peninsula and an ill-defined plan for an international arrangement over 

Jerusalem and part of Palestine, it divided the rest of the Fertile Crescent between the 

two powers. 

     On December 7, 1916, David Lloyd George became British prime minister, with Arthur 

James Balfour, as foreign secretary.  Both of them regarded negotiations with the British 

Zionists, Chaim Weizmann and Lord Lionel Walter Rothschild, as of potential value to the 

pursuit of British war aims. 

     Weizmann, who was born in Russia, in 1874, and educated in Berlin, had moved to 

England, in 1904, and, as a chemist, had made notable contributions to the development 

of explosives.  In support of the Zionist cause, his protracted and skillful negotiations with 

the British Foreign Office, were climaxed on November 2, 1917, by the letter from the 

foreign secretary to Lord Rothschild, which became known as the Balfour Declaration.  
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This document, declared the British government’s “sympathy with Jewish-Zionist 

aspirations.” viewed with favor “the establishment, in Palestine, of a National Home for 

the Jewish People,” and announced an intent “to facilitate the achievement of this object, 

it being clearly understood, that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and 

religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities, in Palestine, or the rights and political 

status enjoyed, by Jews, in any other country.” 

     Although painstakingly devised, the wording of this declaration was interpreted 

differently by different people, according to their objectives and interests.  Ultimately, it 

was found to contain two incompatible undertakings:  establishment, in Palestine, of a 

national home for the Jews and preservation of the rights of existing non-Jewish 

communities, i.e., the Arabs.  This incompatibility sharpened over the succeeding years 

and became irreconcilable.  Initially, however, there was no apparent substantial Arab 

nationalist sentiment, in Palestine. The apprehensions of Sharif Husayn and of his sons, 

Faisal and Abdullah (not themselves, Palestinians), were allayed by assurances that no 

one people, in Palestine, should be subject to another.  Furthermore, the belief was widely 

held, that Arabs and Jews, could live there together peacefully, under some arrangement, 

not yet set forth. 

     Although the content of the Sykes-Picot Agreements was revealed in November, 1917, 

by the Bolshevik government, in Russia, Arab misgivings as to Allied post-war intentions, 

on this score, were allayed by British and French reassurances and by the fact, that Allied 

military operations in the Middle East, were progressing favorably.  Jerusalem was taken 

by General Sir Edmund (later Field Marshall Viscount) Allenby, on December 9, 1917; 

Turkish forces, in Syria, were subsequently defeated; and an armistice was concluded, 

with Turkey, on October 31, 1918. 

    On January 3, 1919, an agreement was signed by Faisal, chief Arab delegate to the 

Paris Peace Conference, and Weizmann, representing the Zionist Organization.  It 

pledged the two parties to cordial co-operation, and by it, Faisal concurred with the Balfour 

Declaration.  He wrote a proviso on the document in Arabic, however, that his signature 

was dependent upon fulfillment of Allied war pledges, regarding Arab independence.  

Since these pledges were not fulfilled to Arab satisfaction, after the war, most Arab 

leaders and spokesmen, have not considered the Faisal-Weizmann agreement, as 
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having any validity.  An American group, known as the King-Crane Commission, was 

appointed in 1919, by President Woodrow Wilson, to investigate and report on the 

problem of dividing territory and assigning mandates.  The commission’s report of August 

28, 1919, opposed unlimited Jewish immigration and a separate Jewish state, in 

Palestine, but it was not considered by the Paris Peace Conference and was not widely 

published, until 1922. 

     From the Paris Peace Conference, emerged the League of Nations Covenant and the 

Mandate system, making Great Britain the Mandatory Power for Palestine.  In 1920, Sir 

Herbert Samuel began his five-year term as British High Commissioner for Palestine.  The 

terms of the Mandate were approved by the League Council, on July 24, 1922, although 

they were technically not official, until September 29, 1923.  The United States was not a 

member of the League of Nations, but a joint resolution of the 76th Congress on June 30, 

1922, endorsed the concept of the Jewish National Home. 

     The Mandate’s terms recognized, “the historical connection of the Jewish people with 

Palestine,” called upon the Mandatory Power to “secure establishment of the Jewish 

National Home,” and recognized “an appropriate Jewish Agency,” for advice and 

cooperation to that end.  The Zionist Organization, was specifically recognized, as that 

agency.  Jewish immigration was to be facilitated, while ensuring that the “rights and 

position of other sections of the population, are not prejudiced.”  English, Arabic, and 

Hebrew were all to be official languages.  Arab spokesmen, such as Sharif Husayn and 

his sons, opposed the Mandate’s terms, since the overall League of Nations Covenant 

had endorsed popular determination, and thereby, they maintained, supported the cause 

of the Arab majority, in Palestine.  Further, the covenant specifically declared, that all 

other obligations and understandings inconsistent with it, were abrogated.  Therefore, 

Arab argument held, that both the Balfour Declaration and the Sykes-Picot Agreement, 

were null and void.  Arab leaders, particularly objected, to the Mandate’s numerous 

references to the “Jewish community,” whereas, the Arab people, then constituting about 

90 percent of the Palestinian population, were acknowledged only, as “the other sections.” 

     The Arabs contended that it was unjust to allow a minority to overrule a majority; that 

the continuous Arab occupation of Palestine, from the seventh to the twentieth century, 

presented a more valid claim than that of Zionism; that one group cannot be bound by the 
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differing religious beliefs of another group and is under no moral compulsion to accept 

them; that Europe and America, in attempting to correct social injustice in Europe, did so 

at Arab expense; and that the World War I, pledges to the Arabs were formal agreements 

between states, and thus, superior to the position expressed in Balfour’s letter, leading to 

the language of the Mandate. 

     To British authority, pressed with heavy responsibilities and commitments after World 

War I, the objective of Mandate administration was a peaceful accommodation, in and 

development of Palestine, by Arabs and Jews under British control.  To the Zionist 

Organization, which by 1921, had a worldwide membership of about 770,000, the 

recognition, in the Mandate, was seen as a welcome first step.  Although not all Zionists 

and not all Jews were committed, at that time, to conversion of the Jewish National Home 

into a separate political state, this conversion became firm Zionist policy, during the next 

twenty-five years.  The patterns developed, during these years, strongly influenced the 

State of Israel, proclaimed in 1948. 

     The Zionist Organization, established in Palestine, an executive office, thus 

implementing the language of the Mandate, prescribing such an agency.  In August, 1929, 

the formalized Jewish Agency was established with a council, administrative committee, 

and executive.  Each of these bodies consisted of an equal number of Zionist and 

nominally non-Zionist Jews.  The president of the Zionist Organization, was however, ex-

officio president of the agency.  Thereafter, the Zionist Organization continued to conduct 

external diplomatic, information, and cultural activities, whereas, the operational Jewish 

Agency took over fundraising, activities in Palestine, and local relations with the British 

Mandatory Authority (administered by the colonial secretary).  In the course of time, these 

became two different names, for virtually, the same organization. 

     Other landmark developments, by the Zionist Organization and the Jewish Agency 

under the Mandate included:  establishment in December, 1920, of the General 

Federation of Labor (Histadrut HaOvdim Haklalit, known as Histadrut); creation of a 

Jewish-elected assembly, and the National Council, in 1920, to promote religious, 

educational, and welfare services; establishment of the Chief Rabbinate, in 1921; 

centralized Zionist control of the Hebrew school system, in 1919, opening of the Technion 

(Israel Institute of Technology) in Haifa, in 1924, and dedication of the Hebrew University 
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of Jerusalem, in 1925; continued acquisition of land -- largely by purchases by the Jewish 

National Fund -- increasing from 60,120 hectares, in 1922, to about 155,140 hectares, in 

1939, and concurrent growth of Jewish urban and village centers; and establishment, in 

1920, of the Haganah, the semi-underground military arm of the Jewish Agency. 

     Politically, the Jewish community in Palestine, under the Mandate, was divided within 

itself, into many parties and factions differing in emphasis and outlook, ranging from 

extreme Zionist nationalists, to strict Orthodox Jewish elements.  Chief among these 

groups, were the General Zionists, including many non-party Zionists and initially, the 

largest of the grouping; the Mizrahi, or religious Zionist party; and the Mapai (see 

Glossary), which grew out of two earlier labor groups, to become the largest party, by 

1933.  A left-wing, Marxist-Zionist party appeared after 1930.  In 1925, a revisionist 

element developed, under Vladimir Jabotinsky, that favored more positivist measures and 

opposed Weizmann’s leadership, as too conciliatory, toward British policy.  In the heated 

controversy, between the Haganah and the Revisionists, the Jewish guerrilla band, 

known as the Irgun, evolved in 1937, and from it, the more extreme terrorist group, known 

to the British as, the Stern Gang, split off in 1939. 

     The formal name of the Irgun, was the Irgun Zvai Leumi (National Military 

Organization), sometimes also called by the acronym, ETZEL, from the initial letters of 

the Hebrew name.  The Stern Gang, was formally known as, the Lohamei Herut Yisrael 

(Fighter for Israel’s Freedom), sometimes identified, by the acronym, Lehi. 

     Despite internal differences, the Jewish community was in fundamental agreement, as 

to its identity and aspirations.  The Jewish Agency could point to many accomplishments, 

but it was, almost from the start, in continual dispute with the British Mandatory Authority, 

which was caught between conflicting parties and  denounced, by both Jews and Arabs.  

Nevertheless, by 1939, the Jewish population, in Palestine, had risen sharply as a result 

of legal and illegal immigration and natural increase. 

     Arab-Jewish conflict, in Palestine, developed early and continued throughout the 

Mandate period.  The potential force of Palestinian Arab nationalism, whatever its 

effectiveness and leadership might be, had been underestimated.  When Haj Amin al 

Hussein, an anti-Zionist extremist, was appointed by Sir Herbert Samuel, in 1921, as 

Grand Mufti of Jerusalem and head of the Supreme Muslim Council, increased inter-
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communal strife resulted.  In March 1921, Winston Churchill, then colonial secretary, 

established Abdullah, as ruler of Transjordan under a separate British Mandate.  The 

Palestine Mandate, as received by the British, had included Transjordan.  This division, 

which was aimed, as was British support for Faisal, in Iraq, at satisfying pledges to the 

Arabs, aroused strong Zionist objections and did not mollify the Arabs of Palestine; thus, 

violence continued. 

    Churchill’s memorandum of July 1, 1922, reaffirmed the Balfour Declaration but, in the 

main, was directed at allaying Arab apprehensions, regarding a Zionist seizure of political 

power.  The Zionist Organization saw this memorandum, subsequent commission 

reports, government White Papers, and regulation of immigration, as evidence of the 

Mandatory Authority’s withdrawal from commitments and responsibilities.  The Shaw and 

Hope-Simpson Royal Commissions, of 1929 and 1930, respectively -- dispatched after 

outbreaks of violence, in Palestine -- recognized, as did all later bodies, that the basic 

problem, lay in the conflicting goals of Zionist nationalism and Arab nationalism. 

     Greatly disturbed at the increase in Jewish immigration and land acquisition, Palestine 

Arabs in April, 1936 formed the Supreme Arab Committee, later known as the Arab Higher 

Committee, and declared a general strike that assumed the proportions of a rebellion.  

The Arab Higher Committee was outlawed, and many of its leaders, including the Grand 

Mufti of Jerusalem, were forced out of Palestine.  Great Britain dispatched the Royal 

Commission on Palestine (Peel Commission) to Palestine, and its report, which was 

issued in July, 1937 described the Arab and Zionist positions, and the British obligations 

to each, as irreconcilable and the existing Mandate as unworkable.  It recommended 

partition of Palestine into Jewish and Arab states, with a retained British mandate over 

Nazareth, Bethlehem, and Jerusalem and a corridor from Jerusalem to the coast. 

     In 1937, the Twentieth Zionist Congress rejected the proposed boundaries, but agreed 

in principal to partition.  Palestinian Arab nationalists rejected all considerations for 

partition.  The British government approved the idea of partition and sent a technical team 

to make a detailed plan.  This group, the Woodhead Commission, reversed the Peel 

Commission’s findings and reported in November, 1937, that partition was impracticable; 

this view was in its turn, accepted.  The British government, then returned, to the concept 

of peaceful accommodation between Jews and Arabs and called for a conference in 
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March, 1938 in London, between the Jewish and Arab representatives from Palestine and 

adjoining Arab states.  The Jewish Agency objected to representatives from other Arab 

states on the grounds that they were not involved under provisions of the Mandate.  Arab 

supporters, however, approved the inclusion as a recognition of Pan-Arabism. 

     The conference failed because the Arab representatives refused to negotiate directly 

with the Jewish Agency representatives.  On May 17, 1939, on the eve of World II, a 

British White Paper was issued extending British rule for ten years, limited Jewish 

immigration and land purchases in Palestine; and projecting a Palestinian government at 

the end of the ten-year period subject to Jewish-Arab accommodation.  This White Paper 

met a mixed Arab reception and was rejected by the Arab Higher Committee.  The Jewish 

Agency rejected emphatically, branding it as total repudiation of Balfour and Mandate 

obligations.  In September 1939, at the outset of World War II, Ben-Gurion, then chairman 

of the Jewish Agency, declared:  “We shall fight the war against Hitler, as if there were no 

White Paper, and we shall fight the White Paper as if there were no war.” 

 

The Holocaust 

     The two most important events in the twentieth century to world, Jewry and to the 

Jewish nationals of modern Israel, were the Holocaust and the establishment of the State 

of Israel.  It has been argued, that had a sovereign state of Israel existed in the 1933-45 

period, the extent of the Holocaust would have been much, much, less.  Conversely, had 

there been no Holocaust, the demand of the Jews for a sanctuary and homeland, would 

undoubtedly have been less, and the members of the UN would have been less likely to 

accede to that demand.   

       It is not possible to exaggerate the impact of the Holocaust on world Jewry, either 

those who were contemporaries of the horror or of the succeeding generations.  The term, 

holocaust came into general use some years after the event.  The English word derives 

from the Vulgate translation of the Septuagint and that version’s translation of the Hebrew 

world, olah, from the root meaning “to go up.”  The word, aliyah also derives from this 

root.  In the context of the Holocaust, however, the root refers back to an ancient Temple 

sacrifice, in which, the sacrifice on the altar, is totally consumed by fire, and the smoke 

“goes up” to God. 
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     The scope of Hitler’s genocidal efforts, staggering as they were, may be quickly 

summarized.  In 1939, about 10 million of the estimated 16 million Jews in the world, lived 

in Europe.  By 1945, almost 6 million had been killed, most of them in the nineteen main 

concentration camps. Of pre-war Czechoslovakia’s 281,000 Jews, about 4,000 survived.  

Before the German conquest and occupation, the Jewish population, of Greece, was 

estimated to be between 65,000 and 72,000; about 2,000 survived.  Only 5,000 of 

Austria’s pre-war Jewish community of 70,000 escaped.  And an estimated 4.6 million 

Jews were killed, in Poland, and in those areas of the Soviet Union, seized and occupied 

by the Germans. 

     The survivors -- who in a sense were the rest of world Jewry -- reacted and continued 

to react  in a multitude of ways.  To some observant Jews, the extermination of over one-

third of the people, meant either that there was no Divine Presence or that the ancient 

covenant with Abraham, had been broken.  This explanation was unacceptable to 

numerous others, however, because either response gave “Hitler the victory;” i.e., the 

responses rejected the traditional and unique relationship between God and His people.  

Martin Buber, one of the most respected theologians of the mid-twentieth century, sought 

to provide an answer to the “Why did this happen,” by suggesting that there had been “an 

eclipse of God.” 

     As the years passed and as a new generation emerged in Israel, an assessment of 

the meaning of the Holocaust became increasingly widespread and accounted, in part, 

for the renewed interest in the writings and teachings of Pinsker and Ahad Ha-Am.  

Crudely put, it meant “never trust the Gentiles.”  “For some Israeli Jews, this took the form 

of what is sometimes called, the Masada complex, referring to the fight to the death in a 

suicide pact of all the defenders of Fort Masada, in A.D. 73.  In some respects, this 

reading of past events has led to disputes between Israeli Jews and those in other parts 

of the world, particularly those in the United States.  American Jews, wish to believe, and 

therefore, assert “It could never happen here.”  Many Israeli Jews, remembering not only 

the Holocaust, but also the various terrorist attacks and the Arab-Israeli wars of 1948, 

1956, 1967, and 1973, insist that it can happen anyplace.  The memory of the Holocaust 

and the perceived threat of annihilation from surrounding countries, has continued to 

provide the unifying elements to hold together, Israel’s Jewish community, which has 
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been sharply divided on numerous social, religious, and economic issues. 

 

World War II and Establishment of the State of Israel:  1939-49 

     Ben-Gurion’s statement of 1939, set the tone for Jewish Agency policy and operations 

during the years of World War II.  Thousands of Jewish volunteers served in the British 

Army, and on September 14, 1944, the separate Jewish Brigade, was established.  

Palestinian Arab volunteers, also served, and the British-officered Arab Legion of 

Transjordan, played a role in Allied operations in Iraq and Syria.  In Palestine, the Jewish 

Agency promoted increased immigration in response to war-time pressure.  In opposition, 

the Mandatory Authority sought to implement provisions of the 1939 White Paper, by 

promulgating strict land transfer regulations and by regulating or attempting to regulate 

immigration. 

     Zionist policy and objectives were clarified in May, 1942 at a conference of Zionist 

parties held in the Biltmore Hotel in New York City.  This conference was called at the 

initiative of Ben-Gurion, who had come to the United States, to elicit the support of 

American Jews.  It adopted a resolution, known thereafter, as the Biltmore Program, 

which in turn, was approved by the Zionist General Council, in November, 1942.  Its 

provisions called for unlimited Jewish immigration into Palestine and control of 

immigration affairs by the Jewish Commonwealth, the word, commonwealth thus 

replacing, homeland.  Weizmann, who had previously rejected an official commitment of 

this kind, as inopportune, supported the resolution. 

     In 1943, confirmation, regarding Nazi persecution, in Europe, was obtained, and the 

Irgun and Stern groups stepped up harassment of British forces, in Palestine, in an 

attempt to secure unrestricted immigration and the prompt establishment of the State of 

Israel.  Zionist leaders, especially Ben-Gurion, foresaw an ultimate end to the Mandate 

and estimated that they would then be engaged, not only by the Arabs of Palestine, but 

also probably, by the armies of neighboring Arab states, and that guerrilla methods would 

not be adequate.  Preparations to enlarge and upgrade the armed forces, were 

undertaken. 

     The end of World War II, in Europe, disclosed the scope of the Jewish plight.  

Immediately, the Allied Power, in Europe, were confronted with the refugee, or displaced 
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person, problem, which included large numbers of Jews.  In Great Britain, the Labour 

Party came to power in July, 1945.  Ernest Bevin, the new foreign minister, resumed 

implementation of the 1939 White Paper; limited Jewish immigration to Palestine; and in 

January, 1946 recognized Transjordan as a sovereign state with residual British 

influence.  In the post-war atmosphere, these actions were resented by the Zionists, and 

Palestine became an armed camp. 

     The Jewish Resistance Movement was formed, in an attempt to unite, or at least 

coordinate, the disparate Haganah, Irgun, and Stern military units.  Reprisals and counter-

reprisals between Jews and the Mandate authorities and between Arabs and the Mandate 

authorities, continued.  The Arab League was formed in 1945, and the Arab Higher 

Committee reappeared, to oppose renewals of immigration.  There were, however, com- 

paratively few Jewish-Arab clashes, at this time.  The Arab Higher Committee contended, 

that its main objectives were, elimination of the Mandate and withdrawal of British power, 

after which, the Jewish Agency could be defeated. 

     In May, 1946, the Anglo-American Committee of Inquiry, unanimously declared, its 

opposition to the White Paper of 1939 and proposed, among other recommendations, 

that the immigration of 100,000 European Jews, be authorized, at once.  The Mandatory 

Authority rejected this report, specifying that admission of 100,000 new immigrants was 

impossible, while armed organizations in Palestine were fighting the Mandate Authority 

and disrupting public order.  Resistance and terrorism intensified, and the Twenty-second 

Zionist Congress, meeting in Geneva, in December 1946, named Ben-Gurion, as 

executive chairman and defense minister of the Jewish Agency.  Under his leadership, 

the training, arming, and expansion of the Haganah, were accelerated in Palestine. 

     On February 18, 1947, Bevin informed the House of Commons of the government’s 

decision to present the problem of Palestine to the UN, and on May 15, 1947, a special 

session of the United Nations General Assembly, established the United Nations Special 

Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP), consisting of eleven members.  The UNSCOP 

reported on August 31, that a majority of its members supported a geographically complex 

system of partition, into separate Arab and Jewish states, a special international status 

for Jerusalem, and an economic union, linking the three members.  Backed, by both the 

United States and the Soviet Union, the plan was adopted after two months of intensive 
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deliberation, as the United Nations General Assembly Resolution of November 29, 1947. 

     On November 30, 1947, the Arab Higher Committee, rejecting the plan, called for a 

general strike in Palestine, and violence between Arabs and Jews, mounted.  Although 

considering the plan, defective in terms of what they had expected from the League 

Mandate, twenty-five years before, the Zionist General Council stated willingness in 

principle to accept partition.  The Arab League Council, meeting in December 1947, said 

it would take whatever measures were required, to prevent implementation of the 

resolution.  The Arab League did not, at this time, approve sending forces into Palestine, 

but did endorse recruitment of volunteers to assist the Palestinian Arabs.  In January, 

1948, Great Britain, which had abstained from voting on the resolution, announced its 

intention, to relinquish the Mandate, on May 15, 1948.  Withdrawal was completed, and 

the last British high commissioner, Sir Alan Cunningham, left from Haifa, at midnight, on 

May 14, 1948. 

     Arab military forces began their invasion of Palestine on May 15.  Initially, these forces 

consisted of approximately 8,000 to 10,000 Egyptians; 2,000 to 4,000 Iraqis; 4,000 to 

5,000 Transjordanians; 3,000 to 4,000 Syrians; 1,000 to 2,000 Lebanese, and smaller 

numbers of Saudi Arabian and Yemini troops, in all about 25,000.  The Haganah, such 

irregular units, as the Irgun and the Stern Gang, and women auxiliaries, numbered 

35,000, or more.  By October 14, Arab forces deployed in the war zones, had increased 

to about 55,000, including not more than 5,000 irregulars of Haj Amin al Hussein’s 

Palestine Liberation Force.  The Israeli military forces had increased to approximately 

100,000.  Except for the British-raised Arab Legion of Transjordan, Arab units were largely 

ill-trained and inexperienced.  Israeli forces, usually operating with interior lines of 

communication, included an estimated 20,000 to 25,000 European World War II veterans, 

in their numbers. 

     By January 1949, Israeli forces held the area that was to define Israel’s territory, until 

June 1967, although it was larger than the area contemplated by the UN resolution.  The 

part of Palestine remaining in Arab hands, was limited to that held, by the Arab Legion of 

Transjordan and the Gaza area held by Egypt, at the cessation of hostilities.  The area 

held by the Arab Legion, was subsequently annexed, by Jordan, and is commonly 

referred to, as the West Bank.  Jerusalem was divided.  The Old City, the Western Wall, 
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and the site of Solomon’s Temple, upon which stands, the Muslim Mosque, the Dome of 

the Rock, remained in Jordanian hands; the New City lay on the Israeli side of the line.  

Although the West Bank remained under Jordanian suzerainty until 1967, only two 

countries -- Great Britain and Pakistan -- granted de jure recognition of the annexation. 

     Early in the conflict, on May 29, 1948, the United Nations Security Council established 

the Truce Commission, headed by a UN mediator, the Swedish diplomat, Folke 

Bernadotte, who was assassinated, in Jerusalem, on September 17, 1948.  He was 

succeeded by Ralph Bunche, an American, as Acting Mediator.  The Commission, which 

later evolved into the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization-Palestine 

(UNTSOP), attempted to devise new plans of settlement and arranged the truces of June 

11-July 8 and July 19-October 14, 1948.  Armistice talks were initiated with Egypt, in 

January, 1949, and an armistice agreement was established, with Egypt on February 24, 

with Lebanon on March 23, with Transjordan on April 3, and with Syria on July 20.  Iraq 

did not enter into an armistice agreement, but withdrew its forces after turning over their 

positions to Transjordanian units.   

     United States recognition was accorded to the state on May 14, 1948, and Soviet 

recognition was accorded to the state on May 18.  By April, 1949, fifty-three nations, 

including Great Britain, had extended recognition, and on May 11, 1949, the United 

Nations General Assembly, on recommendation of the Security Council, admitted Israel 

to the UN. 

 

Problems of the New State:  1948-77 

     The Ingathering of the Exiles 

          The first legislative act of the Provisional Council of State, was the Law and 

Administrative Ordinance, 1948, legislation that declared, null and void, the restrictions 

on Jewish immigration that had been imposed by the British authorities.  In July, 1950, 

the Knesset passed the Law of Return, the basic feature, of which, was set forth in the 

declaration, “Every Jew has the right to come to this country as an olah.”  

     Additional legislation, in 1952, specified that with rare exceptions, Jewish immigrants 

may be granted Israeli citizenship, as soon as they arrive in Israel.  In 1954, the Law of 

Return, was amended to grant the minister of interior the authority to deny an immigrant, 
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visa to “any person with a criminal past, likely to endanger the public welfare.”  In May, 

1971, a new amendment provided, that Jews intending to immigrate to Israel, may claim 

Israeli citizenship, even before departing their country of residence. 

     Implementation of the various laws, soon created religious and legal problems, 

centering on the emotionally charged questions of, “Who is a Jew?”- in terms of secular 

and religious law.  Throughout the 1950’s and 1960’s, the Knesset, the courts, the political 

parties, and interest groups struggled and fought over this issue.  In the late 1970’s, it 

remained an unresolved and politically and socially divisive question. 

     In 1939, the British Mandate Authority estimated, that about 445,000 out of the 1.5 

million residents of the Mandate, were Jews.  Israeli officials estimated that as of May 15, 

1948, about 650,000 Jews, lived in the area scheduled to become, Israel under the 

November 1947 UN partition proposal.  Between May 1948 and December 31, 1951, 

approximately 684,000 Jewish immigrants entered the new state, thus providing a Jewish 

majority in the region, for the first time in the modern era.  The largest single group of 

immigrants, was composed of Jews from Eastern Europe.  Over 300,000 people came 

from the refugee and displaced-persons (DP) camps, of that region. 

     Another 265,000 arrived during this brief period, from neighboring Arab states; over 

120,000, came from Iraq.  The second largest group of immigrants, from Arab countries, 

was composed of the nearly 45,000 Yemani Jews, described by one author, as the purest, 

most authentic Jews, who had been living among the purest, most authentic Arabs.  The 

cultural confrontation between these and other Arabic-speaking Jews, with the (generally) 

Yiddish-speaking, Westernized and, as a result of the Holocaust, traumatized Jews from 

Eastern Europe, was very nearly that of alien civilizations.  Until the creation of Israel, the 

Jews in Arab lands, had led peaceful, sedentary lives, subject, only occasionally, to 

various restrictions and even more occasionally, to seriously incapacitating 

discrimination.  The task of integrating these disparate communities, was in the short run, 

exceeded in importance and gravity, only by the nation’s security problem; in the long run, 

it was viewed by many observers, as of even more importance, and as being less 

susceptible to solution. 
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Israeli Arabs, Arab Land, and Arab Refugees 

     The events immediately before and during the War of Independence and during the 

first several years of independence remain, so far as those events, involved the Arab 

residents of Palestine, matters of bitter and emotional dispute.  The Palestinian Arab 

refugees insist, that they were driven out of their homeland by Jewish terrorists and 

regular Jewish military forces; the government of Israel asserts, that the invading Arab 

forces urged the Palestinian Arabs, to leave their houses temporarily, to avoid the perils 

of the war that would end the Jewish intrusion into Arab lands.  Thirty years after the 

events, advocates of Arabs or Jews, using basically the same data and information, 

continue to present and believe, diametrically opposed descriptions of those events. 

    There is no question, that for the first time in history, the majority population of a specific 

area, became refugees from that area.  According to British Mandate Authority population 

figures, there were in 1947, about 1.3 million Arabs in all of Palestine.  Between 700,000 

and 900,000 of the Arabs, lived in the region, eventually bounded by the 1949 armistice 

lines, the so-called green line.  By the time the fighting stopped, there were only about 

170,000 Arabs left, in the new State of Israel.  Approximately 119,000 were Muslims, 

35,000 were Christians, and 15,000 were Druzes.  An estimated 32,000 were urban or 

town dwellers, 120,000 lived in villages, and about 18,000 were nomads.  Of more 

importance, the Israeli government, in 1949, acknowledged that about 30,000 of these 

Arabs -- probably excluding the Druze and nomadic components of the whole -- were 

refugees, “having fled from one part of the state to the other during the fighting.” 

     Among the many stories of atrocities committed by both sides, only a few can be 

authenticated beyond doubt.  One event with a direct cause and effect relationship, was 

the massacre at Dayr (Deir) Yasin, a small Arab village near Jerusalem.  On April 9, 1948, 

an irregular Jewish military unit, known as the Irgun Assault Unit, attacked the village and 

killed almost all inhabitants, over 250 people.  In later years, the Irgun leader, Menachem 

Begin, defended the action, with the claim that Arab soldiers were hiding in the village 

and that the deaths resulted from ensuing house-to-house fighting. 

     Psychological warfare was also used.  In his “Book of the Palmach,” former soldier 

and foreign minister, Yigal Allon describes some of the methods used to persuade the 

Arabs to leave:  “I gathered all the Jewish mukhtars (mayors), who have contact with 
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Arabs in different villages, and asked them to whisper in the ears of some Arabs, that a 

great Jewish reinforcement has arrived, in Galilee, and that it is going to burn all villages 

of the Huleh.  They should suggest to these Arabs, as their friends, escape while there is 

time.”  Allon said, that the rumor spread rapidly and that “The flight numbered myriads.”  

At about the same time, Weizmann, long the head of the Zionist Organization and Israel’s 

first president, voiced his anger at “not only the murderous terrorism of Begin’s Irgun, but 

also, the clean acts of violence of Ben-Gurion’s Haganah.” 

     The attitudes of the Jews to the Arabs embraced many contradictory ideas.  On the 

one hand, the Zionist Congress that met in 1947, endorsed resolutions promising full 

equality of rights to all residents of the proposed state and “full religious, educational, 

cultural, and social autonomy for all its citizens.”  Similar resolutions had been passed by 

most previous congresses.  On the other hand, the members of Herut (see Glossary) and 

other religiously oriented political parties and interest groups made no effort to conceal 

their goal of a Greater Israel, that would include all of the lands of the ancient kingdoms 

of David and Solomon.  Moreover, the individuals who assumed the governance of the 

new state, in May 1948, were secularists, but they were secularist Jews.  Their beliefs 

and attitudes were aptly summarized by a later Supreme Court decision that stated that 

Israel was formed as a “sovereign state for the Jewish people.”  Despite the assurances 

of equality, adopted by the several Zionist congresses, Zionist ideology, focused 

exclusively, on the goal of a homeland for Jews, with little or no provision for the Arabs.  

But, Arabs formed an important minority within the state, and by May 1949, an estimated 

711,000 Arab refugees, were temporarily camped near Israel’s borders, and notice had 

to be taken of their roles. 

     The notice, taken of the Israeli Arabs, tended to include a denial of civil rights, social 

exclusion, and economic repression.  An early political decision, not to draft a constitution, 

indicated the emerging official position toward the Arab community.  A constitution 

patterned on the American model -- an early consideration -- would logically include, a bill 

of rights that would apply to all citizens; the majority in the Knesset feared the 

consequences of guaranteeing civil rights to the Arab minority, and plans for a constitution 

were scrapped. 

    The second official act was to form military governments to rule the areas where the 
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majority of the Arabs lived.  The formation of these governments and regions and the 

assignment of almost unfettered governmental powers to the military governors, were 

based on the Defense (Emergency) Regulations promulgated by the British Mandatory 

Authority, in 1945.  The regulations had been enacted, to provide a specific and detailed 

legal framework for governing the rebellious Jewish minority, in Palestine.  Jewish legal 

groups and bar associations, in 1945, bitterly denounced the regulations.  Nevertheless, 

in 1949, Israel’s state attorney defended the use of the regulations, on grounds of national 

security. 

     Using the 1945 law a a legal base, the government created three areas or zones to be 

ruled by the Ministry of Defense.  The most important zone, was the Northern Area, also 

known as the Galilee Area, the locale of about two-thirds of the Arab population.  The 

second critical area, was the so-called, Little Triangle, located between the villages of Et 

Tira and Et Taiyiba, near the border with Jordan (then Transjordan).  The third area 

included much of the Negev Desert, then the region traversed by the nomadic, previously 

apolitical beduin. 

     In addition, Article 125 of the Defense (Emergency) Regulations, empowered the 

military governors, to declare any specified area “off-limits” to those without written 

authorization.  The area was then declared a security zone, and thus, closed to Israeli 

Arabs, who lacked written permission, either by the army chief-of-staff or the minister of 

defense.  In these areas, official acts of the military governors were, with rare exceptions, 

not subject to review by the civil court system.  Individuals could be and were arrested 

and imprisoned on unspecific charges, and private property, could be and was subjected, 

to search and seizure without warrants.  Moreover, the physical expulsion of individuals 

or groups, from the state, was not subject to review by the civil courts. 

    Representative of the incidents that did result in the eventual involvement of the High 

Court of Justice, was the experience of the residents of the Arab village of Iqrit, a former 

population center in northern Israel, described in the United States Gazetteer (1962), as 

a ruin.  On November 8, 1948, the villagers, at the behest of the military authorities and 

under the leadership of the village elders, vacated their village with supplies for a two-

week absence.  At the end of the two week period, the villagers sought to return, but were 

refused permission to do so for “security reasons.” 
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     Weeks passed, and the military continued to prohibit the return of the people to their 

village.  Eventually, the villagers were able to present their case to the court.  The court 

ruled, that between November 8, 1948, and April 27, 1949, (when an armistice was 

declared for that area), the military, was legally justified in its actions.  The court noted, 

that under the terms of the Defense (Emergency) Regulations, the Ministry of Defense 

had the right to declare an area a “security zone,” from which, Israeli Arabs could be 

excluded but that, because the ministry had not done so, until September 26, 1949, the 

military had acted illegally, during the intervening period.  The court, in its 1953 ruling, 

noted that conditions had since changed in the area and took the unusual step of ordering 

the Ministry of Defense, to allow the Arabs to return to their village.  The military 

responded by razing the village; shortly thereafter, the land was declared to have been 

abandoned by its owners and was expropriated by the state. 

     Another land expropriation measure evolved from the Emergency (Security Zone) 

Regulations, which were passed in 1949 and renewed annually, until 1972, when the 

legislation was allowed to lapse.  Under this law, the Ministry of Defense could, subject 

to approval by an appropriate committee of the Knesset, create security zones in all or 

part of what was designated, as the “protected zone,” an area that included lands adjacent 

to Israel’s borders and other specified areas.  According to Sabri Jiryis, an Arab political 

economist, who based his work exclusively, on Israeli government sources, the defense 

minister used this law to categorize “almost half of Galilee, all of the Triangle, an area 

near the Gaza Strip, and another along the Jerusalem-Jaffa railway line, near Batir, as 

security zones.”  A clause of the law provided that permanent, as well as temporary 

residents, could be required to leave the zone and that the individual expelled, had four 

days within which, to appeal the eviction notice to an appeals committee.  The decisions 

of these committees were not subject to review or appeal by a civil court.  According to 

many observers, Arabs and Jews alike, large sections of Arab-owned land, in these 

zones, were expropriated by the government. 

     Yet, another measure enacted by the Knesset, in 1949, was the Emergency 

Regulations (Cultivation of Waste Lands) Ordinance.  One use of this law, was to transfer 

to kibbutzim or other Jewish settlements land, in the security zones, that was in fact, lying 

fallow, because the owner of the land or other property was not allowed to enter the zone, 
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because of national security legislation.  The 1949 law provided, that such land transfers 

were valid, only for a period of two years and eleven months, but subsequent amending 

legislation extended the validity of the transfers, for the duration of the state of emergency, 

a state that remained in effect, in 1978. 

    Another common procedure, was for the military government to seize up to 40 percent 

of the land, in a given region -- the maximum allowed for national security reasons -- and 

to transfer the land to a new kibbutz or moshav.  Occasionally, the senior male members 

of a family, were taken to a border and forced to leave the state; their families usually 

followed, and the land, was then declared, to be abandoned property.  Between 1948 and 

1953, about 370 new Jewish settlements were built, and an estimated 350 of the 

settlements, were established on what was defined, as abandoned Arab property. 

     According to the 1970 issue of the Statistical Abstract of Israel, which had derived part 

of its data from British Mandate Authority records, in 1945, there were about 807 Arab 

villages, within Palestine.  By 1969, there were 328 villages in the West Bank and the 

Gaza Strip, by that time, Israeli-occupied territory, and 105 Arab villages, in Israel.  The 

remaining 374 Arab villages and towns, most of which had been in Israel, had smply 

disappeared, their former sites covered with agricultural crops, orchards or forest, or 

Jewish settlements. The property of the Arabs, who were refugees outside the state and 

the property expropriated from the Arabs who remained in Israel, became a major asset 

to the new state.  According to Don Peretz, an American scholar, by 1954, “more than 

one-third of Israel’s Jewish population, lived on absentee property, and nearly a third of 

the new immigrants (250,000 people) settled in the urban areas, abandoned by Arabs.”  

The fleeing Arabs emptied thriving cities, such as Jaffa, Acre (Akko), Lyyda (Lod), and 

Ramlah, plus “338 towns and villages and large parts of 94 other cities and towns, 

containing nearly a quarter of all the buildings in Israel.”  Peretz estimated that 

approximately 10,000 stores and businesses, that had been left vacant, were taken over 

by Jewish immigrants, in the 1949-53 period. 

     Although estimates and interpretations vary widely, it seems probable, that between 

1948 and 1968, about 100,000 hectares of land, owned by Israeli Arabs, were 

expropriated by the government.  American historian, Noah Lucas observes in his 

excellent work, The Modern History of Israel, that Israeli Jews, outside the government, 
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most of them recent immigrants, only marginally literate in Hebrew, remained largely 

unaware of “the details of the land policy, and knew little of the depredations suffered by 

the Arabs, who remained in the country.”  Lucas notes, that the multiplicity of laws and 

regulations, and the “complicated legal procedures, shrouded the process in obscurity.”  

He comments, that although even by the mid-1970’s, the data were incomplete, it seemed 

probable, that the Israeli Arabs lost between 40 and 60 percent of their total holdings, to 

the Land Development Authority. 

     To the Israeli Arabs, one of the more devastating aspects of the loss of their property, 

was that they knew that the loss was legally irreversible.  The early Zionist settlers -- 

particularly those of the Second Aliyah -- adopted a rigid policy, that land purchased or in 

any way acquired by a Jewish organization or individual, could never again be sold, 

leased, or rented to a non-Jew, i.e., to an Arab.  The policy went so far as to preclude the 

use of non-Jewish labor on the land.  This policy was carried over into the new state.  At 

independence, the State of Israel succeeded to the “state lands” of the British Mandate 

Authority, which had “inherited” the lands held by the government of the Ottoman Empire.  

By 1978, the state, through its Land Development Authority, held about 90 percent of all 

land.  The Jewish National Fund, was the operating and controlling agency of the Land 

Development Authority and ensured that land, once held by Jews -- either individually or 

by the “sovereign state of the Jewish people” -- did not revert to non-Jews. 

     Directly related to the land that had been “abandoned” by Arabs, who had fled during 

the 1948 war, was the question of compensation.  At first, the Arab refugees rejected any 

notion of compensation, insisting that they wished to return to reclaim their land and 

property.  Many refugees and their descendants continued to hold that position, in 1978. 

     Israel, at first, also refused to consider any discussion of compensation.  In late 1950, 

however, the government agreed to consider claims.  The government, also agreed, to 

release to bona-fide claimants, the approximately 4 million Palestinian pounds (British 

Mandate currency), that had been frozen, in Israeli banks, since 1948.  The transfer of 

these funds was accomplished through the offices of the United Nations Concilia- 

tion Commission for Palestine, by 1957. 

     Despite vehement resistance by a sizable minority in the Knesset, the government, in 

early 1951, agreed to the idea of negotiations, on the matter of compensation.  The 
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agreement, was at least implicitly tied to Israel’s tentative offer, to repatriate 100,000 Arab 

refugees, as part of an over-all peace plan.  In March, 1951, how- 

ever, the government of Iraq, issued a new law that impounded the property and all other 

assets of Jews, emigrating from Iraq to Israel.  A law, in March 1950, sanctioning such 

emigration, had specified that the Jewish emigrants could dispose of their property, as 

they wished.  The new law provided for a Custodian of Jewish Property (analogous to the 

Custodian of Absentee Property, that the Israelis had established), who was granted the 

power to seize and hold the property of departing Jews. 

     The government of Israel, had previously suggested, an exchange of populations; 

simply put, if 100,000 Jews emigrated from Iraq (or any other Arab country) to Israel, that 

country would absorb and settle 100,000 of the Arab refugees from Israel.  The 

suggestion was angrily rejected by the Arab states, Jordan being the only Arab state that 

ever offered citizenship to the Arab refugees.  In reaction to the Iraqi action on Jewish 

holdings, the Israeli government asserted, that the holdings of the 106,000 Jews, who by 

that time, had emigrated from Iraq, totaled about 156 million pounds (for value of the 

Israeli pound -- see Glossary), and that this sum would be set-off against whatever 

compensation might be due from Israel to the Arab refugees.  Although the UN, through 

the conciliation commission, continued for years, to work on the problem of compensation 

for abandoned property, little progress was made.  

     In early 1978, the New York Times estimated that there were about 3.5 million 

Palestinian Arabs, living outside Israel.  The largest single group, consisted of about 1.15 

million, in Jordan, the only Arab country, that has consistently offered its citizenship and 

nationality to the refugees.  Another 700,000 lived in the West Bank of Jordan and 

450,000 in the Gaza Strip; both areas have been under Israeli occupation, since the 1967 

war.  An estimated 400,000 Palestinians lived in Lebanon, about 250,000 in Syria, 

approximately the same number in Kuwait, nearly 50,000 in Saudi Arabia, and another 

50,000 in the other oil-producing states of the Arabian Peninsula.  Perhaps as many as 

200,000 live elsewhere in the world in the continuing Palestinian “diaspora.” 

  

ISRAELI SOCIETY IN 1978 was characterized by many unique features.  It is one of only 

two modern states (the other, being Pakistan) founded as a homeland for a religious 
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group.  The driving force, for statehood, was the doctrine of Zionism, which evolved in the 

nineteenth century, partially as a response to the historical vicissitudes visited upon the 

Jewish people, as minorities in other societies.  Zionism, was also, the specifically Jewish 

articulation of the strong nationalistic drives, common in the Europe of the mid-and late 

1880’s. 

     The Jewish people, had last ruled themselves in 63 B.C., when the Second Jewish 

Commonwealth was conquered by the Romans.  It was in this region, centuries before, 

that the strong ethical impulse that characterizes Judaism, was developed and found 

expression, in the Bible.  At the time of the Second Jewish Commonwealth, Jews were 

already scattered throughout the countries of the Mediterranean basin.  The collapse of 

the Jewish state, flung Jewish émigrés, as far as India and China.  During the centuries 

of the Diaspora (see Glossary), the idea of returning to the land they once held, was 

nurtured by readings from the Bible and religious ritual.  “If I forget thee O Jerusalem, let 

my right hand lose its cunning.  If I do not remember thee, let my tongue cleave to the 

roof of my mouth, if I prefer not Jerusalem, above my chief joy” (Psalm 137).  Both for 

those Jews, who read the Bible as God’s Word and for those who read it as a literature 

and a history of an ethnic group, the association of freedom from oppression, was closely 

tied to Zion, the name they gave to the land or, as it increasingly began to be called in the 

nineteenth century, Eretz Israel, (the Land of Israel). 

     Political events in modern Europe, particularly the bloody pogroms against the Jews 

of Russia and of the Ukraine, prompted the development of secular and religious 

organizations to send Jews to settle, in what they regarded, as their ancestral homeland.  

There always had been a remnant of the Jewish people in Palestine, the name given to 

part of the area by the Romans.  Sowing the seeds of future discord, was the lack of 

awareness among many Zionists who developed their ideology, in Europe, that Palestine 

was inhabited by an indigenous Arab population who showed no signs of wishing to leave 

the land they had cultivated for centuries.  The Ottoman Turks, who ruled Palestine, did 

not object to Jewish settlement, so that Jewish social, religious, and political institutions 

developed alongside, but not in concert with Arab ones. 

     The major influx of Jews, into Palestine, did not begin until the late nineteenth century.  

These immigrants were primarily of two kinds:  those very religious Jews, who wished to 
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study, pray, and die in the land made holy to them by God’s covenant, and the secular 

socialistic Jews of the Emancipation or Enlightenment (haskalah), who wished to “rebuild 

the land and to be rebuilt by the land.”  Between 1882 and 1939, thousands of Jews, in 

five major waves, immigrated to Israel, mostly Ashkenazim (see Glossary), of East and 

West European background. 

     The horrors of the Holocaust (see Glossary) were a confirmation of the worst fears of 

Zionist Jews and added fuel to the necessity of establishing a Jewish state.  After the 

establishment of the state, a new kind of immigrant arrived in Israel.  Between 1948 and 

1951, some 750,000 people immigrated to Israel, the majority were Sephardic Jews from 

the Middle East and North Africa.  They were very different from the Ashkenazic Jews, 

who proceeded them.  Sephardim (see Glossary) varied from sophisticated and highly 

educated Egyptian Jews to Atlas Mountain cave dwellers.  These Sephardim, did have a 

common denominator, in that for the most part, Western institutions, such as those that 

existed in the new state, were foreign to them.  By 1978, nearly every Jewish group of the 

Diaspora was represented, in Israeli society.  The largest Middle Eastern group, outside 

of North Africa, was from Iraq, including city dwellers, as well as villagers from Kurdistan.  

The next largest group was from the Yemen, in south Arabia.  Turkish Jews, were mostly, 

of Sephardic origin from rural areas.  Another group came from Iran.  Indian Jews came 

from Bombay and from the southwestern district of Cochin, a third Indian group, was 

originally, of Iraqi origin.  Other Jews came from Syria, Lebanon, and Soviet Central Asia. 

     Morocco yielded the largest group, from North Africa.  Algeria and Tunisia contributed 

a large group, mainly French-speaking.  Egypt and Libya, were also sources, in Africa.  A 

few immigrated from South Africa, but they were largely, of European origin.  A small 

group came from Ethiopia. 

     Polish Jews constituted the largest European group, followed by Jews from Romania 

and the Soviet Union. Germany, Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary, also contributed 

substantial numbers.  Many Sephardic Jews came from Bulgaria, Greece, and 

Yugoslavia.  Relatively, few Jews had immigrated from North and South America or from 

Australia. 

     Reflecting this diversity of origin, there exists among Israeli Jews, widespread 

disagreement with respect to the importance of religious precepts and practices in 
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everyday life, a difference in perspective that divides the basic structure of the society.  

On the one hand, there are the members of the Orthodox community, estimated by 

Shene`ur Z. Abramov, at approximately 35 percent of the Jewish population, who see as 

crucial, the requirement that life patterns, in Israel, adhere strictly, to Judaic law and 

tradition.  Others among the Orthodox, do not recognize the secular state.  On the other 

hand, are Israeli Jews, who identify themselves as secularists, and as such, attach little 

or no importance to the observance of ritual law (halakah) in their daily behavior or are 

completely non-observant.   

     As a major world religion, Judaism itself, incorporates two other perspectives -- the 

Reform and Conservative movements -- whose adherents occupy a middle ground on the 

matter of the importance of law and tradition, retaining some Orthodox customs, but 

reducing much of the ritual and rejecting many of the restrictions of the law.  Few Reform 

and Conservative Jews, however, have immigrated to Israel, and neither form plays a 

significant role in the society. 

     While the secular Ashkenazic Jews who founded Israel, intended that the values 

developed and amplified during the long period of the Diaspora would be realized in Israeli 

society, they did not anticipate the difficulties that would encumber that expression.  

Orthodox Jews in the mid-1970’s, represented approximately 35 percent of the Jewish 

population and within that group, the ultra-Orthodox, perhaps 6 percent, with the 

Conservative and Reform Jews and the secularists, making up the remainder.  Yet, the 

Orthodox rabbinate, in Israel, has virtual control of marriage, divorce, and conversion and 

was the ultimate arbiter of the question, that has formed an estimated one-fifth of all 

Knesset (parliament) debate, “Who is a Jew?”  Many groups, within the Orthodox 

community, reject the idea of the Third Jewish Commonwealth created without the 

intervention of a messiah, yet nevertheless, feel the necessity of protecting religious 

values and of promoting the passage of religious law.  There was growing resentment 

among many of the secular Jews, in 1978, at the interference in their personal lives and 

of the pressure tactics of the Orthodox. 

     A continuing social concern, in 1978, was the condition of Sephardim.  Although many 

individual Sephardim had experienced tremendous vertical mobility, as a group their 

educational, social, and economic attainments, were significantly below that of the 
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average Jew of Ashkenazic background.  Sephardic Jews constituted the majority of 

Jews, in Israel, but very little of their culture had found expression in the public life of 

Israel, a source of rising dissatisfaction to them, in 1978.  Attempts at easing the 

assimilation of the Sephardim, were hampered by their high birthrate, their low literacy 

level, and the fact that they were in their second generation of poverty. 

     Fifteen percent of Israeli citizens, in 1978, were not Jewish.  The majority of the non-

Jewish population, was Arab.  There was, as well, a statistically insignificant number of 

European and Circassian (non-Arab) Muslims.  The Arab minority of Muslims, Christians, 

and Druzes was little integrated into Israeli society.  While their standard of living had 

risen, they experienced a condition similar to that of Sephardic Jews -- inadequate 

housing, low income, and a low level of literacy.  The situation of the Arabs was worsened, 

however, by their non-Jewish status.  They do not have access to the many specifically 

Jewish social welfare institutions.  Moreover, because of their ethnic association with 

Israel’s perceived enemies, they are subject to a wide range of civic and political 

restrictions, although de jure, they have full rights with other citizens.  The Arab 

population, of 1978, appeared to be in the process of radicalization, venting its opposition 

to its low status and the discrimination its numbers felt, by casting half its votes in the 

1977 elections for Rakah (New Communist) party. 

     Israeli society, which produces more periodical literature, per capita, than any other in 

the world, continued to be self-analytical, in 1978, and to explore relentlessly, the more 

critical and controversial social issues.  For many, emigration (yerida -- literally, going 

downward) of Jews, from Israel, was a major concern, particularly in view of the high 

birthrate among Israeli Arabs.  Much discussion occurs, in conversations and in print, as 

to the causes of emigration and what might be done, to discourage it.  Immigration aliyah 

-- literally, going up -- see Glossary) from the West, rose after the Six-Day War, of June 

1967, but had declined, by 1970.  Immigration continued to decline, while emigration was 

increasing.  In 1978, immigrants, barely replaced those, who left the country. 

     Despite the pluralism of Israeli society and its groupings differentiated by background, 

culture, and attitudes toward ideology and religion, the dominant Jewish majority, is 

cohesive.  It is united in its dedication to the state, in its overriding, if not precisely defined 

awareness, of mutual Jewishness, in its pride in the accomplishments of the state, in 
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peace and war, and in its common perception of having no alternative. 

 

The Jewish Society 

     When the United Nations (UN) on November 29, 1947, called for the partitioning of 

Palestine, foreign diplomats presumed that there would be a degree of unanimity among 

the new citizens, as to the ways in which, and extent to which, the State of Israel, would 

be Jewish.  Since the state was founded, however, there has never been a consensus on 

the issue.  Some scholars perceive it, as Israel’s fundamental internal problem.  Norman 

and Naomi Zucker have concluded that: 

 

 Israel’s ongoing religion-state controversy goes to the core of the nation’s political  

 system, and also, has implications for Jews in  the  Diaspora.   Always smoldering,  

 theo-political issues erupt precipitously,  threatening to topple the government,  or 

 worse, create a Kulturkampf.   It is the omnipresent portent of war, sadly,  that has 

     encouraged political compromise, for the sake of national unity.  

 

Background to the Secular-Religious Controversy 

     Most Israeli Jews are secularists, and the prominence of halakah (see Glossary) in the 

lives of Israeli citizens, is therefore, disproportionately large.  For many citizens, laws 

emanating from halakah, are merely, an annoyance, such as Sabbath (Shabbot) 

regulations that prohibit public transportation or the opening of places of entertainment.  

For some, the literal interpretation of halakah has had serious, and sometimes, tragic 

repercussions.  Many others, resent the political power wielded by those political parties, 

that represent Orthodox views, which they perceive, as often not, in the best interests of 

the security or economic development of the state. 

     Arguments between secularists and the Orthodox over the question of religion, in a 

Jewish state, began in the late nineteenth century, considerably before, the establishment 

of the State of Israel, in a response from some members of the Ashkenazi Orthodox 

communities, in Europe, to the various doctrines of secular Zionism.  The author, Samuel 

Leslie, quotes an Orthodox rabbi, speaking in 1900, as an example of the total opposition, 

the Orthodox in the East European ghettos, had to these ideas: 
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     For our many sins, strangers have risen to pasture the holy flock, men who say  

     that the people of Israel should be clothed in secular nationalism, a nation like 

     all other nations,  that Judaism rests on  three things, national feeling, the land 

     and the language,  and that national feeling is  the most  praiseworthy  element 

          in the brew and  the most effective in preserving Judaism, while the observance 

          of the Torah and the commandments is a private  matter,  depending  on 

          the inclination of each individual.  May the Lord rebuke these evil men and may  

          he who chooseth Jerusalem, seal their mouths.                                                      

 

The Old Yishuv 

     During the same period and from the same religious impulse that prompted intense 

reactions against the doctrines of secular Zionism, a small but steady influx of religious 

Jews, had been immigrating to Palestine.  These immigrants were not motivated by the 

ideals of Zionism, but rather, were following rabbinical injunctions, to return to Zion.  Many 

of the immigrants were advanced in age and hoped to fill the remainder of their days in 

prayer, in the study of religious texts, and in fulfilling the 613 mitzvoth (religious 

injunctions, regarding daily life -- see Glossary).  The younger immigrants, were also, 

extremely pious.  They were motivated by a desire to escape the spreading influence of 

haskalah, part of the manifestation, of which, was Zionism, to which, they were intensely 

opposed.   

     Only a small remnant of the Jewish population had remained in Palestine after the 

crushing of the Jewish revolt, in A.D. 135, and the razing of Jerusalem.  This small, but 

well-organized community, persisted through Roman, Byzantine, Persian, and Muslim 

rule.  Meager though it was, the community was very nearly annihilated by the massacres 

by the Franks during the First Crusade.  The embryonic Jewish community that survived 

the collapse of the Latin Kingdom of Jerusalem was increased by an immigration of 300 

English and French rabbis, in 1211.  By the late fifteenth century, there were only seventy 

Jewish families in Palestine, but the Jewish Yishuv (literally, settlement -- see Glossary) 

increased more dramatically in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as Jewish, 

Spanish, and Portuguese refugees fled from the persecutions of the Inquisition.  Many of 
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these Sephardic Jews were highly educated and had substantial business experience.  

They and their descendants formed the majority of the Yishuv, which was concentrated 

in Safed (modern Zefat) and the surrounding villages.  The Turks, who had ruled Palestine 

from 1517 until 1917, were not opposed to Jewish immigration, but the Yishuv remained 

small, and on the whole, impoverished. 

     Early in the seventeenth century, the population, numbering approximately 1,200, 

again began to increase as the Yishuv began to receive financial assistance through the 

Jewish relief system, called halukkah (literally, distribution; not to be confused with 

halakah).  European Jews, anxious to share in the spiritual fulfillment of those who had 

returned to Zion, regularly contributed funds for the Yishuv, in Palestine.  There had been 

sporadic attempts at larger scale immigration to Palestine, most of which, had ended in 

failure.  From the middle of the eighteenth century, however, organized groups of Hasidic 

(see Glossary) Jews, most of them followers of their greatest religious leader, the Baal 

Shem Tov, immigrated from Galicia, Russia, and Poland.  They concentrated in an area 

of Safed, forming the matrix of the Ashkenazic community.  The Hasidic Jews were soon 

followed by bands of mitnagdim (literally, opponents, i.e., of the Hasidim) who were 

Talmud and rationalist-oriented and contemptuous of the Hasidic emphasis on 

emotionality and of its cult of tzaddikim.  Rabbis believed to possess magic powers.   

     Nevertheless in 1770, the majority of the 5,000 Jews, in Palestine, were still 

Sephardim.  Due to the rivalry between the Hasidim and their many opponents, however, 

immigration received a new impetus as each group endeavored to be equally 

represented, in Palestine.  A new steamship service from Odessa to Jaffa (modern Yafo) 

facilitated the arrival of ever-increasing numbers of Ashkenazim, so that by 1820, 

numbers were sufficient to found the first Ashkenazic community, mostly comprised of 

Hasidim of the Habab school, in Hebron.  In 1837, a severe earthquake left only a few 

thousand survivors in Safed, which lost its pre-eminence as a Jewish center, from that 

time.  Of the 12,000 Jews, in Palestine in 1845, half resided in Jerusalem, 1,500 lived in 

Tiberias, the majority Ashkenazim, of whom only nineteen persons were not supported 

by the halukkah; Hebron, 400; Haifa, 100; Jaffa 400; and the remainder in Safed. 

     In 1839, Sultan Abdul Majid initiated a series of economic and civil rights reforms in 

Palestine.  Additionally, foreign consulates located, in Palestine, were allowed legal 
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jurisdiction over all foreign residents, including those not of their country of origin.  Anxious 

to gain influence, where possible among the population, the British and Russian 

consulates, particularly, also offered protection to the Jewish community.  The British 

considered it ironic, that while the Russians were persecuting their own Jews at home, 

they afforded Jewish nationals, in Palestine, the full array of their consular services.  As 

a result of the governmental reforms, backed by the further security of the consulates, 

immigration, predominantly of Ashkenazic Jews, doubled between 1856 and 1880, by 

which time the Old Yishuv (as distinguished from the New Yishuv of the Zionist settlers, 

yet to come) had taken shape:  it had a 60-percent majority of Ashkenazic Jews, the 

majority of whom, were students of the Torah and financially dependent on halukkah. 

 

Halukkah 

     The distribution of halukkah funds served to widen the gap between the Sephardim 

and Ashkenazim.  The Sephardim were officially in charge of halukkah funds, because 

they were officially recognized by the Turkish government and had a central authority in 

the person of the hakham bashi, the chief rabbi of Jerusalem.  Because of the rivalry and 

divisiveness within the Ashkenazic community they had no central organization and 

complained that they did not receive their proper allocation of welfare.  For a short time, 

the various groups of Ashkenazic Jews sent their own representatives (meshullahim) to 

the Jewish communities, in Europe, to solicit funds for them.  This system was severely 

criticized because of its lack of organization and its wastefulness.  Eventually, at the 

instigation of Dutch Jews, the institution of Officials and Overseers (Pekidim ne 

Amarkalim) was begun, to collect and distribute funds, to both the Ashkenazic and 

Sephardic communities.  Disagreement continued, however, and finally an organization 

called, Kolel Hod, was established by German Jews with the object of collecting monies 

from specific countries for the use of their national counterparts, in Palestine.  Ashkenazic 

kolelim (communities -- see Glossary) proliferated, as each national group established its 

own kolel, for the maintenance of the national group.  Eventually, due to the disparate 

amounts of money brought in and to avoid further dispute, all kolelim were organized 

under a central committee, called the Vaad Kelali.    

     The Sephardim continued to receive their funds through the hakham bashi.  Sephardic 
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funds were used chiefly for poverty cases and for students of the yeshivot (sing., yeshiva 

-- see Glossary); whereas Ashkenazic funds (which were far greater) were distributed to 

all Ashkenazim, regardless of financial status, since it was felt that living in Palestine was 

itself, a mitzvah and therefore, the Jews in exile (galut -- see Glossary) had a duty to 

support them. 

     The officers (gabaim) of the individual kolelim administered funds and ordered certain 

spiritual exercises for those who wished to qualify for receiving them.  For instance, to 

receive an extra allotment, one had to spend the entire day, in either a yeshiva or a house 

of study, a bet midrash; on Fridays, they were required to study either on the sunset to 

midnight or the midnight to sunrise shifts; and had to assemble on Sabbaths and holy 

days.  The halukkah system received serious criticism from Jews of the haskalah.  They 

argued that is was creating a serious rift between the Sephardim and Ashkenazim and 

that it encouraged idleness and a passive response to the environment.  The halukkah 

did provide the means, by which, the Jewish population grew to 85,000, by 1914.  Of this 

number, fully 60,000 were supported.  Abramov notes, that halukkah “also created a 

barrier between the Old Yishuv and the incipient New Yishuv and led to their 

estrangement.  In the process, it shaped the pattern of the religious life of Palestinian 

Jewry, for the generations to come, and left an imprint that continues to be felt in modern 

day Israel.” 

 

Origins of the Power of the Orthodox 

     In accordance with the Ottoman Empire’s system of affording a large measure of 

autonomy to minorities, the Jews, in Palestine, had as their official representative, the 

chief Sephardic rabbi, the hakham bashi -- also called Rishon L`Tziyon, First in Zion.  The 

hakham bashi, combined in his person, the religious office of chief rabbi and the secular 

office of political representative of the Yishuv.  In the exercise of his religious office, he 

and the appointed Supreme (or Chief) Rabbinical Council, had jurisdiction and acted as 

a court of law for marriages, divorces, and wills.  As an official of the Turkish government, 

he was also required to collect taxes (haraj), from the Yishuv.  And, as previously 

mentioned, he distributed Sephardic halukkah. 

     The Ashkenazim were not sufficiently united to select their own leader and chose not 
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to recognize the hakham bashi or his office.  The Ashkenazim organized themselves on 

the basis of their own kolelim, with individual rabbinical courts (bet din) and officers.  The 

decision of their courts was not legally binding, from the point of view of the state, as in 

the case of the courts of the hakham bashi, but the decisions of the Ashkenazic courts 

were usually followed, because of the moral weight of the rabbis and the fact that they 

could withhold halukkah, and therefore, livelihood, from individuals or families.  Further, 

they possessed a potent weapon, in the form of herem (excommunication from the body 

of Jewry), which was followed by shunning by the community.  The self-containment of 

the Ashkenazim, into the kolelim, reinforced and perpetuated groups customs, and made 

assimilation with Sephardic Jews or Jews of other kolelim impossible. 

     Herem was applied, not only to members of individual kolelim, but also to other Jews, 

in Palestine, as well as to foreigners.  Many notable figures were excommunicated.  

Heinrick Graetz, the outstanding historian of Jewish history, was excommunicated, in 

1872, for attacking the halukkah system.  He observed, that in the small communities in 

Jaffa, Haifa, and Acre (Akko), where there was no halukkah, Jews were productive and 

enjoyed the respect of the citizen body.  In 1877, the editor of Havazelet, a Jewish 

periodical, was excommunicated for the same reason.  In 1878, a general herem was 

enacted against any parents who permitted their children to learn languages, other than 

Yiddish.  Sir Moses Montefiore, an advanced thinker and the leading Jewish 

philanthropist, of his time, was threatened with herem, for proposing to build a girl’s 

school. 

 

Education in the Old Yishuv 

     Education in the Old Yishuv, determined to a great extent, the structure of the religious 

educational system, as it existed in Israel, in 1978.  There were basically, two institutions:  

Talmud Torah for elementary school boys and yeshiva for older boys.  They studied only 

Talmud and commentaries written by rabbinical authorities on Talmud, but did not study 

secular subjects, such as mathematics and the natural sciences, nor Hebrew literature or 

the Bible.  According to Abramov, for the Orthodox, this represented an important step 

toward the fulfillment of the moral life, and certainly, the opportunity for large numbers to 

devote themselves, exclusively, to the law from childhood without worry of earning a 
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livelihood, was unprecedented in Jewish history. 

     Schools were founded in this period, however, usually after years of bitter debate.  In 

1854, the Evelina de Rothschild school for girls, opened in Jerusalem.  Strictly religious, 

it also included homemaking, the equivalent of an elementary school education, and a 

small amount of English-language training.  The school had two Ashkenazic and forty-

eight Sephardic pupils, thirteen years later.  As a rule, the hakham bashi approved of 

these schools, while Ashkenazic rabbis threatened herem and loss of halukkah, to 

parents who permitted their children to attend.  When in 1857, an Austrian poet, Ludwig 

August Fraenkel, founded a school for children, all the matriculating students were 

Sephardim.  When Mikveh Israel, the first agricultural school, was founded in 1870, by 

the Alliance Israelite Universelle, it had great difficulty attracting students, as did its 

elementary school, founded in Jerusalem, in 1882.  The first Ashkenazi to attend this 

school was David Yellin, the future orientalist.  His father, formerly highly respected in the 

community, was excommunicated, his halukkah denied, and his shop boycotted. 

     Despite the unreceptive atmosphere, during this period, Hebrew was revived and 

made a living language again, through the Herculean efforts of Eliezer Ben Yehuda, an 

immigrant who changed his name, from Perlman and became a Turkish subject.  He and 

Rabbi Yehiel Mikhal Pines, who had already been denounced, as a heretic, for opening 

an agricultural school, founded Tehiat Yisrael, a society dedicated to reviving and 

moderniz-ing Hebrew and making it the language of the Yishuv.  In 1886, the publication 

of Ben Yehuda’s weekly Hatzvi, in which he advocated, that yeshiva students learn crafts, 

led to his first herem, followed by a second, six months later.  When his wife died, she 

was refused burial in the Ashkenazic cemetery, until the Sephardim agreed to accept her 

in theirs, at which point, the Ashkenazim relented.  When in his Hanukkah edition, he 

praised the Hasmonaeans, who were victorious, in Palestine, in the second century, his 

article was deliberately mistranslated by the Orthodox, to make it appear treasonable and 

was shown to Turkish authorities, with the suggestion that Ben Yehuda was seditious.  

He was tried and jailed for one year, during which, he began work on the Complete 

Dictionary of the Hebrew Language, the monumental work, that gave Israel, its 

contemporary language. 
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The New Yishuv 

     For nearly 100 years, beginning in the 1850’s, Jews from Central and Eastern Europe, 

formed the majority of Jewish immigrants to Palestine.  For the first thirty years, most of 

them were traditional religious Jews, who had little interest in developing a state.  

Beginning in 1882, however, a different kind of Jewish immigrant began to appear in 

Palestine.  The impetus for this immigration was provided by the bloody pogroms and the 

general repression of the Jewish communities in the Ukraine, in Warsaw, and in Odessa, 

that followed the reign of the reformist, Czar Alexander II (1875-81).  Alexander II’s 

reforms had encouraged the Jews of the Enlightenment, to think that they would one day, 

achieve a social and civil parity with other Russian citizens.  They assumed this process 

could be hastened, by raising the level of education among Russian Jews.  To this end, 

in 1863, they founded the Society for the Promotion of Culture, among the Jews of Russia.  

Influenced by the ideas of Moses Mendelssohn, a German generally considered to be the 

father of haskalah, their educational program included biblical and secular Hebrew, the 

study of Jewish culture, and secular subjects, such as languages, mathematics, and 

science. 

     All hopes for Jewish equality or anything approaching it, were dashed, when Czar 

Alexander III, came to power, in 1881, and permitted and finally encouraged, the 

repression and eventually, the massacre of Jews in the Ukraine and in certain urban 

centers.  In 1880, 75 percent of the world’s Jewish population (the total estimated to be 

7.8 million), lived in Eastern Europe.  The effect of the pogroms, were therefore, 

devastating.  Those sympathetic with the ideals of the haskalah, now realized, that it was 

vital to change the direction of their movement.  Abramov notes, “Instead of worshipping 

at the shrines of European cultures, it [haskalah] placed itself, at the service of the national 

regeneration of the Jewish people.” 

 

The First Aliyah 

     Societies called, Hovevei Zion (Lovers of Zion) were quickly formed, to encourage the 

immigration, to Palestine, of pioneers willing to form agricultural settlements.  The 

movement attracted many university students, who called their organization, Bilu (pl. 

Biluim) and referred to themselves, as Biluim, the Hebrew acronym for “House of Jacob, 
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come let us go.”  These students, plus many Orthodox Jews, were part of the 20,000 to 

30,000 immigrants that made the First Aliyah (1882-1903).  Refusing to seek help from 

the halukkah system and having no prototypes as models, nor much personal agricultural 

experience, these new immigrants settled on land, purchased for them, by various groups 

in Eastern Europe. 

     The first settlement, Rosh Pinah (the Cornerstone), was established in Upper Galilee 

in the summer of 1882, followed by Zikhron Yaakov (Remembrance of Jacob) in Samaria; 

Rishon L`Tziyon (First in Zion) near Jaffa; and Yeshod Hamaalah (Foundation of Ascent) 

in eastern Upper Galilee.  By 1900, twenty-two settlements or villages had been founded, 

with a total population of nearly 5,000; attrition by death and emigration, were enormous, 

due to the difficult conditions. 

     The task of the hulutzim (literally, pioneers; sing., halutz) of the First Aliyah, was great, 

troubled as they were, by financial difficulties, the adjustment to an agricultural life, the 

initial unfriendliness of the Turks, and their continual harassment by the Orthodox 

communities of the Old Yishuv.  Even though many of the Jews of the First Aliyah were 

Orthodox, their orientation to their environment, was totally different from that of the Old 

Yihuv.  They repudiated halukkah and endeavored to become, totally self-sufficient.  They 

farmed, but also used Arab labor.  They established an educational system, that included 

secular subjects and formed a system of self-government.  The First Aliyah, may be 

considered, a success from the point of view, that 5,000 halutzim remained in Palestine. 

     The germ of the controversy between the very religious and the secular elements of 

Israeli society, which has characterized its political system, since the foundation of the 

state, was in the confrontations between the Old Yishuv and those of the First Alyah.  The 

point of view of the Orthodox, may be partially summed up, in a proclamation against the 

educational plans of the New Yishuv, issued by Rabbi Joshua Diskin, in 1880, in which, 

he condemned those “who presume to bring redemption by force,” and who engage in 

farming, “an occupation not needed in this land.” 

 

The Second and Third Aliyot 

     Regardless of their break with tradition and their insistence on survival over orthodoxy, 

the halutzim of the First Aliyah, nevertheless, are classified as dati, (religious people, as 
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they are called, a word derived from dat, meaning one who is faithful to the behavioral 

regulations deriving from Talmudic law).  It is not until the Second Aliyah (1904-14), that 

groups that can be described as Hilonim (secularist; sing., Hilon) entered Palestine in 

great numbers.  Many of these immigrants were intellectual products of the underground 

socialist and revolutionary fervor, that emerged in Czarist Russia, during the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.  Their radicalization took the form of questioning, 

and often rejecting, not only prevailing sociopolitical norms, but also, the religious point 

of view of their forefathers.  Chaim Weizmann, in a letter to Theodor Herzl, written May 

6, 1903, describes the impact of the situation:  “Young Jews have turned revolutionaries, 

thousands of them are in prison or exiled to Siberia.  Almost all students belong to the 

revolutionary camp . . .The young make their first step, a search for freedom from 

everything Jewish.  In one small town, near Pinsk, youngsters tore the Torah scroll to 

shreds.  This speaks volumes.” 

     The secularistic orientation of these students, found expression in labor Zionism, that 

had matured as an ideology, by 1903.  They rejected, what they perceived, as the 

romanticism of the First Aliyah, whose members seemingly permitted themselves, to be 

absorbed into the indigenous social, cultural, and political system of the Middle East.  

They were determined, not to use Arab labor, nor to function in a traditional capital-

intensive economy. 

    Cooperative effort (wherein each member, regardless of social or educational 

background, shared in the physical maintenance of the groups’ needs), typified their first 

settlements and found expression in the kibbutz (literally, group) movement.  The 

prototype for the kibbutz, was Deganya, a cooperative settlement founded in 1909, at 

Umm Juni, on the Sea of Galilee, the site where early Christians had formed a collective 

community.  The two women and ten men, from Poland, who founded Deganya, were 

determined not to repeat the mistakes of the Biluim, who eventually drifted back to urban 

occupations, typical of Jews of the Diaspora.  The Biluim had failed, largely because, their 

one season crop of wine grapes had led them to depend increasingly, on Arab labor while 

they functioned, only as, absentee landlords.  The sons of the Biluim, were not attached 

to the soil, but were trained as craftsmen and professionals.  In contrast, Joseph Brussel, 

one of the founders of Deganya, said that their purpose was to, “enable us to decide how 
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to run our own lives and to create economic equality and equality between the sexes.”  

Attendant to these goals, were group guidance, mutual aid, simplicity of living standards, 

and equal sharing of the profits of their labors.  The ideas for communal child-care and 

the development of ulpanim (nationalization centers for immigrants, sing., ulpan), also 

originated, at Deganya. 

     The founders of Deganya and the approximately 23,000 immigrants of the Second 

Alya, as a whole, have become legendary figures in present-day Israel, for their rigorous 

and uncompromising application of Zionist ideals.  In 1969, Golda Meir praised, “that 

wonderful band of the Second Aliyah.  They were not the first to revolt against Diaspora 

life, but they dared to turn rebellion into a great action, the implementation by their own 

effort of a revolution in the nation’s life.” 

     The efforts of the Second Aliyah were reinforced by the Third Aliyah (1919-23).  

Ideologically, the immigrants, of both aliyot, were very similar, although those of the third, 

were more radical.  The Third Aliyah improved on early kibbutz design, refined its 

ideology, and began the moshav ovdim (literally, workers’ settlement), a smallholders’ 

settlement based on cooperation.  Whereas, the members of Deganya, preferred to give 

up part of their 300 hectares, rather than take new members, which would have enabled 

them to cultivate all their land, the collectives established by the Third Aliyah, were based 

on the principle, that all who wished to become members, or haverim (literally, comrades), 

were acceptable.  In addition to establishing large kibbutzzim, the Third Aliyah, was 

extremely important, in the creation of Jewish communities as urban socialist institutions, 

such as the General Federation of Labor (Histadrut HaOvdim Haklalit, known as Histadrut 

-- see Glossary).   

     Together, the second and third aliyot made an indelible mark on the Yishuv.  Among 

the pioneers, were two, who became prime ministers and one, who became, president of 

Israel.  Their number and their determination, overwhelmed the traditional orientation to 

life of the Old Yishuv and created the climate of secularism, in which, the state would be 

born. 

 

The Fourth and Fifth Aliyot 

     The immigrants of the fourth (1924-31) and the fifth (1932-39) aliyot, differed 
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considerably in attitude, average age, and background, from those of the second and 

third aliyot.  There was an absence of a developed ideology among them.  Most, were 

fleeing the horrors of Nazi Germany.  Many, had sought to emigrate to West European 

countries or the United States, but had been denied entrance.  Palestine, was a refuge 

for them, where they could survive and resume the normal courses of their lives. 

     Because there were relatively few Zionists or socialists among them, they disturbed 

the initial socialist homogeneity of the Jewish community.  They were unsuited to and 

cared little for agricultural life; most became urban dwellers and private entrepreneurs or 

professionals.  They functioned within a traditional nuclear family household, and on the 

whole, sought to establish, in Palestine, cultural and educational institutions, modeled 

after familiar European ones.  Their life-style, differed markedly, from that of the 

kibbutzim, but there were common denominators in the world view of both -- they shared 

a belief in the importance of continuing the revival of Hebrew, as the language of the 

whole Jewish community and the need for that community, to transform itself, into a 

modern state based on Western models. 

     The opposition on the part of the native Palestinian Arabs, to displacement by the 

Jewish olim (sing., olah -- see Glossary) meant, that the olim had to be prepared to defend 

their interests, by force.  Although the immigrants of the second and third aliyot were more 

prominent in the militia groups or Hashomer (literally, the watcher, the guarder), formed 

in the early part of the twentieth century, those of the fourth and fifth aliyot, were active 

and willing to participate in any of a wider variety of organizations, which were perceived 

as being in the best interest of the Jewish community.  Their unique contributions to the 

New Yishuv, included the beginning of a diversified economy and the establishment of 

prototypes for the future state’s cultural and educational institutions. 

 

The Origin and Organization of the Rabbinate 

     The Orthodox of the Old Yishuv, both the original Sephardim and the Ashkenazim, 

who came in the nineteenth century, were a distinct minority in the Jewish community, at 

the time of the establishment of the British Mandatory government, in the 1920’s.  They 

were, by no means, assimilated into the new Jewish community, but continued to follow 

their traditional life.  However, they were in a strong political position.  British colonial 
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policy dictated the continuation of indigenous institutions, where possible, and the Turkish 

system of giving each religious group control of its own affairs, was maintained..  With the 

exception of eventually creating a civil administrative system, the British deemed it 

advisable, for each religious group to continue to have its own court for adjudication, on 

matters of personal status, namely marriage, divorce, the adoption of children, wills, and 

inheritance.  Additionally, they permitted each religious group, to have its own schools. 

    There were difficulties attendant to the creation of a court system for the Jewish 

community, because the existing designated leader, the hakham bashi, was recognized 

only, by the Sephardim.  In 1921, a committee of laymen and rabbis, appointed by Brithish 

High Commissioner, Sir Hebert Samuel, recommended the election of two chief rabbis, 

one Sephardic and one Ashkenazic, and a rabbinical council.  He also insisted, on the 

establishment of a rabbinical appellate court.  The rabbis of the Old Yishuv, withdrew from 

the discussions, at this point, claiming that the rule of a rabbinical court, is final. 

     The Rabbinical Council established, was composed of eight rabbis, four Sephardic 

and four Ashkenazic, with one chief rabbi, chosen from each group.  The office of hakham 

bashi, was declared non-existent, and the government of Palestine, officially recognized 

the Rabbinical Council and any religious court, sanctioned by it, “as the sole authorities, 

in matters of Jewish law.”  Creating a critically important precedent for the development 

of personal law, in Israel, Orthodox Judaism became, by law, binding on all Jews who did 

not claim citizenship in other countries. 

     In 1978, the Chief Rabbinical Council was composed of the two chief rabbis and ten 

associate rabbis.  All members are elected, for five-year terms, by a committee of 125 

members.  Seventy-five of the members, are chosen from a list drawn up by the Chief 

Rabbinical Council and the minister for religious affairs.  The remaining members, are 

laymen, elected in their communities, by municipal or religious bodies.  In matters that 

come under the jurisdiction of the rabbinical courts, the Chief Rabbinical Council, serves 

as the High Rabbinical Court of Appeal (sometimes, Rabbinical Supreme Court). 

     The Jewish community was deeply divided on the issue of the rabbinical 

establishment.  The Sephardic Jews accepted it and acknowledged its authority.  The 

Ashkenazic Jews of the Old Yishuv, rejected its authority completely, and established 

their own courts.  By the time of the Mandate, the Old Yishuv was recognized, as the 
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Palestinian branch of Agudat Israel, an ultra-Orthodox group, formed in Europe, that 

rejected the establishment of a national home, for the Jews, without messianic 

intervention. 

     Another group of the Orthodox, mostly those of the New Yishuv, had organized 

themselves into the Mizrahi party.  They were enthusiastic supporters of the idea of 

statehood, for Jews, and supported the new rabbinical organizations.  Their chief 

spokesman was the first Ashkenazic chief rabbi, Abraham I. Kook.  For him, Jewish 

Orthodoxy and Jewish nationalism were part of the same fabric.  He attempted to create 

a balance between the secularists and the Orthodox and constantly exhorted the 

Orthodox to be more sympathetic to the goals of Jewish nationalism, noting that, “to 

oppose Jewish nationalism, even in speech, and to denigrate its views, is not permissible, 

for the spirit of God and the spirit of Israel, are identical.”  Despite his arduous and 

unceasing efforts, there was little rapport reached between the Orthodox and the 

secularists.  Because many of the secularists retained foreign citizenships, they were 

more or less able, to ignore the Orthodox establishment during the Mandate period, 

although the Orthodox establishment did have the backing of the Zionist Organization. 

     The task of reaching some compromise before statehood among Agudat Israel, 

Mizrahi, and the Jewish Agency (see Glossary), the political arm of the Zionist body, fell 

to David Ben-Gurion, as head of the Jewish Agency, in 1947.  After heated and prolonged 

discussions, Ben-Gurion promised Agudat, that the Sabbath would be observed, all state 

kitchens would be kosher, each “trend” in education would have autonomy, and that, with 

regard to marriage, “everything possible will be done to satisfy . . . the profound need of 

adherents of the faith, so as to prevent the division of the House of Israel into two parts.” 

     The great problem was that of the existing rabbinical organizations.  Under the 

Mandate, those who wished to repair to the traditional religious courts, could do so, but 

none were actually constrained to.  In a state where the rulings of a rabbinical court would 

be the law of the land in matters of personal status, judgments would have the force of 

law for all Jewish citizens.  Explaining his compromises, before 1948, and his enactments, 

later as prime minister, Ben-Gurion remarked, “I knew that we required the widest 

possible political backing to carry out the gigantic tasks that I envisaged . . . the wider the 

coalition, the narrower would be, the list of policy items, on which, I would get general 
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agreement.  I was prepared to limit my programme to the basic urgencies and offer 

concessions, on what I regarded, as subsidiary issues.”  

     Samuel Leslie sums up the situation, in 1948:  “So the new state entered on its course 

. . . founded on an internal agreement, which was fundamental to its life, yet inherently, 

unstable.  It represented no real consensus, and concealed differences, which could well 

break into a disruptive conflict of radically opposed convictions.  Both abroad and at home, 

dragon’s teeth had been sown.” 

 

Halakah 

     The legal matrix, upon which, decisions of the rabbinate are based, is called halakah, 

which means the proper road for one to walk.  Halakah has two major sources:  Torah, 

the first five books of the Bible, that comprise written law; and the oral law, composed of 

interpretations and regulations deriving from Torah.  Oral law is part of the Mishnah, a 

compilation of juridical decisions, which was codified in the second century A.D.  Scholars 

of the post-Mishnah era continued to expound the law, and their interpretations formed 

the basis for Talmud.  Talmud was edited twice, at the end of the fifth and at the end of 

the sixth centuries, and from that time has been regarded as the authoritative source for 

halakah.  Many scholars ventured to give Talmud an index and to codify it.  The two most 

important codifications were those of Moses Maimonides at the end of the twelfth century 

and of Joseph Karo in the middle of the sixteenth century.   Karo’s Shulhan Arukh has 

remained the standard codification and the one, on which later, juridical decisions were 

based. 

     During the Diaspora, halakah continued to be enlarged as each community’s Talmudic 

scholars molded existing halakhic interpretations to meet the specific needs of their flock.  

Halakah, therefore, remained flexible until the nineteenth century, when the emancipation 

measures enacted in the aftermath of the French Revolution, and later, European 

enactments gave Jews a greater measure of civil liberties and brought them into the full 

body politic.  The need for and influence of halakah declined and continued to do so, as 

the influence of the Enlightenment spread.  The scope, formally given to halakhic 

scholars, was considerably narrowed, and the focus of their studies became the minutiae 

of ritual observances, and as Abramov writes, halakah “became essentially ecclesiastical, 
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something it had not been, hitherto.” 

     Well before statehood, the Zionist Organization encouraged rabbinical scholars to 

consider the appropriate application of halakah to a political system, wherein Jews, would 

be the majority population.  The majority of the Orthodox failed to respond.  Those who 

attempted to do so, particularly the indefatigable Rabbi Kook, were stymied in their efforts, 

because of the obduracy of this majority and the difficulties inherent, in applying halakah 

to Israel’s unique situation.  Despite the religious legitimacy of reassessing halakah -- the 

Midrash (see Glossary) itself, affirms “Not the prophets alone, received the prophecy at 

Sinai, but each scholar of every generation, received his part at Sinai” -- little flexibility 

has been demonstrated, and halakah, in Israel, in the opinion of many, remains remote 

and alien. 

 

The Religio-political Establishment 

     In 1978, the religiopolitical establishment, in Israel, included the Chief Rabbinate and 

its council -- a legacy of the Mandate -- the Ministry for Religious Affairs, and local 

religious councils.  All recognized religious communities -- Jews, Muslims, Druzes, and 

Christians -- were under the jurisdiction of the Ministry for Religious Affairs, which, since 

1956, has been headed by a Knesset member, nominated by the leading religious political 

organization, the National Religious Party, better known as Mafdal. 

     The Ministry for Religious Affairs maintains the courts of the various religious 

communities and provides funds for the construction and maintenance of religious 

buildings.  The budget of over 150 million pounds (for value of the Israeli pound -- see 

Glossary), in 1977, was also used to employ over 400 officials.  In addition to its own 

employees, the ministry was extremely influential, in the appointment of kashrut (see 

Glossary) supervisors and the over 400 rabbis, employed by the religious councils. 

     The rabbinical courts are maintained by the ministry’s Department for Jewish Religious 

Affairs.  They include the Supreme Rabbinical Council and district rabbinical courts in 

nine cities. 

 

The Orthodox Community and Its Political Role 

     The Orthodox community, including both Orthodox and ultra-Orthodox Jews, is 
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distinguished from other communities of believers, within Judaism, primarily by the 

relative importance, it accords to the fulfillment of halakah.  Orthodox Jews believe in 

careful observance of Judaic law, which regulates every area of daily life, including birth, 

death, and marriage.  Even among this group, however, there are those who reject the 

emphasis on strict observance of ritual law, as outdated, and who think of themselves, as 

practicing the traditional faith, in a manner appropriate to the contemporary setting. 

     Ultra-Orthodox Jews, by contrast, are uncompromising in their efforts to abide by the 

613 commandments of Judaic law.  They adhere rigidly, to halakah, preparing all food 

according to dietary laws and refraining from travel, labor, and other forms of activity, 

considered to be in violation of the Sabbath. 

     Among the Orthodox, are large numbers of Hasidic Jews (Hebrew for hasidut, 

meaning piety, loving concern).  Hasidism is a mystical movement, within Judaism, that 

stresses man’s awareness of his relationship to God, the communal brotherhood with 

other Hasidim, and the use of devotional aids, such as ecstatic prayer and joyous singing.  

The Hasidim, in Israel, are subdivided into several groups, the Neturei Karta, being an 

example, each with its own tradition of major rabbis. 

     The ministry has a separate division for kashrut, that oversees food imports, 

institutional food, and wine cellars.  It also selects the rabbis, who are licensed to perform 

marriages and construct mikvahs, ritual baths, and provide the erub (see Glossary), by 

which, settlements and villages are surrounded by fences, and other devices to religiously 

legalize, the carrying of objects, on the Sabbath, within the public domain.  One of the 

ministry’s largest expenditures, is for the support of the facilities of the religious state 

school system.  The schools themselves, the yeshivot, are significantly more influential, 

in effecting the tenor of religious policy than the ministry itself, and with the chief rabbinate, 

form the power base for religious-political activity, in Israel. 

     Halakah, developed during the early period of the Diaspora, reflected the position of 

the Jews as a minority group, within a foreign society.  As such, halakah contains no 

provisions for the performance of religious law, within a Jewish state.  The difficulties in 

basing a modern state on principles developed for and under political and social 

circumstances, far different from those that obtain in modern Israel, have met with a 

variety of responses from Israel’s citizen body.  The ultra-Orthodox religious groups, by 
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virtue of their uncompromising adherence to the literal interpretation of halakah and their 

assertiveness in advancing this point of view, usually in the form of a swing vote in the 

Knesset, have managed to ensure that the Jewish population have their lives 

circumscribed, to a certain extent, by halakhic law. 

     The most extreme of the ultra-Orthodox, are the Neturei Karta (Guardians of the City), 

who believe that the very inadequacy of kalakhic law for a modern nation, is proof, that a 

premessianic state that calls itself Jewish, is blasphemous, and therefore, illegitimate.  

Abramov cites the Neturei Karta, as the only religious group, that has maintained “total 

consistency and ideological integrity.” 

     Most of the Neturei Karta live in an Orthodox quarter of Jerusalem; they are all 

Ashkenazim.  There are only a few thousand Neturei Karta -- their numbers can only be 

estimated, because they refuse to submit census data -- but, their influence on Orthodox 

movements, in Israel, is considerable, which is noteworthy, since they adamantly refrain, 

from participation in the political life of Israel.  They do not vote; they do not use Hebrew 

in daily speech, feeling it profanity to use a sacred language for secular purposes; and 

they refuse to send their children to state or state-supported schools.  Because they feel, 

that a state-supported rabbinate looses its legitimacy to supervise kashrut and other 

religious matters, they maintain their own slaughterhouses and will not approach the 

religious courts.  They observe Israel’s Independence Day, as a day of mourning, and in 

1965, publicly burned the Israeli flag.  Although the Neturei Karta produce no publications 

to advance their views, they make sporadic verbal attacks on other Orthodox groups, 

such as Agudat Israel and Mafdal, for associating with the secularists, whom they call 

heretics.  Additionally, to underscore their beliefs, the Neturei Karta, frequently resort to 

violence, such as stoning cars and policemen on the Sabbath, and on one occasion, 

wrecking the apartment of the director of a hospital, in Jerusalem, because he was 

suspected of tolerating autopsies. 

    Because of the total religious legitimacy of their viewpoint and their staunchness in 

upholding it, the Neturei Karta are a constant reproach to other Orthodox groups.  They 

live abstemious and, in cases, impoverished lives, because of their refusal to benefit 

materially, from the existence of the state. 

     To ensure that their particular religious point of view finds expression in Israeli law, or 
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at least, that new Israeli legislation does not offend it, about 15 percent of Orthodox and 

ultra-Orthodox believers, support or are members of one of the country’s three major 

political parties.  Although others, such as the Neturei Karta, adamantly refuse to 

participate in the legitimate political process, they nevertheless, are able to bring some 

pressure to bear on legislative bodies. 

     Among the politically conscious members of the Orthodox community, the more 

moderate persons, support or belong to, Mafdal.  The largest and most politically effective 

of the religious parties, Mafdal holds that Israel is, in fact, the Third Jewish Commonwealth 

and a precursor of the messianic age.  Party theoreticians, do not view Israel as a perfect 

society, however, but one that must strive toward perfection, by persuading and/or 

coercing secularists to the idea of embracing the tenets of Orthodox Judaism.  Mafdal 

Rabbi, Meir Berlin is quoted as saying, “the State of Israel is something celestial, it is the 

divine world, our eternal destiny.”  Mafdal members, actively engage, in the functioning 

of secular government to demonstrate their conviction, that even in a state ruled by 

modern secular law, there is still a justifiable place for the application of halakhic law. 

     From its founding, in 1965, from the merger of the Mizrahi and the HaPoel HaMizrahi, 

Mafdal has stressed the importance of education, as a vehicle for furtherance of 

Orthodoxy.  Mafdal, therefore, following the lead of Mizrahi, has promoted the religious 

school system.  Its members, have also founded and supported yeshivot, religious high 

schools, Orthodox kibbutzim and moshavoth, and its superbly organized youth 

movement, Bnei Akiva.  Mafdal is able to give patronage to such institutions and groups 

through its extensive business network, comprising banks, publishing houses, and other 

interests. 

     Some Orthodox believers are organized into a political party, known as Agudat Israel, 

which, like the Neturei Karta, denies that the foundation of Israel is part of a messianic 

scheme.  By contrast, Agudat Israel holds that the state should be permitted to develop, 

provided that such development is not antithetical to Jewish values, as Agudat Israel 

perceives them.  It seeks to accomplish this, by promoting legislation, or more often, by 

blocking the passage of legislation deemed detrimental to the evolution of an authentically 

Jewish state.  The supporters or members of Agudat Israel are Ashkenazic Jews, 

concentrated in the two most ultra-Orthodox areas of Israel, Mnei Brak and Meah Shearin, 
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in Jerusalem. 

     Members of the Poalei Agudat Israel (originally the labor formation within Agudat 

Israel) tend to be less affluent, than those of Agudat Israel.  Poalei Agudat declared its 

independence from the parent organization, in 1960, in controversy that concerned Poalei 

Agudat’s continued acceptance of assistance from the Zionist Organization.  Therefore, 

Agudat Israel is seen by many, as more Orthodox than the Poalei, which separated itself 

from the jurisdiction of the Coucil of Sages.  Members of the Agudat Israel are active in 

efforts to press their causes on the local and national levels, and usually have supported 

hard line defense and foreign policy positions, especially the retention of Israeli-occupied 

territories. 

 

The Law of Return 

     No issue has generated as much dispute, in Israel, as the formulation of a legal 

definition of a Jew, i.e., “Who is a Jew?”  A definition was first felt to be necessary, when 

the Law of Return was enacted by the Knesset (parliament), on July 5, 1950.  The law, 

was in keeping with the basic Zionist concept of the necessity to create a Jewish 

homeland, to which, all Jews could and should return.  Moreover, the legislation reflected 

the experiences of European Jews during the Holocaust, when most Western nations 

imposed restrictive quotas on Jewish immigration and to the difficulties Jews 

encountered, in immigrating to Palestine after World War II.  As amended, on August 23, 

1954, the law gave Jews the right to immigrate, unless the applicant for a visa was 

engaged in an activity directed against the Jewish people, was likely to endanger the 

public health, or the security of the state, or had a criminal past. 

     The Law of Return does not grant citizenship, which can be acquired by birth, 

residence, naturalization, or immigration under the Nationality Law, of 1952, but the Law 

of Return does make citizenship automatic, for Jews, unless specifically renounced, when 

entering the state.  The Nationality Law, also provided, that all who had been settled in 

Israel before statehood, including non-Jews, were granted citizenship.  On January 3, 

1960, the Population Registry Law was enacted, providing new directives for the definition 

of Jewishness.  Formerly, leum (nationality) and religion, were two separate categories in 

the Population Register and on identity cards; for instance, children of mixed marriages 
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could be registered as Jews for their leum status, even if the children had not been 

officially converted.  Under the new law, a Jew, for the purpose of the Law of Return and 

for registry as a Jew, was an individual who had been born of a Jewish mother or had 

been converted to Judaism and did not profess another religion.  This definition is similar 

to the halakhic definition, with the exception, that the latter provides, that even if a Jew 

converts to another religion, he is still considered a Jew, albeit one who has destroyed 

himself, meshumad. 

     Over twenty landmark cases have focused on this definition, engendering public 

attention and agitation and tremendous internal, social conflict.  On an individual basis, 

marriage, divorce, and legitimacy of children are affected by this definition, and this in 

turn, defines whole communities.  Two major tests of the law were the cases of Bene 

Israel and the Karaites (see Glossary).  The Bene Israel formed the oldest, Jewish 

community, in India.  Living chiefly in the Bombay area, the Bene Israel traced their origins 

to the second century B.C., when a group of Palestinian Jews, fleeing from the 

persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes were shipwrecked on the coast of India.  Over the 

centuries, they became assimilated into the dominant Hindu culture, that is, they looked, 

dressed, and spoke like other Indians, and they had adopted various aspects of the Hindu 

caste system; but they had always retained their Jewish identity.  Because they had been 

isolated from the body of Jewry, until the first-half of the nineteenth century, when a large 

group of Baghdadi Jews emigrated to India, the Bene Israel observed only portions of 

halakah; nevertheless, they knew the Shema prayer, in Hebrew, kept the Sabbath, 

celebrated the religious festivals, and observed some of the dietary laws. 

     They were initially hostile to Zionism, refusing on religious grounds, Herzl’s invitation 

to the First Zionist Congress, in 1897.  By 1919, however, they had established a Zionist 

organization of their own and were waiting for an opportunity to immigrate.  Shortly after 

the establishment of the state, in 1948, some 7,000 Bene Israel (out of a total of between 

25,000 and 30,000) moved to Israel.  Until 1961, their status, as Jews, was un- 

clear; the majority of Israeli Jews, regarded them as Jews, but the Orthodox rabbis did 

not, and prohibited the members of the Bene Israel from marrying Jews outside their 

community.  In 1961, the Rabbinical Council recognized them, as “Jews like all others,” 

but noted that special directives would be issued, to clarify their status.  Among other 
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things, the directives provided that when a member of the community sought to marry 

another Israeli Jew, the rabbi must “first ascertain whether the mother and mother’s, 

mother of the Bene Israel applicant, as far back as is possible, was a Jewess or of families 

which had married with non-Jews or proselytes and second, ascertain if the parents, as 

far back as possible, had married after divorce or any among them, had married kin, 

forbidden by Jewish law.  If the district rabbinical court decides the marriage is not 

permissible, the applicant may not be legally married anywhere, in or outside of Israel, as 

long as they remain Israeli citizens.” 

    The Bene Israel reacted strongly to the directives, which they felt were discriminatory.  

They protested the action and sought redress in the Knesset.  Stormy debates followed, 

but when it became clear that a private member’s bill, declaring the Bene Israel to be fully 

Jews would not be passed, the Bene Israel held demonstrations, hunger and sit-down 

strikes, and picketed the Knesset.  The prime minister, of India, invited the Bene Israel to 

return to India “where they would not suffer discrimination.”  The Israeli cabinet devoted 

a full week of discussion to the problem, and its statement encouraged the Knesset to 

pass a resolution, entreating the Rabbinical Council, to make some effort to assuage the 

feelings of the Bene Israel, who then desisted from their passive resistance campaign.  In 

1964, the Chief Rabbinical Council removed the name of the Bene Israel, from the 1962 

directives that, however, remained in force, for anyone whose antecedents were 

questionable. 

     The Karaites are a Jewish sect, settled chiefly, in the Ramlah District and in the cities 

of Ashdod, Ofaqim, Beersheba, and Acre.  As of 1978, members of the sect were not 

permitted by the Rabbinical Council to marry other Jews, even though the Karaites, were 

officially regarded, as Jews. 

     Virtually, the entire Karaite community, of some 8,000, had emigrated from Egypt to 

Israel, by the late 1950’s.  Their belief system derives from the thought of an eighth 

century B.C., Babylonian scholar, Anan Ben David.  Like the Sadducees, Ben David 

rejected the oral legal tradition of halakah and insisted on the exclusive legal validity of 

the Scriptures; the word, Karaite means “reader of the Scriptures.”  The ritual developed, 

by them, over the centuries, is in many ways, more rigid than that of halakah.  The 

Sabbath, is strictly kept, and they do not permit non-Jews, to work for them.  They are 
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also stricter, regarding degrees of propinquity, in marriage.  They reject, however, the use 

of tefillin, the prayer phylacteries worn by men, and use short Hebrew formulas, for 

marriage and divorce.  They believe in individual, but literal interpretation of the 

Scriptures, much as do many Protestant Christians. 

     Their relations with the rabbinical Jewish community, varied over time, but by the 

nineteenth century had become mutually hostile, to the point where inter-marriage 

between members of the two groups was forbidden, by both sides.  With the 

establishment of the state, the Karaites sought to renew their association with the 

rabbinical groups and to diminish, if possible, the differences between them..  Because 

they reject halakah, the Karaites established their own courts for matters of personal 

status, and in 1978, their courts continued to function, albeit without legal authority. 

     The legitimacy of the Karaite courts was effectively denied, when a Karaite divorce, in 

1964, was appealed to a rabbinical court, which declared the divorce invalid.  A blanket 

statement, was made at the time, rendering all Karaite court judgments of no legal effect. 

     A major rabbinical objection to the Karaite belief system derives from the slight 

difference in their get (divorce proceedings).  The rabbinate do not recognize Karaite get, 

as legal, therefore the children of Karaite second marriages are regarded by the rabbinate 

as mamzerim (bastards).  Since Orthodox Jewry does not permit mamzerim to marry 

other Jews until eight generations have passed, marriage to any Karaite is forbidden, on 

the basis of safek mamzer (suspicion of illegitimate birth).  The two chief rabbis were 

called to testify before a commission, that had been established, to search for solutions 

to the problem of integrating the Karaites into Israeli Jewish society.  When asked if an 

individual Karaite might be able to marry another Jew after proper investigation, Rabbi 

Nissim replied, “We will not admit an individual.  There is no remedy for him.  His position 

is worse than that of a Christian, who desires to be converted, because of the suspicion 

of mamzerut.” 

      In 1973, the chief rabbi of the Sephardim, officially recognized the Karaites, as Jews, 

but without lifting the ban on inter-marriage.  This has occasioned divisions within the 

Karaites community.  The younger generation is anxious for full integration into Israeli 

Jewish society; many have concealed or altered their identity to do so.  The older 

generations is, if anything, more convinced by the stand of the rabbinate, that the 
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Sephardim must retain their own courts and their group identity.  As Oscar Kraines notes, 

“The matter of the Karaites, has become more than “Who is a Jew?”; it is now a question 

of “How Much of a Jew Is a Karaite.” 

     Many scholars assert that the question is not so much “Who is a Jew?” as “Who is to 

determine who is a Jew?”  The legal definition of a Jew, as prescribed in Israel, is one 

generally accepted, by the communities of the Diaspora.  One critical difference in Israel, 

is that whereas Reform and Conservative Jews accept as legitimate Reform, 

Conservative, or Orthodox conversions, as well as the conversions of some other sects, 

the Orthodox and therefore, the religious authorities of the state, recognize as Jews, only 

their own converts (kadim). 

     “Who is a ger” (convert to Judaism) is closely related to the major issue and has 

obvious important implications for the non-Orthodox Jews of the Diaspora, who wish to 

make aliyah, particularly those who are converts.  Despite the legion of test cases, only 

a small number, of which, have been decided against the rabbinical position, and despite 

the efforts of many Israelis, who would prefer the rabbinate to become more flexible, the 

religious parties -- such as Mafdal and Agudat Israel -- have made it, manifestly clear, 

that there will be no diminution of their efforts, to ensure that the state will increasingly 

reflect Orthodox values, as interpreted by the Israeli rabbinate. 

 

Reform and Conservative Judaism 

     Chafing at the discrimination, experienced by Reform and Conservative Jews, and 

particularly by their rabbis in Israel, a group attending the Twenty-ninth World Zionist 

Congress, in February 1978, proposed a resolution that, had it been accepted, would 

have guaranteed religious pluralism in all World Zionist Organization affiliate bodies.  

Proponents of the revolution, were particularly incensed, by several issues:  the fact that 

immigrants who have been converted to Judaism by Reform or Conservative rabbis, must 

go through an Orthodox conversion -- which requires considerable time and money -- 

upon immigration to Israel, if they wish to be identified as Jews; that with few exceptions, 

religious rites, including divorce and marriage, are illegal, if performed by non-Orthodox 

rabbis; that non-Orthodox rabbis may not conduct services in the immigrant absorption 

centers; that Conservative and Reform synagogues receive no financial support from 
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local religious councils; and finally, that institutions that rent premises to non-Orthodox 

congregations, are threatened with cancellation of their kashrut certificate. 

     Officially, neither Reform nor Conservative Judaism, is recognized by the state.  

Conservative Judaism (Hatnuah Hamesoratit -- the traditional movement) was brought to 

Israel, in 1937, and by 1978, had twenty-five synagogues, an elementary school, and 

plans for a Conservative Nahal (military agricultural settlement) and a moshav (see 

Glossary).  The relationship between Conservative and Orthodox Judaism, while never 

cordial, has not generated the mutual acrimony that characterizes the Reform-Orthodox 

dialogue.  This is, in part, due to the fact that Conservative Judaism affirms halakah, 

although subject to interpretation, whereas Reform Judaism denies halakhic authority.  

Conservative activities receive a small measure of state support; the greater part of their 

budget and construction costs, comes from related groups in the Diaspora, however, 

particularly from those, in the United States.  In May 1978, the government granted full 

recognition to a Conservative school, in Jerusalem.  This unprecedented event, has 

encouraged non-Orthodox groups, to hope that all branches of Judaism, may eventually, 

have equality under the law. 

     In 1976, the minister for religious affairs, had said that he would be willing to give 

Reform Judaism, minority status with the Muslims, Christians, and Druzes, that is, as a 

sect outside of Judaism.  The furor, generated by the minister’s remark, was quieted, only 

when the prime minister affirmed, that religious freedom had been guaranteed by the 

Declaration of the Establishment of the State of Israel.  Despite the continual pressure of 

the Conservative and Reform Jews, to receive recognition, to which, they feel entitled, 

observers suggested, in 1978, that such recognition would come, only when enormous 

numbers of Conservative and Reform Jews, immigrate to Israel, an event that, in the late 

1970’s, did not appear likely. 

 

Religious Regulation of Daily Life 

     Shortly after the establishment of their state, the Days of Rest Ordinance, was enacted 

by the Provisional Council of State, the precursor of the Knesset.  The prescribed days of 

rest, were enumerated as the Sabbath and the Jewish festivals, namely, the Day of 

Atonement, the two days of the New Year, the first day of the Feast of the Tabernacles, 
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and the Eighth Day of the Solemn Assembly, the First and Seventh Days of the Passover, 

and the Feast of the Pentecost.  Non-Jews, were also given, the right to observe their 

Sabbaths and religious holidays. 

    The power to regulate Sabbath observances, was assigned to local authorities, who 

decide which establishment may be opened or closed and the extent, to which, 

transportation is permitted.  The ways, in which, Sabbath observances are controlled, is 

renegotiated after every new election of the municipal councils.  In mid-1978, there was 

considerable divergence throughout the major cities.  For instance, in Bnei Brak, a suburb 

of Jerusalem, there was a total ban on public transportation.  In Haifa, which has a 

relatively, small Orthodox population, there was a wide variety of places of entertainment 

open on the Sabbath, and all kinds of transportation were permitted. 

     The Hours of Work and Rest Law, of 1951, provided that the weekly rest should not 

be, less than thirty-six hours, with each religious group choosing its Sabbath day.  In the 

interest of national defense, the security of persons and property, or grave economic 

concern, the Ministry of Labor issues Sabbath work permits, at the recommendation of a 

committee, composed of the prime minister, the minister of defense, and the minister of 

labor.  

     On the whole, compromise has distinguished the interactions between the very 

religious and the more secular elements of society.  Although the ultra-Orthodox have 

resorted to violence, occasionally, to demonstrate their deep feelings about Sabbath 

violations, the government has attempted to be as understanding, as possible.  Writing, 

in reference to the ultra-Orthodox, Ben-Gurion lamented, that “they look like our 

grandfathers.  How can you slap your grandfather into jail, even if he throws stones at 

you?” 

     Leslie gives an example of “the strong threads that tie together the ideologically 

sundered elements.”  An extreme Hasidic sect occupies a village that is situated on the 

direct route between Jerusalem and Tel-Aviv.  The road, which is heavily used every day, 

was constructed to curve away from the village, but the cars could still be seen from the 

village.  A high fence, was therefore erected, between the village and the road; “Of course 

the villagers know [the cars] are there; to suspend visual imagination, is their contribution 

to communal unity.” 
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    Another instance, concerned Agudat Israel, which was strongly opposed to the 

construction of a coed municipal swimming pool, that was to be open on the Sabbath.  

Once the pool was in use, Agudat Israel members of the Knesset, assuaged their religious 

feelings by withdrawing from the floor of the Knesset, whenever funds for the public water 

supply were being appropriated.  Nevertheless, certain Sabbath regulations are firm for 

the whole community:  El Al airplanes may neither, land nor depart, on the Sabbath; 

telegrams may not be delivered; the railroads do not run; and Israeli ships, may neither 

leave nor enter, an Israeli port.  A government crises developed when several members 

of the cabinet went to the airport, on a Sabbath, to witness the arrival of the first F-15 jet 

fighter, in Israel.  The prime minister, ironically noted, the power of the aircraft to cause 

conflict and used the event as the reason to call for new Knesset elections. 

 

Education 

     Israeli education, in 1978, was divided into the national state schools, the religious 

state schools, and the Agudat Israel religious schools.  This arrangement, like many other 

state institutions, has its origins in the British Mandate period.  School is free and 

compulsory through the age of fifteen.  In practice, school atten- 

dance is not enforced, particularly among the religious elements.  The school system is 

the result of long negotiations between Orthodox and secularists and perpetuates the 

differences between them. 

     In 1949, the Compulsory Education Act was passed, which recognized the four kinds 

of educational systems or “trends,” then prevalent:  the Agudat Israel; the Histadrut, with 

a secular-labor emphasis; the Mizrahi, religious-Zionist in its orientation; and the “General 

Zionist.”  Each system remained independent of the state, except that the state undertook 

to support the schools, and attendance at one of them, was compulsory, from the age of 

five to thirteen.  Parents, however, could also send their children to one of the non-

recognized schools, which then, had the status of recognized non-recognized schools, 

meaning that parents were legally permitted to send their children to such schools, but 

that the schools were not supported by the government. 

     Conflict, amounting to scandal, arose as large numbers of Sephardic Jews began to 

enter the state.  In 1949, half of the 239,076 immigrants were from Asian, African, or 
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Middle Eastern countries.  They were characterized by a conservative religious outlook 

and by large numbers of children.  It was popularly believed, at the time, that this segment 

of the population, would eventually, wield considerable electoral power, with the result 

that representatives of each system, therefore, competed fiercely to register and enroll 

these children, as soon as they arrived.  Frequently, the children would be signed up, en 

bloc, to the group that was in control of their settlement.  Very few of the parents had any 

comprehension of what their choices were, and exploitation was common. 

     In 1950, as a result of the United Religious Front, boycotting cabinet meetings, the 

Ministry of Education assumed the responsibility for sorting the children in the immigration 

centers (with the exception, that children from the Yemen, were automatically assigned 

to the Mizrahi schools).  Crises continued; Prime Minister, Ben-Gurion resigned twice, 

and the religious factions withdrew from the government, from time to time.  In 1953, a 

major restructuring of the educational system, came about with the State Education Law.  

In that year, student enrollment was distributed as follows:  Histadrut, 44.2 percent; 

General Zionist, 26.5 percent; Mizrahi, 17.8 percent; Agudut Israel, 7.8 percent; and 

recognized non-recognized, 3.7 percent.  These “trends” were purportedly abolished and 

replaced with state education, religious state education, and non-official recognized 

education. 

     The Zionist philosophy of labor was incorporated into the state system, the elements, 

of which, were to be “the values of Jewish culture and the achievements of science . . . . 

love of the homeland and loyalty to the State and the Jewish people . . . . practice in 

agricultural work and handicraft . . . . halutzic (pioneer) training, and . . . . striving for a 

society, built on freedom, equality, tolerance, mutual assistance, and love of mankind. 

     The religious state schools were to be “religious in way of life, curriculum, teachers, 

and inspectors.”  While the Ministry of Education, is legally responsible for the religious 

schools, most administrative matters, such as the hiring of teachers and educational 

policy, are decided by a council, largely composed, of Orthodox religious men. 

    The goal of these religious schools, is to raise good and productive citizens of the state, 

in the spirit of Orthodox Judaism.  Bnei Akiva, the youth movement of these schools, is 

considered the best, in Israel.  Compared to the graduates of Agudat Israel, who are much 

less likely to have the educational equipment necessary for integration into the larger life 
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of the nation, religious state graduates are well represented, in most profes- 

sions and are common, in the settlements along Israel’s periphery.  The schools of Agudat 

Israel, receive 85 percent of their budget in government subsidies, in exchange for light 

supervision of their curriculum. 

     The most startling development to emerge from the restructuring of the educational 

system, was the realization that students in the secular elementary schools, were woefully 

ignorant of Jewish traditions and history, and had little, if any, sense of kinship with Jews 

outside of Israel.  In a vain attempt to remedy the situation, a Jewish consciousness 

program was incorporated into the secular curriculum. 

     The aim of the program, at great variance with the original aims of secular education, 

as outlined in the act, are:  “To foster in the children, the notion that the sublime principles 

of Israel’s religion, the version of Israel’s prophets, concerning the messianic era, the 

Jews perseverance in the study of the Torah (divine Law), the preservation of the unity of 

their religious ceremonial, their firm belief in Israel’s divine Protector, their continuous 

attachments to their ancestral homeland, and their belief in redemption, have endowed 

our people with the strength to resist all our enemies and to maintain our independence.” 

     The consensus in Israel, is that this program has had little effectiveness in inculcating 

Jewish, as opposed to strictly Israeli values.  Leslie writes, “A way of life and thought, a 

set of social and cultural values, not grounded in the life of the home, can hardly be 

implanted deep in children’s minds, in a few hours a week, by teachers, most of whom, 

are apathetic or antagonistic to the whole spirit of the teaching.”  In 1978, youth in the 

secular system, demonstrated a greater understanding and sympathy for Jewish values, 

but this was attributed more to the traumatic political episodes, that have characterized 

Israeli history, in recent times, than to the content of the educational system. 

     Since the stabilization of the educational system, the enrollment distribution, in primary 

schools, has remained relatively constant:  64.5 percent attend state schools, 29 percent, 

religious state schools, and 7 percent, recognized religious independent schools.  In 

secondary schools, the combined figure of 36 percent, for those attending religious 

schools, drops to 25 percent, presumably out of practical considerations, that is, to attend 

a secular school to obtain a better preparation for university entrance or to learn a job 

skill.  As a response to this drop in enrollment, the religious element has greatly increased 
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the number and kind of religious post-primary schools. 

     Time given to religious studies, in the various school systems, is illustrative of the 

problems encountered by religious school graduates.  In the seventh and eighth grades, 

56 percent of class time is given to the Bible and Talmud, to the detriment of natural 

sciences, history, and geography.  In the religious state schools, slightly less than half of 

the periods, are devoted to the Bible, halakah, and religious language and literature.  

Twenty-five percent of the time in the secular schools, is given to the Bible, Talmud, and 

other Jewish studies.  Leslie report, that with the exception of the history of the Jewish 

Hasmonaean warriors and the events at Masada in A.D., 73, students in the secular 

schools, resent the content and the amount of time, given to the history of the Jews and 

feel it has little relation to them, as Israelis.  This attitude is diametrically opposed to the 

attitude found in the religious system, particularly in the secondary schools. 

     The yeshivot, form the traditional rabbinical educational system, being little different, 

in Israel, than they were in Medieval European ghettos.  The system includes two kinds 

of schools:  Talmud Torah for boys three to eighteen and the yeshivot themselves, the 

secondary schools and colleges.  In 1977, there were approximately 5,000 boys in 

Talmud Torah, more than 4,000 in high school yeshivot, and 5,000 in the colleges.  The 

numbers, in post-primary yeshivot have increased steadily and dramatically; some, of 

course, receive dropouts from the Agudat and state religious system.  The yeshivot are 

divided into three kinds:  junior yeshivot (katanot) for boys between the ages of fourteen 

and seventeen; senior yeshivot (gdolot) for those between the ages of seventeen and 

twenty-five, and the kolelim (sing., kolel) for advanced students, usually married men, 

who wish to continue Talmudic studies, in Yiddish, indefinitely.  The students of the 

kolelim, increased from 2,662 in 1968, to 5,400 in 1973, the latest count available, in mid-

1978.  In 1974, many of the kolelim students were recent immigrants. 

     This growth, is particularly noteworthy, since the great majority of kolelim in the world, 

disappeared after World War I.  Fathers or fathers-in-law, often support the lifetime 

students, and when necessary, the wives of these advanced students, work at vegetable 

selling or some similar occupation, to support the family.  This is not considered a 

hardship; rather, it is perceived by the Orthodox as an honor to have such a student, 

within the family.  Students of the kolelim, figure substantially, in the welfare rolls.  
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Abramov writes of the kolelim:  “Here, religious isolation reaches its peak:  army service 

is avoided and alienation from the Jewish state, is growing.”  The refusal to serve in the 

military and the acceptance of welfare, causes a certain amount of resentment by other 

Israelis. 

     The gdolot and the kolelim have tremendous influence on the rabbinate, supplying 

most of the state’s rabbis and dayanim (members of rabbinical courts).  The students, at 

both, study exclusively in Yiddish, and only Talmud, to the exclusion of all other subjects, 

including the historical setting of Talmud.  Detached from a world with which they have 

little in common, they derive spiritual and intellectual nourishment from the Olam 

HaYeshivot, the yeshiva world.  Many of the more moderate Orthodox educators are 

concerned with the implications of rapidly expanding Olam HaYeshivot.  One such 

educator is quoted by Abramov: 

 

 Olam HaYeshivot breeds an air of self-assurance and arrogance, which all leads 

to extremism and fanaticism.  Extremists have come to the fore. . . . .Alienation 

           from the secular state has turned into hostility towards the state; these feelings  

           of hostility find their expression in repeated acts of violence  --  throwing stones  

           and  breaking  windows  of  cars  driven  on  the  Sabbath, injuring doctors and  

          nurses, driven  in  these  cars, attacking  the  police, who  seek  to  protect  the  

attack, organizing attacks on Christian missionary schools . . . . . These are the        

products of hatred and self-isolation. 

 

     The end result of the secular-religious bifurcation, in Israeli education, is the production 

of two very different kinds of Jews, and most scholars contend, that the gap between the 

two kinds, is growing wider. 

 

Distinctive Secular Institutions 

     No less impressive than the development of religious institutions, has been the 

evolution of distinct institutions, that embody Zionist ideals:  the kibbutz, the moshav, and 

the ulpan.  In 1978, only from 3 to 4 percent of the population, lived on kibbutzim, but the 

kibbutz, as an institution, remains vigorously alive, in Israel.  Of the more than 230 
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kibbutzim, approximately thirteen, are religious.  This flattery, by imitation, is a testament 

to its success and the high esteem, the secular institution has evoked, even from the 

religious community. 

 

Kibbutz 

     In part, the motivation for the first kibbutzniks (residents of kibbutzim), was economic.  

There was no capital for urban or industrial development, and the socialist orientation, 

made it imperative, that the kibbutzniks, not become parasites of the traditional Jewish 

welfare systems.  There was also a need for a primary institution, that could absorb, new 

and untutored immigrants and train them, both practically and ideologically, for the life 

outside the ghetto.  Regardless of the belief of most kibbutzniks, that their institution was 

and is not dependent on religious impulse, the ethical content of the kibbutz world view, 

is essentially Judaistic.  One of the founders of a secular kibbutz explains:  “If one 

considers the spirit of Judaism, that is those deep spiritual values, which govern men’s 

behavior toward one another, then I have no doubt that it is reserved in the Kibbutz, as 

much as it has ever been elsewhere, and furthermore, that it is preserved in an essentially 

Jewish way, namely in a community.” 

     After a relatively short period of experimentation, the main features of the kibbutz 

emerged.  The economic basis is collective, with capital, land, equipment, stock, and 

buildings held in common.  A variety of elected committees and a central administrative 

committee form the government and decide on the distribution of income, which is 

determined by need; no salaries are paid.  While there are thus, no financial incentives to 

do extra work or to do it particularly well, the ethic embodied in the kibbutz, is negatively 

reinforcing for those, who shirk their duty.  Many of the jobs on the kibbutz are rotated; 

those that are felt to require specialized training, such as the children’s nurse, the 

metapelet, are fixed.  The ideology of the kibbutz, is opposed to sexual stereotyping, but 

in practice, the majority of women, have tended to be represented in traditional female 

roles.  This is mitigated, to an extent, by communal child-rearing practices.  Although 

there has been a reversion to living arrangements, structured around the nuclear family 

in many of the kibbutzim, children eat, learn, and sleep in their own quarters.  They also 

have their own farm, and eventually, become members of the children’s society, the 
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Chevrat Yeladim, where they have their first experience with self-government.  They 

attend a regional school, a mosad, from the seventh through twelfth grades. 

     There are a variety of youth movements among young kibbutzniks; Maccabi Hatzair 

(Young Maccabee), the sports organization, regularly draws national attention.  Kibbutzim 

vary from 100 to 2,000 members each.  The land is leased for forty-nine years from the 

state, which owns approximately 92 percent of the land.  Each kibbutz is a member of 

one of four federations; membership is based on social or political philosophy.  All four 

federations are part of the Kibbutz Movement Alliance. 

     Kibbutzniks, were formally thought of, as the “conscience of the nation” and enjoyed 

the status of an elite.  In 1978, the army, the diplomatic corps, and those in the higher 

bureaucratic positions, had largely overshadowed, the social prestige of the kibbutzniks.  

Their prestige, in Israeli society, remained quite high, however, due to the 

disproportionate representation of kibbutzniks in the army, the Knesset, and the cabinet.  

A particularly telling statistic is, that although in 1967, kibbutzniks represented only 4 

percent of the society, they accounted for 25 percent of the casualties of the Six-Day War, 

of June 1967. 

     Working the land, in the comfortable and highly technologized kibbutz does not have 

the same mystique and heroic appeal it had in the early days of the state.  Status through 

hardship, is now accorded, to those on; the frontier settlements.  Moreover, the majority 

of Israelis, who worked the land, in 1978, were recent immigrants, mostly Sephardim, who 

engaged in agricultural pursuits, less by choice than by their inability, to otherwise 

successfully integrate, into the economy. 

     The Sephardim do not fare well, in kibbutzim.  The patriarchal family structure, which 

obtains in most Sephardic and oriental families, is naturally threatened in the kibbutz 

system.  After several unhappy experiments in settling Sephardic families in kibbutzim, 

the government has deemed it better, to locate them within the moshav system. 

     There are many who argue that, the kibbutz-born, continue to be superior to the rest 

of the population, as measured by personality, intelligence, and achievement tests.  

Government studies suggest, that the reasons for such high performance, lie both in the 

kibbutz regime itself, and the “integral effects,” of that regime.  Kibbutzniks have access, 

to both better and more carefully monitored health care and child care, and its educational 
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system is superior to those that most Israeli children attend.  Their housing is better, and 

their nutrition is optimal.  Of the integral effects, the inculcation of values that stress the 

value of the group over the individual and the ability to work flexibly in group situations, 

are considered to be the most important functions.  Keyed to the issue of self-reliance, is 

that there is a high expectation, both among the kibbutzniks and the society, at large, that 

kibbutzniks will distinguish themselves, particularly in, military service. 

     The economy of the kibbutz had, by 1978, changed rapidly, as a result of 

industrialization and the development of a capital-intensive economy.  The distaste for 

hiring Arab laborers, dictated an increasing reliance, on high technology and its resultant 

increase in productivity.  A greater rate of productivity, was also necessary, to enable the 

kibbutzim to compete with the material and the educational benefits, available to those in 

urban centers.  The average male kibbutzim receives thirteen years of education, 

compared to nine, for the general Jewish public.  The costs of providing university 

education, plus the loss in labor time in agricultural pursuits for those attending school, 

are compensated for, by the diversification of the kibbutz economy.  From barely being 

able to feed their members in the early years, the kibbutzim by the late 1970’s, received 

40 percent or more of their income, from industrial production.  Approximately 35 percent 

of kibbutz income was invested in industry. 

     Because of the high level of education, the kibbutzim have an excess of those with 

managerial skills and training.  This has led to kibbutzniks taking jobs outside the kibbutz; 

income is remitted to the kibbutz, in some cases.  Kibbutz recruitment, now stresses, that 

a new member may retain his usual employment and still become a kibbutznik. 

     A noticeable change in the kibbutzim has been the revival of Jewish ritual.  In the early 

days of the kibbutz, religious holidays were celebrated with rituals that were secular 

interpretations of the religious events, but in the mid-1970’s, more traditional kinds of 

observance began to appear.  For instance, it was uncommon for children, in the early 

kibbutzim, to celebrate their Bar Mitzvah with much more than demonstrations of physical 

strength.  Kibbutz Bar Mitzvahs, in 1978, included many of the traditional Jewish 

accoutrements, although the ritual continued to accentuate strength and heroism. 

     Most scholars contend that the kibbutz system will continue to evolve, as the younger 

generation increasingly questions the values of an institution created by an older one, 
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under radically different circumstances.  The environment of the young kibbutznik, 

secured without his assistance, is devoid of otherworldly associations.  And as the duty 

of an individual, to subordinate his needs to those of the kibbutz appears much less critical 

to the survival of the group, observers feel it is likely, that kibbutzniks will insist on greater 

expression of individuality. 

 

Moshav 

     Two other rural institutions that have collective orientations are the moshav (pl., 

moshavim) and the moshav shitufi (pl., moshavim shitufim).  The more numerous are the 

moshavim, essentially villages, based on the co-operative principle.  Each family has its 

own small house, kitchen, garden, and small farm.  Purchase of supplies and equipment 

and the sale of the moshav’s produce, are handled through central cooperatives.  

Frequently, large pieces of farm equipment are owned by the moshav and are shared by 

all member families.  An elected general assembly supervises the admission of new 

members and the transfer of farms. 

     Of the approximately, 349 moshavim in Israel, in 1978, many had large numbers of 

Sephardic Jews.  This institution, while exposing new immigrants to the idea of 

cooperative living, also eases their assimilation into the Ashke-nazic-dominated Jewish 

society, by providing a vehicle that can easily accommodate the large nuclear or extended 

families, characteristic of the Sephardim. 

     Approximately 4 percent of the population, lives in this kind of moshav, compared to 

the 0.2 percent, who live on moshav shitufi.  There are twenty-eight moshavim shitufim.  

They retain the nuclear household, but function economically, like the kibbutz with work 

and income adjusted to individual circumstances.  In addition to these two kinds, there 

remain remnants of the original kind of village settlement, the moshava (pl., moshavoth), 

founded in the nineteenth century, a prototype from the point of view of exposing the 

limitations of private rural enterprise.  Most of the moshavoth, by 1978, had expanded 

into small towns or had urbanized, to some extent.  Approximately fifty-six villages were 

categorized as moshavoth. 
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Ulpan 

     New immigrants, generally receive, their initial introduction to Israeli Jewish society in 

an ulpan, before they are settled in the general society.  The ulpan aims at easing cultural 

integration, by the provision, of special facilities for teaching Hebrew at a rapid pace, in a 

sheltered environment.  The more than seventy ulpanim are divided into three basic kinds.  

The residential uplanim, often have, accommodations for families.  The five-month course 

is oriented mainly to professionals, and the kibbutz ulpan course, is six months.  

Immigrants study Hebrew for four hours and work another four, to repay the kibbutz for 

room and board. 

     The most common, are the non-residential ulpanim, that provide four-month courses, 

for twelve to sixteen hours a week, usually held in the afternoon or evening.  Over 382 

educational institutions aid an annual 5,000 adult immigrants.  Additionally, three clubs, 

located in the major cities, make available to the olim, copies of a daily newspaper and a 

weekly journal, that are printed in simplified and vowelled Hebrew.  Hebrew lessons, are 

also given, on radio. 

 

The Sephardim:  A Disadvantaged Majority 

     In mid-1978, the Sephardim -- also known, as oriental Jews, the Edot HaMizratra 

(Eastern Community), or occasionally, as black Jews -- constituted the majority of the 

Jewish population.  Nevertheless, significant social, education, and economic gaps 

remained between them and the economically and politically dominant Ashkenazim. The 

discontent on the part of the increasingly vocal Sephardim, was matched by the 

realization of Israeli scholars and bureaucrats, that albeit unwittingly, a disadvantaged 

ethnic group, had been created of Jews in Israel. 

     The problem has become more critical, because of the certainty that this group, due 

to its high birthrate and low rate of emigration, will become even more greatly represented, 

in Israel.  Although in 1978, the Sephardim comprised half of Israel’s total population 

between the ages of eighteen and twenty-four, only 13 percent attended university.  More 

than 90 percent, of all children, who were classed as “distressed” by the Prime Minister’s 

Commission on Children and Youth in Distress, in 1973, were from families that had 

emigrated from Asian, African, or Middle Eastern countries.  This, is partially due to the 
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fact, that their per capita income, is one-half that of the Ashkenazim. 

     The great waves of Sephardim immigrants, after 1948, were not from countries where 

a high state of technology prevailed.  Although there were many of advanced educational 

background, there were entire groupings, like those from the Yemens, who were 

transported, en masse, from a society in the revolutionary and chaotic throes of its first 

contact with the modern world. 

     Although lacking contact with Western technology, the Sephardim nevertheless 

possessed a rich culture, deepened by the centuries-long continuity of their religious 

communities.  In most cases, they had lived in social, but not economic isolation, from the 

majority community.  Their assimilation into the predominant culture varied, but on the 

whole, these immigrants were similar in speech, dress, manners, and physiognomy, to 

the non-Jews of their lands.  Their distinction, had been chiefly, in the retention of Jewish 

identity and, in the often scrupulous fulfillment, of Judaic law. 

     Some of the communities, such as the Falasha Jews of Ethiopia, (who thought that 

they might be the last Jews in the world) and the Bene Israel of India, had been isolated 

for many centuries, from contact with other Jewish communities.  These Jews practiced 

as much ritual as they had retained, over the centuries, and were anxious for the renewal 

of relations with other Jews.  The Sephardim, from the Middle East and North Africa, were 

spurred in their immigration by the hostilities that erupted between the Arab states and 

Israel, after the establishment of the state. 

     Between 1948 and 1973, approximately 1.5 million Jews immigrated to Israel, most of 

them Sephardim.  The intellectual and politically alert Israelis, who formed the welcoming 

committees, were astonished by, and frequently ambivalent, about these new immigrants.  

Anthropoligist, Phyllis Palgi, in her description of the arrival, in Israel, of a group of Atlas 

Mountain cave dwellers, notes that the welcoming official “in almost one breath, 

welcomed his returning brethren to the land of their forebears; whispered a warning to 

representatives of the cooperative farm movement, who had come to recruit candidates, 

not to destroy their villages, by taking these `barbarians;` and shouted orders for 

immediate medical attention, since even his untrained eye had quickly detected the 

symptoms of widespread trachoma.” 

     Like other new immigrants, the Sephardim were dispersed, according to plan, to rural 
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and border development areas.  Even in 1948, Israel was highly urbanized, with 84 

percent of all Jews, settled in urban centers.  Despite ideology, war, and the settling of 

new immigrants in rural areas, the rate of urbanization had risen to 90 percent, by 1970.  

As a general pattern, after a few years in rural or development areas, the Ashkenazic 

immigrants tended to migrate to urban centers, while the Sephardim, encumbered by 

large families and possessing limited job skills, tended to remain.  As a result, the towns 

of Kiryat Shemonah, Maalot, Mitzplk Ramon, and Shderot, among others, were in 1978, 

essentially Sephardic outposts. 

     In 1974, Kiryat Shemonah and Maalot, were attacked by terrorists.  The inhabitants, 

used the media, to bring their complaints to the Israeli public.  Unlike the nearby 

kibbutzniks, the Sephardim of the two towns, had not come to live in a danger zone by 

choice, but by government assignment, yet, the kibbutz had wire fences, searchlights, 

and guards, which the towns lacked.  A Maalot spokesman said, “We are living in 

Casablanca, not Israel. . . . We don’t belong to Israeli society.  The factory owners and 

the teachers live miles away, in Haifa, in Nahariya.  We are the proletariat.” 

     In the early years of the state many new immigrants were settled in government 

housing with very low mortgage rates.  These forty-eight-square-meter quarters were not 

meant to be permanent dwellings, but the largely insolvent Sephardim have found it 

impossible to catch up with rampant inflation, aggravated for them by significantly lower 

incomes, higher unemployment, and large families.  The crowded conditions were not 

conducive to study, and the children of the Sephardim appeared to be on their way to 

unhappy emulation of their parents’ situations.  During the mid-1960’s, statistical surveys 

had improved sufficiently to reveal the seriousness of the problem.  As Naomi Shepherd 

noted, “there was no heat under the national melting pot.”  Many Israeli Jews were 

apparently shocked to discover that 75 percent of Sephardic children had dropped out of 

school by ninth grade.  Since these children constituted over 50 percent of their age 

group, it was doubly alarming.  According to data available in mid-1978, during the mid-

1970’s, only 6 percent of the Sephardic children completed high school, compared to 35 

percent for the Ashkenazim. 

     The reaction of the government was to expand social welfare and educational 

services.  Academic standards and tuition costs were adjusted to accommodate more 
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Sephardic children.  The costs of housing loans were  lowered to encourage the 

Sephardim to expand and improve their living quarters.  Those working, most closely with 

the Sephardim, claimed that the aid was vastly insufficient.  The Sephardic population 

was growing, and the second generation of welfare recipients, were adults.  Sephardic 

wages for heads of families, remained at approximately 67 percent of the national 

average, in the 1970’s, a figure that had been relatively constant, since 1959.  Because 

Sephardic heads of households have a higher than average number of children, their 

lower than average wages are even less effective, at promoting the upward mobility of 

the offspring than might appear.  

     Despite the grim potential, many individual Sephardim have prospered, in Israel.  For 

them, there is no economic gap, but they experience a cultural disruption that is deeply 

disturbing.  Many of the Sephardic young people are more concerned with discrimination 

than neglect.  They point out, that the ingathering of the exiles was not intended, by 

anyone, to perpetuate Diaspora pluralism.  Yet, that had occurred because of the 

ideological orientation of the political elite of the young state and the means, by which, 

they attempted to bring about “the mixing of the exiles.”  The established socialist, 

pioneering, oriented, and modern Ashkenazic Jews, who comprised the leaders of the 

state, in 1948, naturally dictated the patterns of political, social, economic and, most 

important, cultural organization that have continued to prevail, in Israel, in the late 1970’s.  

These institutions have presented Western-oriented Ashkenazic culture, as authentic 

modern culture and more importantly, as Daniel Elazar notes, “as the only authentic 

Jewish culture to boot.” 

     Elazar points to a series of myths that aggravated the situation.  The Sephardic Jews 

were described as “Eastern,” while the Ashkenazic were “Western,” that is to say, they 

had acquired Western amenities, such as toothbrushes and modern plumbing and had 

been exposed to Western ideologies two, or at the most, three generations, before the 

Sephardim.  Because of the need to raise large sums of money abroad to facilitate the 

assimilation of the Sephardim, this theme was exaggerated.  All Sephardic Jews were 

presented as a group, that badly needed `civilizing.` 

     Among many examples, North African Jews, who had learned French long before their 

Ashkenazic counterparts, in Poland, had learned Polish, were labeled “backward,” along 
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with those from isolated tribal societies.  “In the process,” Elazar notes, “the indigenous 

culture -- including, if not especially, the Jewish dimension -- brought by the Sephardim, 

was undermined.  As a result, they lost their self-respect and the respect of their children, 

on the grounds, that they had brought nothing of real value to contribute to the state.”  For 

some, this had been made evident before they left their country of origin.  Elazar relates, 

that many oriental immigrants were forced to bury holy books and manuscripts, that they 

had carefully preserved for generations, on the grounds that “they would have no need 

for such relics, of the past, in the new Israeli society, to which, they were going.” 

     The attack on Sephardic culture came from the religious sector, as well as from, the 

secularist.  Just as those from the Hashomer Hatzain, kibbutz taught Sephardic children 

Marxism, the Orthodox, yeshivot demanded that Sephardic children learn Yiddish, to 

study the Talmud.  In the state school, Sephardic children, most of whom came from 

Sabbath-observant homes, were presented with images of gefilte fish and other 

Ashkenazic customs, as examples of Sabbath ritual and customs.  Sephardic customs, 

were touched on, briefly, as deviations from the norm. 

    Some observers note, that the burden of negative stereotypes, low status, and loss of 

self-esteem have caused some Sephardim to react against the society.  Moroccan Jews, 

for example, are notorious in Israeli society for producing thieves and prostitutes.  Yet, 

the once large and prosperous community, in Morocco, had produced very few, in either 

category.  While most observers feel that the economic gap, between the Sephardim and 

the Ashkenazim may soon begin to narrow, they question whether any device can repair 

the damage to the culture. 

 

The Arab Minorities 

     Whereas the problem for Sephardic Jews continues to be mainly one of their 

assimilation into the Ashkenazic-dominated Israeli society, the problem, for the Arabs, 

has been and in 1978, remained one of integration.  The Arab community, about 574,000, 

in May 1978, (excluding the 1.1 million Arabs, in the occupied territories), has constituted 

between 12 and 15 percent of the total population, since statehood was achieved.  The 

community, is divided religiously, into three major groups:  the Sunni Muslims, accounting 

for about 77 percent of the Arab total, the Christians, about 15 percent; and the Druzes, 
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about 8 percent.  In 1978, there were six Arabs in the Knesset, roughly 5 percent of the 

total; one Arab, a Druze, held the rank of deputy minister. 

     As of 1977, a total of 650 Arabs had graduated from Israeli universities; two-thirds of 

these graduates had been supported by their families, indicative of the general increase 

in the standard of living experienced by the truncated Arab community that remained, in 

Israel, after 1948.  Generally speaking, the wealthy and educated Arabs had been among 

the first to leave, in 1948, and for a long time, the Arab community was leaderless, 

emptied of its elite.  As a result of the disappearance of the tenancy and landlord system 

and of having fewer lands to cultivate due to land expropriations, numerous Arabs of the 

peasant class, entered other occupations; most engaged in manual labor in light 

industries.  Of more significance, in the 1970’s, a small number of young Arabs, largely 

of peasant origin, emerged as something of an intelligentsia, providing a form of 

leadership -- albeit, sporadic and often ineffectual -- to a still largely, passive and 

unorganized community. 

     Arab citizens enjoy the same political rights as Jewish citizens under the law, but they 

are, de facto, segregated from the majority population, living and studying, mostly in their 

own communities.  Arabs are conspicuously absent from top civil service positions.  The 

great majority of the Arab work force is engaged in manual labor, the majority of it in the 

Jewish economic sector.  Of the one-tenth of 1 percent of the Arab population that 

graduated from the country’s universities, in 1971, 86 percent were eventually employed, 

perforce, in the Arab community. 

     The Arab population has one of the highest growth rates of any in the world, and 

because the Arab rate of emigration is low, the result has been startlingly large population 

increases of 4 percent, per year.  In 1970, the Arab population increase was 39.1 per 

1,000, compared to 16.9, for the Jewish population.  The rate of increase was highest 

among the Muslim Arabs (43.7 per 1,000), followed by the Druzes (37.5 per 1,000), and 

the Christians (19.7 per 1,000). 

     Approximately 75 percent of the Arabs live in rural areas, and they are concentrated 

in three regions of the country:  60 percent live in Galilee in the north of Israel; about 30 

percent live in the Little Triangle (actually, rectangular in shape, the area is called the 

Triangle, because it was part of the Janin-Nabulus-Tulkarm triangle, which was outside 
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the boundaries of Israel, until the cease-fire agreement with Jordan, in 1949); and 10 

percent in the Negev Desert region.  Urban Arabs, are mostly located, in the Arab cities 

of Nazareth and Shafa Amr and in cities with mixed populations:  Acre, Haifa, Lod, 

Ramlah, Tel-Aviv, and Jerusalem.  The rural Arabs reside in 104 Arab villages, most of 

them in the Little Triangle and Galilee.  There are approximately twenty-four Bedouin 

tribes, most of them in the Negev and Galilee. 

     As of 1978, very few Arab towns and villages had local government.  There were fewer 

than fifty village councils and fewer than ten municipal governments.  The remainder of 

Arab settlements have government-appointed mukhtars, traditional shaykhs, who were 

usually head of hamulas, the basic Palestinian Arab village organization, that is below a 

tribe, but above a clan.  Mukhtars are chosen on the basis of their level of cooperation 

with government policy and, as such, are resented by much of the Arab population. 

     Arabs are subject to restrictions on freedom of movement.  Until 1966, all Arabs 

needed passes from the Office of Military Government, to travel from one village to 

another.  With the abolishment of the military government, the regular police force 

became responsible for the issuance of passes.  In 1978, any Arab suspected of 

nationalist sympathies or belonging to the Rakah (New Communist) party, together a 

large number, was required to obtain a pass before leaving his village.  Arab identity 

cards, were specially marked, with a large letter B for quick identification. 

     During the several decades, before the establishment of the State of Israel, the Jewish 

community developed several self-governing and developmental institutions, that were 

carried over into the new nation as, “national institutions.”  Not surprisingly, scant 

consideration was given to the role of the Arabs, within or as adjuncts to, the dominant 

Jewish society, and the continuation of these institutions meant that the Arabs, were 

automatically excluded from services originally designed, for the Yishuv.  The Jewish 

National Fund, for example, either owns outright or controls, on behalf of the state, most 

of the land in Israel; the fund is forbidden, by law, from selling land to non-Jews, which 

effectively bars Arabs from buying land.  A similar situation exists, with respect, to 

housing.  There is no prohibition against Arabs living in development towns, such as 

Karmiel, which was built on Arab land and is surrounded by Arab villages, but the 

apartment construction there, as elsewhere, is for the most part, financed and handled by 
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the Jewish Agency, and only Jews are eligible as tenants.  

     Just as the Jews, have virtually a second government in the form of such national 

institutions, the Arabs also live under a separate and special political system in the form 

of Arab departments in the cabinet ministries, that deal with the needs of the citizens at 

large, despite the fact, that no constitutional provision exists for such departments.  Arthur 

Samuelson describes, as an example, the work of the Arab Department in the Ministry of 

Housing.  The department is responsible for building apartments for Arabs, but according 

to Samuelson, had built only “a miniscule number; apartments built by the Ministry for 

Jewish settlements, are not available to Arabs, though, under law, they should be. 

     In 1976, an Israeli newspaper, published a secret government document on the “Arab 

problem,” thereby, creating a scandal and sharp, political divisions.  The document had 

been written by Yisrael Koening, a senior official in the Ministry of Interior and the 

administrator for the Galilee Area.  Koening warned, that the increasing Arab population 

growth rate in the area would result, in a few years, in an Arab majority, in Galilee.   

Among other things, he recommended, that various steps be undertaken to encourage 

Arab emigration from Israel. 

     Yigal Allon, then the deputy prime minister, labeled the document, “miserable” and 

asserted that there was no connection between it and the policies of the government.  

The Arabs in Galilee, however, were not persuaded that Allon’s disclaimer, was entirely, 

accurate.  They noted, that no elected Arab council had ever been able to secure a loan 

for development projects.  Only the Ministry of Interior is empowered to approve and act 

as guarantor of such loans, and their representative, in Galilee, is Koening.  Samuelson 

suggests, that there were additional reasons that caused the Arabs to believe that the 

Koening report did, in fact, reflect government policy. 

 

                       They find it in the fact that, in 1971-72, local authorities received grants from  

the Ministry totaling 1,580,000 pounds, of which,  Arab  towns  received  

only .1  percent, despite the fact, that they  account  for 11 percent  of  the  

population under the jurisdiction of local authorities.  They find it in the fact 

that, the Ministry gave  60,897,000 pounds, to  help  local  towns  pay  back  

other  debts, but  that none of this money went  to  Arab  towns.  Since  Arab  
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settlements do not receive government loans or government guarantees for 

private loans, the Arabs assume that the government does not  want  their  

towns  to be developed  and  wants  to  keep  the  Arab  sector, perpetually  

depressed. 

 

     The Israeli Arabs, have been remarkably quiescent, since 1948.  Leslie notes, that 

during the six-day war, the Arabs remained, at least outwardly loyal, with not one case of 

sabotage.  Between 1967 and 1978, fewer than 400 Arabs were arrested and tried, in 

court, for providing assistance to the Palestine Liberation Organiza- 

tion (PLO).  Arab frustrations, were expressed primarily, by the ballot box.  In the 1973 

Knesset elections, more than one-third of the Arab voters, gave their vote to Rakah.  In 

the 1977 elections, 50 percent of the Arab vote, went to Rakah.  Since the Arabs cannot 

form a political party of their own, support for Rakah, represents a form of non-violent 

protest against the government. 

     In the mid-1970’s, there appeared to be a growing radicalization of the Arab 

community.  On March 30, 1976, the Arabs went on strike, on what they called, Land Day.  

The strike was a response to the announcement that the government planned to 

expropriate a further 632 hectares of Arab lands.  Although Jewish land, was also to be 

expropriated, the Arabs doubted that the land seizures, of Jewish land, would be more 

than symbolic, as turned out to be the case. 

     The strong reaction of the Arabs, resulted in part, from what they perceived, as 

discriminatory treatment in the town of Karmiel, in Galilee.  Arab land owners had sold 

land in the town, to a Jewish development group, on receipt of the promise and 

understanding, that the land would be used for joint Arab-Jewish development.  When the 

promise was reneged on, the Arabs vowed that they would be less trusting, in the future. 

     Eventually, the government decided that there were sufficient public lands elsewhere, 

in Galilee, and that the private Arab lands, were not needed.  The Arab affairs staff of the 

Public Council for Social Welfare in the Office of the Prime Minister, adopted the position, 

taken by the agency.  After a lengthy study of the economic situation of the Arabs, the 

council reported that previous expropriations of land and property and the high Arab 

birthrate, had resulted in severe overcrowding.  The council discovered that the Arabs, 
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with less than 15 percent of the population, accounted for over 48 percent of all Israelis 

living three to one room, creating a politically, as well as a physically, unhealthy situation.  

(Only 9 percent of the Jewish population, lived in such crowded conditions).  The council 

suggested that there be no more land and property expropriations.  In 1978, however, 

there continued to be expropriations of Arab lands. 

     Mark Segal, a political correspondent for the Israeli daily, the Jerusalem Post, said in 

early 1978, that inadequate attention was being paid to the growing radicalization of the 

Israeli Arabs, and the fact that, the Arab elite, small and unorganized though it was, had 

become ultra-nationalistic.  He pointed to the formation, during the mid-and late 1970’s, 

of ostensibly non-political organizations (political organizations are forbidden) among the 

Arabs, such as the national committee of Arab local council chairmen, the national 

committee of Arab students, and the national committee for land protection, an outgrowth 

of the Land Day strike.  Another group was attempting to gain control of awqaf, Muslim 

religious trust lands.  Segal attributed the mobilization of many in the Arab community to 

unfulfilled expectations and the resurgence of a sense of identification with the 

Palestinians of the occupied territories. 

 

The Muslims 

     The religion of the majority of the Arabs is Islam (meaning submission to the will of 

God), which was articulated in seventh century Arabia, by Islam’s chief and last prophet, 

Muhammad.  Muslims perceive Islam as the continuation and fulfillment of the Judeo-

Christian tradition.  The central message of Islam is the singleness of God, it repudiates 

all other claims to divinity.  Muhammad is considered to be the greatest of all the prophets, 

but Abraham, Moses, and Jesus -- among many Old and New Testament figures -- are 

claimed as part of the Islamic heritage. 

     Muslims believe in angels, in heaven and hell, in a final day of judgment, and in the 

immortal life of the soul.  Islam’s doctrine has been little elaborated on, in the course of 

the centuries.  Rather, its greatest and most colossal achievement, has been in the 

development of a comprehensive legal system, designed to embrace all aspects of life.  

Institutionalized in the legal system, are values common to the Arabian ethos:  there is a 

collective, as opposed to an individualistic orientation to society, a divine imperative to 
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generosity, and an ethical directive to avoid or avenge the shame, visited on one. 

     There are no clergy, in Islam, to intervene between man and God.  The imams, who 

lead the prayers and the qadis, who are judges of the Muslim courts, do so by virtue of 

their superior knowledge and understanding, of the law. 

     The Israeli government has set up four courts of Islamic law, one each in Nazareth, 

Acre, Jaffa, and Tayleh (Et Taiyiba).  The first qadis of these courts were appointed by 

the Ministry for Religious Affairs, despite the objections of the Muslim community, whose 

members felt that they were not given equal treatment with other religious groups, 

because they had not even been consulted on the choices.  In 1961, the government 

passed the Law of Sharia (Islamic Law) Qadis, which placed the appointment of judges 

in the hands of a committee of nine, four of whom, can be non-Muslims.  The request by 

the Muslim community, that there be a high Muslim council overarching the qadis, was 

rejected by the government on the grounds that it represented, “a political rather than a 

religious aspiration.” 

     Part of the salaries of the qadis and money for the upkeep of mosques are paid for by 

the Ministry for  

 

Religious Affairs from income from expropriated awqaf.  Financial decisions, regarding 

the allocation of aw-qaf funds are made by a committee with members from the Ministry 

of Religious Affairs, the Custodian of Absentee Property, and the adviser on Arab affairs.  

In 1978, there were neither Arabs nor Muslims on the committee. 

     The intervention in the religious affairs of the Muslim community derives, in part, from 

the fact that the Muslims are perceived by the government as being, “more Arab” that 

other Arabs, and therefore, a greater security risk.  Muslims are not conscripted into the 

army, nor are any non-Jews, except the Druzes.  The strong association of “Arab” with 

“Islam” is evident, in many government publications, in which, Islam is viewed as a force, 

perennially hostile, to the Jewish people.  This attitude has permeated the private sector, 

as well.  In an article in Maariv, in 1955, the editor wrote, “Islam is the enemy of all fruitful 

ideas, all well-intentioned initiatives and all creative thought . . . . It has contributed nothing 

of value, nor will it do so, in the future. . . . it represents darkness, reaction, and the 

imprisonment of five hundred million beings.” 
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     Israeli Muslims feel that there has been little change in the general attitude of Israelis, 

about Islam, since that time.  They view this problem, as yet, another hindrance to their 

acceptance and integration into Israeli society. 

  

The Christians 

     By mid-1978, there appeared to have been a slight deterioration in Christian-Jewish 

relations.  The immediate cause was an anti-missionary law, passed by the Knesset, that 

went into effect in April, 1978.  The law imposes a five-year prison sentence, on anyone, 

who offers “material inducement” to change religions and a three-year sentence, on 

anyone, who accepts. 

     The United Christian Council of Israel, which represents twenty Church bodies, was 

assured by the government, that the law would apply equally, to all religions.  

Nevertheless, United Christian Council representatives felt that the law was intended, 

specifically for them, and to support their contention, they cited the anti-Christian 

speeches made and sentiments expressed, during the Knesset debate.  In addition, only 

the Christians, actively proselytize. The Christian community expressed concern, that 

such small gestures, as inviting a non-Christian to dinner or giving a Bible to someone, 

may be interpreted by the Jewish extremists, as violations of the law.  Some prominent 

Jews, such as Rabbi Marc Tananbaum of the American Jewish Committee, have 

criticized the law, as a potential infringement on religious liberty. 

     On the whole, the Christian Churches have maintained good relations with the 

government.  In 1966, the Ecumenical Theological Research Fraternity, was founded, in 

Israel, by the Christian Churches.  This organization was formed to aid the Churches in 

exploring and deepening their relations with Israeli Jewry. 

     In February, 1978, the holy places on Mount Zion, including the Room of the Last 

Supper and the Room of the Holy Spirit -- two of the most important Christian sites -- 

became the legal possession of the Ministry for Religious Affairs.  This action occurred in 

the wake of a break-in of the Room of the Holy Spirit by Diaspora Yeshiva students, who 

also venerated the site and who were hoping to obtain this room, by contract, from the 

government.  This added further strain to Christian-Jewish relations. 

     There are more than thirty Christian denominations, in Israel, with a total of about 200 
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Churches and chapels.  The two largest denominations are the Roman Catholics and the 

Greek Catholics, each of which, has about 24,000 adherents.  There are also about 3,000 

Maronites and several hundred Armenian, Syrian, and Chaldean Catholics.  The head of 

the Latin hierarchy is the Patriarch of Jerusalem, whose jurisdiction includes Jordan and 

Cyprus.  The Roman Catholic Church has custody or joint custody of the vast majority of 

Churches, hospices, and cultural and charitable institutions.  There are over 400 priests 

and some 1,200 nuns, chiefly of the Franciscan Order. 

     The Greek Catholics have an archbishop as their spiritual leader.  Archbishop Georges 

Hakim, who held this position for nineteen years, until he was named Patriarch of the 

Greek Catholic Church for the Orient, was the chief spokesman for the Christian Arabs, 

in Israel.  Of the Orthodox Churches, the most important is the Greek Orthodox, headed 

by the Orthodox Patriarch of Jerusalem.  There are an estimated 40,000 Greek Orthodox, 

in Israel, and the Israeli-occupied territories.  For historic reasons, the Greek Orthodox 

patriarch, has precedence over all other spiritual leaders.  There are also small 

congregations of two Russian Orthodox Churches. 

     The Monophysite Churches are represented by the Armenian Church, with 2,000 

communicants; the Coptic Church, 1,000; the Ethiopian Church, 100; and the Syrian-

Jacobite Church, 1,000.  There are some twenty-one Protestant Churches, with a 

combined membership of over 2,000. 

 

The Druzes 

     The government maintains a separate relationship with the three major Arab religious 

groups.  The Druzes, a community of about 35,000, have, since the establishment of the 

state, enjoyed the most favored status.  They live, for the most part, in twenty hilltop 

villages, eighteen in Upper Galilee and two in the Mount Carmel-Haifa Bay area. 

     Their religion is a tenth-century offshoot of Islam, and Muslims view Druzes as 

heretical, for accepting the divinity of Hakim, the third Fatimid caliph of Egypt.  By 1020, 

they had taken their name from Mohammad Ben Ismail el Darazi, a Persian mystic.  

Druzes regard Jethro, Moses’ father-in-law, as their chief prophet and make annual 

pilgrimages to his tomb in lower Galilee.  They also revere Moses, Muhammad, and 

Jesus, the three most important prophets of Islam. 
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     The doctrine and ritual of the Druze religion have always been kept secret to avoid 

persecution, in lands where they are considered, heretics.  Only those who demonstrate 

extreme piety and devotion and who have the correct demeanor, are initiated into the 

mysteries.  The initiated (uqqal; sing., aqil), are a very small minority and may include 

women.  Most Druzes are juhhal, ignorant ones.  Apparently, the religion is most complex, 

involving neo-Platonic thought, Sufi mysticism, and Persian religious traditions.  There 

are approximately, 500,000 Druzes in the world, 150,000 of whom, live in Syria and 

Lebanon.  The Israeli Druzes settled in the area about 400 years ago.  They soon 

developed, a modus vivendi, with the local government that enabled them to live, nearly 

autonomously, in their traditional occupations of farming and sheep herding.  

     During the period of the British Mandate, members of the Druze community, formed 

many personal links and mutually beneficial ties, with individuals and groups within the 

growing Jewish community, particularly in the region around Haifa.  In 1947, they hid 

Abba Hushi, later Mayor of Haifa, from the British security forces, who were seeking to 

arrest and imprison him.  In the pre-state period, some 200 Druzes, fought with the 

Haganah (see Glossary), promoting the organization of the Minorities Unit, which was 

later incorporated, into the armed services, of Israel.  At their request, Druzes are 

conscripted into the army, the only minority group that is drafted.  There are also many 

Druzes in the Border Guard of the Israel Police. 

     In exchange for their long-term loyalty, the Druzes were recognized as a separate 

community, in 1957.  Whereas Christian and Muslim Arabs have “Arab” on their identity 

cards under nationality, the Druzes have “Druze,” as both their religion and nationality, a 

separate status that has become controversial.  In other respects, however, the Druzes 

have been considered with the other Arab minorities, particularly in political and 

administrative matters. 

    After once again proving their loyalty in the six-day war, the Druzes were promised that 

they would be treated on an equal basis, with Jewish citizens.  As of mid-1978, that 

promise had not been kept, although there are Druzes in the security forces and in the 

educational system.  There are few Druzes in the civil service, mostly in such highly visible 

positions, as an Israeli consul, in New York, and as the president’s adviser on minority 

affairs.  Increasingly, the Druzes view, such appointments as tokenism, and their ensuing 
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discontent has been observable in their voting patterns.  This has become particularly 

noticeable among the younger generation, which feels that the loyalty and support 

manifested by the older generation, has neither been appreciated, nor rewarded in any 

tangible and meaningful way.  Among the older generation, the Israel Labor Party 

alignment and its minority slates, have received the majority of the votes. 

     Nearly 73 percent of the Druze population, is under thirty years of age, and in the 1977 

Knesset election, a majority of this age group reportedly cast ballots for Rakah, which by 

the late 1970’s, was increasingly becoming the party of protest for many Arabs.  Also, 

because the vast majority of Druze youth know little of their religion beyond its prohibition 

on partaking of pork and alcohol and of smoking, they increasingly have come to identify 

with the rest of the Arab population and its interests.  Walter Zenner and Leonard Kasdan 

noted in 1977, that “The strains and contradictions, in Israeli Government policy toward 

the Druzes and other minorities, may be reaching a critical stage.” 

 

Multiparty System 

     Israeli political life continues to revolve around the long-established system of multiple 

parties.  Given the diverse origins of a largely immigrant population, it reflects a wide 

range of social and political tendencies.  In the first general elections, held in 1949, twenty-

four political parties and groups competed for parliamentary control.  The number has 

since fluctuated, as a result of occasional mergers, splits, and re-alignments.  Multiplicity 

remains, however, deeply embedded in the pluralistic heritage of the society. 

     Party politics continues to be vigorous and intense.  There is a broad popular 

consensus, that the party system is well suited to Israel’s multiplicity of political sub-

cultures.  Popular empathy, derives also, from the evolution of political parties, not only 

as narrowly defined political organizations, as in West European countries, but also as 

providers, of social and economic services for their respective followings. 

     Major parties are traceable to origins in the European branches of the World Zionist 

Organization, founded by Theodor Herzl, in 1897, and to other political and religious 

elements in the Palestine Jewish community of the Mandate period (1923-48).  After the 

turn of the twentieth century, there emerged a number of ideologically and politically 

disparate groups.  For example, a clique called the Democratic Zionists, including Chaim 
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Weizmann, among its members, was active in 1900; the Mizrahi (Spiritual Center), a 

moderate Orthodox religious Zionist movement, was founded in 1902; the non-Marxist 

labor-Zionist, Hapoel Hatzair (The Young Worker), set up in 1905, was instrumental in 

founding the first kibbutz and moshav, soon thereafter; and the Marxist, Poalei Zion 

(Workers of Zion), including in its membership, Ben-Gurion and Ben-Zvi, was created in 

1906, to initiate a socialist-inspired class struggle. 

     This early experience, produced three major political alignments, all of which, were 

Zionist, but were divided into varying shades of secularism and religious orthodoxy.  Two 

of these alignments were secular, but ideologically opposed:  the leftist or socialist labor 

parties, of which, Mapai was best known and predominant; and the centrist-rightist 

parties, of which, Herut (Freedom Movement -- see Glossary), was the dominant party, 

and which eventually, won the electoral mandate, in 1977, under Begin.  The third, were 

religious Zionists of Orthodox Jewish persuasion.  A fourth or miscellaneous category of 

fringe groups, also emerged, but their impact on the political scene, was minimal. 

     The stated values of the political parties, other than the religious and Arab non-

communist parties, may be arranged on the left-right spectrum of socialist orientations on 

the left and capitalist, free-enterprise orientations on the right, with some allowance for 

specific Israeli manifestations.  On the extreme left, is the Rakah (New Communist) party, 

which is Orthodox socialist, pro-labor, and non-activist, with respect to the Arab states, 

and the only anti-Western element, on this scale.  Of the long-established parties, Mapam 

(United Workers’ Party), is on the right of Rakah, and the socialist, Achdut HaAvoda (Unity 

of Labor, commonly called, Achdut), is on the right of Mapam.  At left of center, is the 

Israel Labor Party (formerly Mapai), which is “positive neutralist,” in foreign affairs, but to 

all intents and purposes, pro-West and committed to democratic socialism.  In the middle 

of the spectrum, are the small parties of the center, such as the Independent Liberals, 

Liberal, and Free Center.  On the far right, is Herut, the mainstay of Likud coalition; Herut 

is pro-Western, anti-socialist, and anti-labor, and favors a hard-line policy toward the Arab 

states to include retention of much of the occupied territories, in order to regain the ancient 

boundaries of Eretz Israel (Land of Israel).  Although the issues are far more complex, 

the positions of religious parties, generally coincide, more with the political parties on the 

center and right, than with those on the left. 
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     Israeli parties are pervasive in their scope of activities, and unlike parties in most other 

democracies, their activities remain relatively intense, even in non-election years.  In 

addition to their regular function of campaigning, major parties publish their own 

newspapers and maintain youth movements, sport clubs, housing projects, cooperatives, 

recreational facilities, cultural events, and in the case of religious parties, their own non-

secular schools.  Indoctrination of children is an important part of party activities.  In fact, 

the political parties, are much like mutual aid societies.  Consequently, voters tend to 

support parties, not only as a civic duty, but also often, as clients or fraternal brothers.  

Membership in a registered party, is not a requirement for voting, but though varying from 

election to election, formal party membership is high and accounts for 25 to 50 percent of 

the vote.   

     Except for the small Arab and communist groups, parties are basically Zionist.  Given 

the shades of allowable interpretation, inherent in Zionism, parties draw their support from 

a broad array of adherents, who may be religious, secular, or anti-religious.  In general, 

attempts to organize parties, on the basis of ethnic origin, such as Yemeni, Iraqi, or 

Moroccan Jew, have not been fruitful.  Ashkenazic dominance, firmly established before 

1948, and frictions among the Sephardim, proved insurmountable. 

     As a result, attainment of leadership roles has depended on a long, dedicated party 

apprenticeship.  The selection process (essentially a reward and punishment procedure), 

is generally, in the hands of party oligarchs in control of party machines.  These political 

bosses wield their powers in the name of a “nominating committee,” in each party.  In the 

1970’s, efforts were under way, to democratize the decision making procedures among 

some parties and to ensure the accountability of these oligarchs to the rank and file of 

parties concerned. 

    Israeli parties are highly centralized and cater to a single national constituency.  The 

country’s electoral system, coupled with the centralized structure of leadership among 

nearly all parties, is not conducive to politics based on territorial subdivisions or local 

interests.  Nevertheless, there have been indications since the late 1960’s, that local party 

branches are allowed some independence in selecting locally popular personalities for 

Mayoral elections.  This, is in part,  necessitated by the growing tendency to vote on the 

basis of personal merit -- as seen in an emerging pattern of split-ticket voting -- rather 
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than of traditional party loyalty.  This trend, if sustained, will likely eventuate in the 

decentralization of party control, if only to ensure that the voters will support the same 

party for national, as well as local elections. 

     A dominant characteristic of Israeli party politics, since independence has been the 

pattern of coalition rule; this is a product of the combination of multiple parties and the 

electoral system of proportional representation.  No single party has been able to secure 

a majority of seats in the 120-member Knesset, in any of the nine parliamentary elections, 

held since independence.  As a result, the party with the largest number of Knesset seats, 

has been forced to enlist the support of interested parties to achieve the arithmetic of 

coalition building - a plurality of sixty-one Knesset seats.  In exchange, the senior or 

dominant party agrees to honor specific demands of junior coalition par-ties.  Such quid 

pro quo, is formalized as a political covenant, between coalition partners, spelling out the 

terms of mutual cooperation.  Necessarily governmental stability, has hinged on a delicate 

balance of mutual convenience.  Thus, a workable Knesset majority invariably means, 

partnership between secularist and Orthodox Jews, barring the marriage of convenience 

between the two dominant secularist groups:  the Israel Labor Party and the Likud. 

 

Parties on the Left 

     The political scene was, until 1977, dominated by parties on the left, that differed 

widely in orientations, from moderate, non-Marxist socialist, to doctrinaire Marxist.  In the 

late 1970’s, the largest and most influential of the leftist parties remained the Israel Labor 

Party, which had controlled key cabinet positions in all the coalition governments, of 

which, it was the dominant partner.  This success was accomplished through pragmatic 

and flexible accommodations with other competing, but smaller parties. In 1978, the party 

provided the principal opposition to the Likud, which until its electoral victory, in May, 

1977, had been the principal rival. 

     Historically, the names of Ben-Gurion, Zalman Shazar, Eshkol, Meir, Pinhas Sapir, 

Kadish Luz, and Abba Eban are associated with the Israel Labor Party.  The party traces 

its origin, to 1930, when it was called, Mapai.  It was founded, as a fusion of two socialist 

Zionist groups:  Achdut -- heir to Ben-Gurion’s Poalei Zion -- and HaPoel Hatzair; ten 

years earlier, these two groups together, had founded the Histadrut.  Because of the 
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diversity of socio-political tendencies of the country, the party itself, has not been free of 

factional differences and ideological cleavages. 

     In 1944, the non-Marxist left wing, Achdut HaAvoda, split-off, from Mapai, in 

dissatisfaction with the latter’s moderateness, and in early 1948, it joined forces with 

doctrinaire, Marxist groups to organize Mapam with a pro-Soviet orientation.  In 1954, 

Achdut disassociated from Mapam, which it believed was being unduly influenced by 

doctrinaire Marxists, and in 1965, it re-united with Mapai, thus ending its independent 

status.  The 1965 alliance, known as the Mapai-Achdut HaAvoda Alignment, came about, 

amid major factional clashes between Ben-Gurion and Eshkol.  Ben-Gurion’s right-wing 

faction, within Mapai, including Dayan and Shimon Peres, seceded from Mapai and 

formed Rafi (Israel Labor List); but in 1968, the Rafi faction (not including Ben-Gurion), 

rejoined the Mapai, to establish the Israel Labor Party.  In January, 1969, when the Labor 

Party entered into a new alliance with Mapam, the Rafi faction left the party, because of 

ideological incompatibility with the Marxist Mapam.  The Rafi group contested the 

parliamentary election, in 1969, under the flag of State List (also National List).  The 

Labor-Mapam Alignment, as the 1968, entente came to be known, was still in place, in 

1978, but for all practical  purposes, the Labor Party was synonymous with the alignment.  

     The alignment draws its electoral support from urban and rural voters and is popular 

with the middle-and-lower middle-class Ashkenazim and many well-to-do Sephardic 

voters.  The Histadrut continues to provide the backbone of Mapai strength as it has done 

from its very inception.  The kibbutz and moshav are heavily represented by Labor and 

Mapam, as well.  In the ideological span of the alignment, per se, the Achdut stands, on 

the right, and Mapam, on the left, of the numerically dominant Labor Party.  In goals and 

policies, the highly pragmatic Labor group, stands for a socialist welfare state, in which, 

economic activities are planned by the state and publicly regulated and by private 

initiatives, as well.  Labor also supports, full employment, minimum wages, and the 

workers’ unqualified, right to strike.     

     For its part, Mapam is anti-religious and takes a more Marxist position, by stressing 

the need to establish a classless socialist society, in which, all enterprises are publicly 

owned; its other demands, are for guaranteed wages, progressive taxation, collectivist 

economy, and equal rights for Arabs.  The Achdut group advocates policies aimed at a 
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more efficient and responsive government.  It stands for electoral reforms, aimed at a 

local (rather than national) constituency system, decentralization of government, 

separation of political parties from economic activities, and automatic cost-of-living 

allowances. 

 

Parties on the Center and Right 

     In the ninth Knesset election, in May 1977, the center-right alliance of Likud, emerged 

victorious and supplanted the Labor-Mapam Alignment, as the ruling coalition for the first 

time in the history of independent Israel.  The backbone of the ruling bloc, is the Herut, 

that came into being, in 1948, under the leadership of Begin.  At the time of the election, 

the Herut, was allied with the centrist-oriented minor groups, such as the Liberal Party, 

the State List, and a faction of the Land of Israel Movement.  In late 1977, a new centrist 

group, that had been formed in late 1976, the Democratic Movement for Change (DMC), 

joined the Likud-led coalition government. 

     The Herut Party is the direct ideological descendant of the Revisionist Movement, a 

party founded, in 1925, by a Russian Jewish Zionist intellectual, Vladimir Jabotinsky.  The 

Revisionists, so named to underscore the urgency of revision in the policies of the Zionist 

Organization, advocated militancy and ultra-nationalism, not conciliation and gradualism, 

as the primary political imperatives in the Zionist struggle for Jewish statehood. 

    Mostly middle-class Jews from Eastern Europe, the Revisionists demanded the 

immediate creation of a Jewish homeland, in historic Palestine, on both sides of the 

Jordan River.  To this end, mass evacuation or immigration, of Jews, with skills and capital 

from the Diaspora, was considered essential.  The society, so envisaged, would be based 

on free enterprise economy and undertake rapid industrial development, to provide more 

opportunities for immigrants, than would be possible, through agricultural settlement.  The 

Jewish State would have a strong military organization and be free of class struggle, and 

class harmony was to be ensured, by banning strikes and by compulsory arbitration of 

labor disputes.  Revisionist objectives were bound to clash with the policies of the British 

authorities, the socialist Zionists, and the Arabs. 

     The Revisionist Movement, at first, directed its attack on the Histadrut, whose socialist 

Zionist leadership, under Ben-Gurion, was synonymous with the leadership of the 
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politically dominant Mapai -- and thus, with the leadership of pre-state Israel.  Ben-Gurion 

accused the Revisionists of being “fascists;” the latter countercharged that Ben-Gurion 

and his socialist Zionist allies, not only discriminated against middle-class immigrants, but 

also, were misusing the Jewish institutions of the New Yishuv, for selfish goals. 

     In 1933, the Revisionists, outnumbered and frustrated, bolted the Zionist Organization 

and formed the rival, New Zionist Organization; in 1934, it set up the Histadrut HaOvdim 

Haleumit (National Labor Federation) to challenge the Mapai-dominated, Histadrut.  With 

unusual venom, these Revisionist dissidents rejected the authority of official socialist 

Zionist leadership, especially the latter’s conciliation with the British Mandatory Authority 

and, after 1936, the British and official Zionist policies of restraint in the face of Arab 

attacks.  Against this backdrop were born, two anti-British and anti-Arab guerrilla groups 

under Revisionist control; the Irgun Zvai Leumi (National Military Organization, Irgun for 

short), in 1937, and the offshoot of the Irgun, called the Stern Gang, in 1940.  The 

Revisionist groups operated independently of, and at times, in conflict with, the official 

Zionist defense organization, the Haganah (see Glossary); they engaged in systematic 

terror and sabotage against the British authorities and the Arabs, as well. When World 

War II ended, some Revisionists reunited with the official Zionist camp, but the more 

militant elements, such as the Irgun, under the command of Begin, refused to temporize 

and continued their campaign of terror. 

     Born in 1913, in Poland, Begin was reared and schooled in that country; a political 

activist early in life, he joined Betar -- a Revisionist paramilitary youth movement that had 

been formed by Jabotinsky, in 1921.  By 1938, Begin had risen to the top of the Polish 

chapter of Betar, by far the largest of the Jewish youth move- 

ments, in Europe, at the time.  Arrested in 1940, by Soviet military authorities, Begin was 

imprisoned, in Siberia, until late 1941.  In 1942, he enlisted in a Polish army, formed on 

the Allied side, for service in Palestine, once the army got to Palestine, Begin deserted 

and joined the underground Irgun, and soon became, its commander.  By that time, Begin 

had, in fact, become the leader of the Revisionist Movement, as a whole, his mentor -- 

Jabotinsky -- having died in 1940. 

     After independence, the Irgun, by then a formidable guerrilla machine, and other 

paramilitary organizations, were dissolved by order of Prime Minister Ben-Gurion -- but, 
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not without resistance from the Irgun.  A possible civil war was averted.  Some 

Revisionists merged with other Zionist groups; some enlisted in the Israel Defense Forces 

that were placed under Ben-Gurion, Israel’s first minister of defense, as well as prime 

minister.  Other Irgun loyalists followed Begin to found the Herut, in June 1948, and to 

carry out, as Begin once put it, “the testament of Jabotinsky.”  In the following year, other 

Revisionist remnants joined the Herut.  Thereafter, Herut’s anti-Arab hostility, grew 

increasingly intense, in the circular process of Israeli-Arab Independence and the 

passage of time had little mellowing effect on old envenomed relations between Begin 

and Ben-Gurion.  As Mapai’s strong-willed leader, until 1963, the Grand Old Man of Israel, 

as Ben-Gurion came to be reverentially called by many Israelis, ruled the nation, by 

necessity, in coalition with other parties; but never once, did he invite the Herut, the loyal 

opposition that it was, to participate in coalition.  Ben-Gurion stuck to his dictum:  “A 

coalition without Herut or Communists!” 

     In 1965, the Herut broadened its political base, somewhat, by forming a new bloc with 

the bourgeois Liberal Party.  Called Gahal, the bloc was aimed at counteracting the unity 

movement among the parties on the left.  Two years later, just before the outbreak of the 

six-day war, the Herut gained some respectability as a legitimate Jewish political group, 

by agreeing to join the “government of national unity.”  This was made possible, by Prime 

Minister Eshkol, who had succeeded Ben-Gurion, in June 1963, and who invited Begin 

and his Gahal associates to participate in the cabinet to demonstrate internal unity in 

response to an external threat.  Gahal continued to be part of the Transpartisan new 

cabinet, under Meir, formed after the 1969 elections.  Gahal ministers withdrew from the 

Meir cabinet, in 1970, to protest what they believed, was Prime Minister Meir’s conciliatory 

policy on territorial issues.  In the summer of 1973, the Gahal organized a new political 

alignment, called Likud, in which, the Herut continued to be dominant. 

     The imprint of Begin’s personality on the Herut is indelible.  The party is remarkably 

consistent in its political orientation, which was shaped in the 1920’s.  In tone, there have 

been some changes in electoral platforms over the years, but substance has remained 

undiluted.  In the late 1970’s, the Herut continued to advocate the eternal and 

incontestable right of the Jewish people to Eretz Israel, in its historic entirety.  In an 

obvious attempt to change the negative image with which the party was encumbered -- 
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the image of an expansionist “war party” -- Begin’s group softened the tone of its territorial 

claim, so that the eastern side of the Jordan River, that is, Jordan, is not expressly 

included, in the claim.  On the West Bank (Judea and Samaria), however, the Herut 

continued to maintain, as of mid-1978, that only Israel sovereignty would prevail between 

the sea and Jordan; the historic right of the Jews to the Gaza Strip, was similarly, upheld. 

     In the months after his ascension to power, Begin proceeded generally with caution, 

on economic policies that for years, included a minimum of government controls, 

unhampered free enterprise economy, attraction of capital investments through economic 

structural reforms, and the minimization of political dependence on the trade unions (i.e., 

the Histadrut).  On the issue of compulsory arbitration, the party had altered its position, 

even before 1977, so that such a method of settlement, would be limited, to essential 

services only. 

     With respect to the territorial question, Begin showed little inclination of compromising 

his principles.  He was shown to be a man of unswerving fortitude in his political 

philosophy spanning a period of over thirty years.  According to Meir Merhav of the 

Jerusalem Post, Begin declared as early as May, 1948:  “The homeland is historically and 

geographically, an entity.  Whoever fails to recognize our right to the entire homeland, 

does not recognize our right, to any of its territories.  We shall never yield our natural and 

eternal right.  When the day arrives, we shall materialize it.”  On Begin, Merhav went on 

to comment, in August 1977:  “The leadership is genuine.  However, it derives, not from 

intellectual stature or profundity of thought, but from constancy of purpose, single-minded 

determination, a sense of mission, and an absolute inner certitude of being right and in 

the right, which have characterized him, throughout.  This is why it is Begin and no one 

else, who makes foreign policy in the present Government.” 

     The Herut’s electoral support, comes mainly, from the Sephardim, who comprise the 

bulk of the Israelis with little education and low income levels.  Around 15 percent of the 

Ashkenazic voters, consistently supported the Herut, whose strength is noticeable among 

the urban dispossessed, in the big cities like Tel-Aviv and Jerusalem.  In terms of popular 

votes and the number of Knesset seats, the Herut was in second place between 1955 

and 1977. 

     After capturing the single largest bloc of seats (forty-three) in the Knesset election of 
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1977, but still short of the required parliamentary majority, the Herut-led Likud, called for 

the formation of a national unity coalition, comprising all Zionist parties, loyal to Israel; the 

Labor Party rejected the proposal.  By late June, Prime Minister-designate Begin, was 

able to form a coalition government with the support of an additional twenty Knesset 

members; the religious bloc came through, with seventeen seats:  the Natiional Religious 

Party, twelve; Agudat Israel, four; the Poalei Agudat Israel, one.  Additional support came 

from the small Shlomzion party with two seats and one from Dayan, who was re-elected 

on the Labor-Mapam list, but who decided to accept Begin’s invitation to become his 

foreign minister, as an unattached deputy. 

     Begin, like many of his Herut followers, is secular, but does not necessarily advocate 

the removal of religious influences from secular affairs.  He apparently holds the view, 

that being Jewish, embraces both nationality and religiosity, mutually reinforcing and 

inseparable.  In this sense, his position is similar to that of many Jews, whatever their 

political and social backgrounds.  Thus, to the extent that certain religious manifestations 

are viewed as strengthening the preservation of Jewish identity in all its traditional 

ramifications, Begin tended to support the Orthodox Jews. 

     The Liberal Party is the mouthpiece, mainly of upper and middle-class merchants and 

businessmen.  Its origin is traced to the 1920’s and 1930’s when, in light of growing 

cleavages within the Zionist movement, some Zionists sought to unify the movement 

without partisan wrangling over religious, socialist, or Revisionist loyalties.  These middle-

of-the-road elements advocated practical steps for the welfare of the yishuv, by stressing 

fundraising activities, industrial development, and private enterprise.  In time, however, 

these supposedly apolitical Zionists, split into two wings, called General Zionist.  A group 

and General Zionist B group; the former was left of center, and was oriented toward the 

Histadrut and the latter was right of center, backed by a small number of industrialists, 

merchants, landlords, professionals, and intellectuals.  In 1946, the two factions merged 

to become the General Zionist Party, but the smaller B faction broke away from the party, 

in 1948, to be named, the Progressive Party -- only to rejoin the parental group, in 1961.  

The new merger, called the Liberal Party, ended in 1965, when it joined forces with the 

Herut to found a coalition, called Gahal; at that time, the B faction of the Liberal Party, 

again, split from the party, rather than join the Gahal and named itself, the Independent 
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Progressive Party.  In 1973, the Liberal bloc of Gahal, became a component of a still 

larger coalition, Likud, which comprised the Herut and such minor centrist groups, as the 

State List and the Land of Israel Movement (formed after the six-day war, to advocate the 

annexation of the territories, taken during the war).  In 1978, the Liberal bloc was led by 

the Minister of Finance, Simha Ehrlich, widely regarded, as the second or third most 

influential member of the ruling group. 

     A new political era was ushered in, by Likud’s electoral success, in 1977, but, in a way, 

this was foreshadowed by a growing mood of national soul-searching, in the wake of the 

October 1973 War.  Indicative of this trend, was a group of reformist intellectuals, led by 

the Hebrew University of Jerusalem law professor, Amnon Rubenstein; shortly after the 

war, they formed the Shinui (Change), as a forum, through which, to draw national 

attention to the Labor government’s military “blunder” -- its lack of preparedness, when 

the war broke out.  At the end of 1976, this group merged with a democratic movement 

that had been formed, only several months earlier, by Yadin, a noted archaeologist and 

scholar, who was the army chief-of-staff, in 1948.  The merger produced, the Democratic 

Movement for Change (DMC -- also known, as DASH, after its Hebrew name).  Yadin’s 

group was formed, to bring about some reforms and to restore the nation to the vigor of 

the pioneering, moral values, held by the founding generation of Israel.  In January, 1977, 

the DMC absorbed Shmuel Tamir’s Free Center, which had been organized, by dissidents 

from Herut, in 1967. 

     The DMC drew its support from a wide spectrum of social segments.  Among its 

adherents were academics, technocrats, industrialists, party politicians of liberal, as well 

as conservative orientations, white-collar workers, retired senior army officers, and 

housewives.  They belonged to the best educated, upper-echelons of the population; 

although mostly Ashkenazim, they also attracted Sephardim of similar socioeconomic 

backgrounds.  Politically, many of them, had previously supported, the Labor-Mapam 

Alignment. 

     These elements were drawn together to articulate their feelings for a new direction in 

political life, being disillusioned as they were with growing signs of corruption in high 

places, with the other established political parties, in general, and the Labor-Mapam 

Alignment, in particular, and with the persistence of socioeconomic disparities.  Their 
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disillusionment was translated into the DMC’s platform that called, among other things, 

for a change in the existing electoral system, based on a single national constituency, 

remedial measures for the uplifting of the underprivileged sections of the population, a 

more effective anti-inflation program, and reforms in the existing structures and 

procedures of political parties, to minimize oligarchical influence in favor of greater 

grassroots participation. 

     In foreign policy and defense matters, the party’s plank was moderate and was similar 

to that of the Labor-Mapam Alignment.  It called for an Israeli defense border along the 

Jordan River, including areas west of the river, essential for Israel’s security.  The DMC 

stated, that the creation of a separate Palestinian state, on the West Bank, would 

endanger Israel’s security and existence and opposed any withdrawal from the West 

Bank, unless the withdrawal was as an integral part of a full peace treaty.  Otherwise, the 

party advocated a “readiness for territorial compromise,” with the Arab state east of Israel, 

the capital, of which, should be on the East Bank.  This view was based on the recognition, 

that an additional one million Arabs, living on the West Bank and Gaza, under Israeli 

control, would complicate and dilute the Jewish character of Israel and that the solution 

of the Palestinian issue, must be found within the framework of a true peace settlement, 

a settlement that would assure Israel’s own security needs. 

 

Religious Parties 

     Those in Israel for whom Jewish religious principles constituted a major, if not the only 

frame of value reference, accounted for about 36 percent of the population, in the 1970’s; 

of this total about 15 percent -- a proportion, that was established early in the life of the 

state -- continued to vote for the country’s three major religious  parties.  Among this 

politically conscious religious group, the adherents of the moderate National Religious 

Party (Mafdal) outnumbered the ultra-Orthodox, by two to one.  Some Israelis, once held 

the view, that the supporters of the ancient ultra-Orthodox principles and practices would, 

by the attrition of time, significantly diminish in number; by the late 1970’s, however, that 

prognostication had not been borne out; and in fact, ultraconservative orthodoxy 

continued to account for roughly, 6 percent, of the country’s population. 

     Politically and economically, the religious parties are to the right of center, but are 
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distinct from the secular Likud and other minor center-right political organizations. They 

have a common dedication to Orthodox Judaism; meaning that the Jewish patterns of life, 

should be based on the principles and practical precepts of the Torah. They are 

organized, not to seize the reigns of power, but rather, to engage in what American 

scholar, Norman L. Zucker, calls “theopolitics” -- the “attempt to attain theological ends, 

by means of political activity.”  Despite their common religious orientation, however, these 

parties have differed in the methods of relating themselves to the domain of practical 

politics. 

     By far, the most popular religious group, is the National Religious Party, formed in 

1956, to influence legislation, based on the Hebrew scriptures and to promote 

immigration, settlement, labor union activities, and religious education, in a religious 

context.  Actually, this party was a merger of two historical antecedents -- Mizrahi and 

HaPoel HaMizrahi (Mizrahi Workers) -- that together, offered a moderate alternative to 

the intransigency of ultra-orthodoxy.  The Mizrahi group was formed as a political party, 

in 1918, to engage mainly, in matters of religious education.  Its economic orientation was 

conservative, but it tended to support the moderate policies of Mapai, in exchange for 

concessions, on religious matters.  Nevertheless, a socialist faction of the Mizrahi party 

split off, in 1922, to form the more popular, HaPoel HaMizrahi Party -- its objective being, 

to combine socialism and religious orthodoxy. 

     The National Religious Party has participated in every coalition government, since 

independence (before 1956, by way of Mizrahi, which had been a member of the Mapai-

led coalition, from 1948 to 1955).  Invariably, the Ministry for Religious Affairs, has been 

headed by a Knesset member, nominated by this party.  Evi- 

dently, the party’s record of working with, and frequently influencing, the dominant 

socialist partner, suggested that Israel’s Jews, for whom, religion is important, might have 

found satisfactory religious values, in more temperate forms of observance and in 

accommodation, with a secular society. 

     Agudat Israel (Association of Israel), is ultra-Orthodox and aggressive in its opposition 

to secularism, in all its manifestations.  Founded in 1912, the Agudat, as this group is 

commonly known, advocates that the state should be governed under rabbinical authority, 

since the Torah not only unites the Jewish people, but also, is  
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the ultimate source of Jewish sovereignty; it also calls for traditional Jewish education, in 

schools at all levels, and proposes state control of health and welfare funds.  The Agudat 

maintains its own schools, the expenses, of which -- as much as 85 percent -- are 

provided by the government. 

     Poalei Agudat Israel (Workers of the Association of Israel) is a religiopolitical labor 

movement, advocating development of the state, land pioneering, mass immigration, and 

the protection of workers’ rights, in the spirit of the Torah and tradition.  It was originally 

founded, in 1922, as the labor wing of Agudat to counteract the growth of secularist, 

socialist, and anti-religious tendencies, among the workers.  Its political objective, is 

essentially the same as that of the parent body, but unlike the Agudat, it practiced what it 

preached, namely, the establishment of agricultural settlements.  The Poalei Agudat 

Israel maintained, that the messiah would come, only if Jews merited redemption, by 

settling on the land.  In 1946, it became independent of the Agudat, but its political and 

educational aims have not changed, over the years. 

     Since independence, the religious parties have sought to enhance their influence, in 

the Knesset, in one form or another.  In 1949, the four religious groups, existing at that 

time, formed the United Religious Front for a single electoral alliance, but they 

campaigned separately, in 1951.  For the elections of 1955 and 1959, the Agudat and 

Poalei Agudat Israel, formed the Torah Religious Front, excluding the Mizrahi parties, 

which they claimed, were not sufficiently dedicated to the concept of the Torah state.  The 

Torah front was dissolved, in time, for separate campaigning, in 1961, but was revived 

for the election of 1973. 

     Taken together, the religious parties have commanded from fifteen to eighteen seats 

in the Knesset over the years, or about 12 to 15 percent of total Knesset seats.  Their 

influence, on the legislative and decision-making processes has been undeniably greater, 

however, than their absolute numbers, seemed to indicate.  This can be  

attributed, to the politics of coalition building, a political necessity, that has confronted 

every dominant political party, since 1949.  Because the dominant party, invariably had a 

shortfall of from fourteen to twenty-one seats for the parliamentary majority of sixty-one 

seats, it had to seek additional support from other parties, the political demands, of which, 
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were relatively compatible with the plank of the dominant party. Under the circumstances, 

much of that extra margin of support, came from the religious bloc, especially the National 

Religious Party.  Thus, by joining the coalition governments, the Orthodox Jews were able 

to trade their support of the dominant group, for concessions over matters of religious 

importance. 

 

Other Parties 

     There are a number of organizations, seeking to achieve disparate objectives.  

Secular, rather than religious, they generally represent, minority or special interest groups 

and, although they held a total of thirteen seats in the Ninth Knesset (1977-     ), did not 

act together, as a bloc, nor did they attempt to do so.  Seven of the sixteen miscellaneous 

groups or lists that contested the 1977 elections, won at least, one Knesset seat. 

     Rakah (New Communist) party, was renamed the Democratic Front for Peace and 

Equality, in 1973, and in an attempt, to broaden constituency and attract more non-

communist Arab voters.  Led by Meir Vilner, Rakah broke away from the smaller pro-

Zionist Maki Communist Party -- founded in 1919 -- and draws its main support from the 

Israeli Arabs under a plank, calling for a total withdrawal of Israeli forces from all occupied 

territories, equal rights for the Arab community, the establishment of a democratic, 

socialist, and secular state, in Palestine, peace with the Arab states, and non-alignment 

in foreign policy.  The support for Rakah, has risen steadily, since 1965, when this group 

received 23.6 percent of the Arab vote; in 1977, one out of every two Arab voters, who 

constituted about 9 percent of the national electorate, supported the Rakah group.  The 

mostly Jewish-backed Maki group, was absorbed, in 1973, into the left-wing Moked 

(Focus) party. 

     Evidently, Rakah appeals more to the younger Arabs, who have become radicalized 

and grown disenchanted, with their older leaders.  In the past, many of these older Arabs, 

who were wealthy and had extensive clan connections, tended to support Mapai and its 

heir; in 1977, Arab support, for the old guard, declined sharply.  Efforts to enhance the 

Arab position as a single, unified, voting bloc have not been successful, because of intra-

Arab frictions.  If united, however, the Arabs may well emerge, as a more effective 

pressure group with, as many as, eight or nine Knesset seats. 
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     The left-wing Shelli (Equality and Peace for Israel), was formed in early 1977, by Arie 

Eliav, a former Labor Party secretary general.  It absorbed various leftist intellectual and 

peace groups, including the pro-Zionist communist, Moked.  The Shelli group advocated 

the establishment of a Palestinian Arab state, alongside the state of Israel, the withdrawal 

of Israel to its pre-1967 borders, and political negotiations with the Palestine Liberation 

Organization (PLO), on the basis of mutual recognition. 

     Shlomzion (Realization of Zion) was founded, in October 1976, as a right-wing party, 

by former general and military hero, Ariel Sharon; its platform was similar to that, of Likud.  

This affinity came as no surprise, since it was Sharon, who in 1973, took the lead in the 

formation of the Likud alliance, elevating it to the status of a major political force with 

prestige and credible alternative to the Labor-Mapam Alignment.  At that time, the alliance 

was regarded, as necessary, if the Herut-led, Gahal, was to regain respectability, in the 

wake of a factional strife between Begin and ex-air force commander, Weizmann. 

     Before the election, of 1973, Weizmann, who was popular with the Herut’s younger 

echelons, called for the democratization of the party, in an apparent effort, to broaden its 

power base; but such reformist demand was not taken kindly, by Begin, who saw it as a 

challenge to his authoritarian leadership.  After Weizmann’s attempted reform was 

thwarted by the Begin-controlled old guard, there emerged the distinct possibility of 

Weizmann’s faction, bolting the party to join a new political grouping.  Against this 

backdrop, Sharon, then a member of the Liberal Party, called on the Gahal and other 

center-right groups, to realign and expand themselves, into what was to become, the 

Likud; the move was considered critical, as much for internal fence mending, as for 

bolstering the splintered bloc of center-right political groups. 

     The minor groups, winning one Knesset seat each, were the Independent Liberal Party 

that lost three of its four seats, in 1977 and the Civil Rights Movement that was formed, 

in 1973, after breaking away from the Labor Party and that advocated, inter alia, freedom 

from the influence of the religious “establishment,” electoral reform, women’s liberation, 

and minority rights.  At the end of 1976, some of the founding members of the movement, 

split and joined, the new DMC.  In 1977, the familiar Arab candidates did not fare as well 

as they had, in 1973, when three Arabs had been elected to the Knesset, on two electoral 

lists affiliated with the Labor Party; in 1977, only one Arab was elected on the United Arab 
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List.  The Flatto-Sharon List received 35,000 votes, enough for the party to send two 

deputies to the Knesset.  But, this was a one-man party -- the only candidate, being the 

founder of the list.  Samuel Flatto-Sharon, who was a financier of French origin and who, 

at the time of the 1977 election, faced the possibility of extradition to France, on charges 

of tax evasion.  Legal proceedings against him were rendered moot, after his election, 

which assured him parliamentary immunity.  
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MAJOR HOLIDAYS IN ISRAEL 

 

NAME AND DATE CELEBRATED                                   

PURPOSE 

 

ROSH HASHANAH (THE NEW YEAR).         

 A time of spiritual renewal.  Tradition holds that Rosh Hashanah is the beginning of a 

period when God judges. Celebrated on the 1st and 2nd of Tishri, men and month which 

falls  during  September  and October decides what their destinies will be during the coming 

year.  A principle feature of the holiday is the blowing of the shofar, or ram’s horn, which 

summons men to self-judgment.               

 

YOM KIPPUR (THE DAY OF ATONEMENT).  Tishri 10th.  

The holiest day of the year, on which Jews spiritually re-Dedicate themselves.  Yom 

Kippur is marked by prayer and Fasting. 

    

SUCCOT  (THE  FEAST  OF  TABERBERNACLES)    Tishri 15th  

Commemorates both the wandering of the Israelites in the wilderness and the summer 

harvest.  . This Feast                has five symbols:  the palm, the citron, the myrtle and the 

willow, which are carried in synagogue processions, and  

the succah,  an outdoor structure, in which, families traditionally sleep and take meals. Its 

roof, made of tree branches, recalls the temporary dwellings erected at harvest                                                                              

time and those, in which, the Jews lived during the wandering. 

 

SHEMINI ATZERET -- SIMCHAT TO- RAH (8th DAY OF ASSEMBLY -- THE 

REJOICING  OF  THE LAW).  Tishri  22nd.     

Concluding autumn festival, it marks the completion of the annual cycle of readings 

from the Torah.  Members of the congregation joyously carry the sacred Torah scrolls in 

procession through the synagogue. 

 

HANNUKAH (THE FEAST OF LIGHTS). Kislev (November-December) 25th to Tevet 
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2nd (December-January)    

Recalls the victory of Judah Maccabee over Syrian forces  and Celebrated for  eight  days, 

extending  from the subsequent purification and re-dedication of the Temple in 164 B.C.  

Candles are lighted everyday  during  the Holiday to commemorate the relighting of the 

Temple lamps. 

 

TU B `SHEVAT (THE NEW YEAR FOR TREES). Shevat (January-February) 15th. 

Celebrates the rising of the sap in the fruit trees.  On Tu B’ Shevat, it is customary to 

plant saplings and to eat almonds, figs, and carob, the fruit of the locust tree. 

 

PURIM (THE FEAST OF LOTS).  Adar (February - March)  15th.           

One of the  merriest  days  in  the  year,  it  commemorates the Courage of  Queen Esther,  

who  interceded with  her  Persian husband, King Ahasuerus, to prevent a planned 

slaughter of his Jewish subjects. Parades and fancy-dress parties are held on Purim. 

 

PESACH (PASSOVER).  Nisan (March- April) 15th to 21st.   

A  commemoration  of  the  exodus  from  Egypt,  Matzot, or unleavened bread, 

symbolizing the unprepared dough, which the Israelites took with them as they left, is 

eaten during the week of Pesach and at the seder, a ritual dinner, at which the story is 

recounted. 

                                                                                

YOM HA`ATZMAUT (ISRAELI INDEPENDENCE DAY).  Iyar (April-May) 5th -

Anniversary of the proclamation of the state in 1948. Celebrated on the 33rd of the 49 

days, separating Pesach 

.   

LAG B`OMER (33rd DAY OF THE OMER).  Iyar 18th,                                                

Lag B`Omer honors both the  anniversary  of the re-death, in the Second Century, of 

Rabbi Simeon Ben-Yohai, puted author of a famous mystical work, the Zohar, and the 

association of the Rabbi Akiva and his disciples with the rebellion of Bar-Kokhba against 

the Romans.  There are bonfires, archery displays, and an all-night pilgrimage to Rabbi 

Simeon Ben-Yohai’s tomb at Meiron. 
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SHAVUOT  (THE FEAST OF  WEEKS).   Sivan (May or June) 6th. 

Celebrated  at  the  traditional   time   of   the   wheat harvest, commemorates the 

presentation of the Ten Commandments to Moses.  The Book of Ruth, which mentions 

the ancient barley and wheat harvests is read in the synagogues. 

              

TISHA B`AV (THE 9th of AV).  Av (July- August) 9th.   

A fast day, Tisha B’Av commemorates the  destruction  of the First and Second 

Temples.  In  the  synagogue,  the Book of Lamentations is read, dirges are sung and 

mourning customs are observed.                                                                    
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